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F
inancial markets are a fascinating reflection of the people behind

them. Usually interesting, occasionally irrational, markets take on a

life of their own, moving farther and faster than models predict and

sometimes concluding with events that are theoretically unlikely.

There is tremendous value in a qualitative, as well as a quantitative,

approach to risk management. Risk management cannot be reduced to

a simple checklist or mechanistic process. In risk management, the ability

to question and contemplate different outcomes is a distinct advantage.

This book is intended for the business or finance professional to

bridge a gap between an overview of financial risk management and the

many technical, though excellent, resources that are often beyond the

level required by a nonspecialist.

Since the subject of financial risk management is both wide and

deep, this volume is necessarily selective. Financial risk is covered from

the top down, to foster an understanding of the risks and the methods

often used to manage those risks.

The reader will find additional sources of information in the appen-

dix. Of course, no book can serve as an alternative to professionals who

can provide up-to-the-minute guidance on the many legal, financial,

and technical challenges associated with risk management.

Preface
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1

After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Describe the financial risk management process

• Identify key factors that affect interest rates, exchange rates,
and commodity prices

• Appreciate the impact of history on financial markets

A
lthough financial risk has increased significantly in recent years,

risk and risk management are not contemporary issues. The result

of increasingly global markets is that risk may originate with events

thousands of miles away that have nothing to do with the domestic

market. Information is available instantaneously, which means that

change, and subsequent market reactions, occur very quickly.

The economic climate and markets can be affected very quickly by

changes in exchange rates, interest rates, and commodity prices. Counter-

parties can rapidly become problematic. As a result, it is important to

ensure financial risks are identified and managed appropriately. Prepara-

tion is a key component of risk management.

What Is Risk?

Risk provides the basis for opportunity.The terms risk and exposure have

subtle differences in their meaning. Risk refers to the probability of loss,

CHAPTER 1

What Is Financial Risk
Management?
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while exposure is the possibility of loss, although they are often used

interchangeably. Risk arises as a result of exposure.

Exposure to financial markets affects most organizations, either directly

or indirectly.When an organization has financial market exposure, there

is a possibility of loss but also an opportunity for gain or profit. Financial

market exposure may provide strategic or competitive benefits.

Risk is the likelihood of losses resulting from events such as changes

in market prices. Events with a low probability of occurring, but that may

result in a high loss, are particularly troublesome because they are often

not anticipated.Put another way, risk is the probable variability of returns.

Since it is not always possible or desirable to eliminate risk, under-

standing it is an important step in determining how to manage it.

Identifying exposures and risks forms the basis for an appropriate finan-

cial risk management strategy.

How Does Financial Risk Arise?

Financial risk arises through countless transactions of a financial nature,

including sales and purchases, investments and loans, and various other

business activities. It can arise as a result of legal transactions, new proj-

ects, mergers and acquisitions, debt financing, the energy component of

costs, or through the activities of management, stakeholders, competi-

tors, foreign governments, or weather.

When financial prices change dramatically, it can increase costs,

reduce revenues, or otherwise adversely impact the profitability of an

organization. Financial fluctuations may make it more difficult to plan

and budget, price goods and services, and allocate capital.

2

E S S E N T I A L S o f  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t

Potential Size of Loss

Potential for Large Loss

Potential for Small Loss

Probability of Loss

High Probability of Occurrence

Low Probability of Occurrence
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There are three main sources of financial risk:

1. Financial risks arising from an organization’s exposure to changes
in market prices, such as interest rates, exchange rates, and com-
modity prices 

2. Financial risks arising from the actions of, and transactions with,
other organizations such as vendors, customers, and counterparties
in derivatives transactions 

3. Financial risks resulting from internal actions or failures of the organ-
ization, particularly people, processes, and systems 

These are discussed in more detail in subsequent chapters.

What Is Financial Risk Management?

Financial risk management is a process to deal with the uncertainties

resulting from financial markets. It involves assessing the financial risks

facing an organization and developing management strategies consistent

with internal priorities and policies. Addressing financial risks proac-

tively may provide an organization with a competitive advantage. It also

ensures that management, operational staff, stakeholders, and the board

of directors are in agreement on key issues of risk.

Managing financial risk necessitates making organizational decisions

about risks that are acceptable versus those that are not. The passive

strategy of taking no action is the acceptance of all risks by default.

Organizations manage financial risk using a variety of strategies and

products. It is important to understand how these products and strate-

gies work to reduce risk within the context of the organization’s risk

tolerance and objectives.

Strategies for risk management often involve derivatives. Derivatives

are traded widely among financial institutions and on organized exchanges.

The value of derivatives contracts, such as futures, forwards, options, and

3

W h a t  I s  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t ?
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swaps, is derived from the price of the underlying asset. Derivatives

trade on interest rates, exchange rates, commodities, equity and fixed

income securities, credit, and even weather.

The products and strategies used by market participants to manage

financial risk are the same ones used by speculators to increase leverage and

risk.Although it can be argued that widespread use of derivatives increases

risk, the existence of derivatives enables those who wish to reduce risk to

pass it along to those who seek risk and its associated opportunities.

The ability to estimate the likelihood of a financial loss is highly desir-

able. However, standard theories of probability often fail in the analysis of

financial markets. Risks usually do not exist in isolation, and the interac-

tions of several exposures may have to be considered in developing an

understanding of how financial risk arises. Sometimes, these interactions

are difficult to forecast, since they ultimately depend on human behavior.

The process of financial risk management is an ongoing one.Strategies

need to be implemented and refined as the market and requirements

change. Refinements may reflect changing expectations about market

rates, changes to the business environment, or changing international

political conditions, for example. In general, the process can be summa-

rized as follows:

4

E S S E N T I A L S o f  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t

Notable Quote

“Whether we like it or not, mankind now has a completely inte-
grated, international financial and informational marketplace
capable of moving money and ideas to any place on this planet
in minutes.” 

Source: Walter Wriston of Citibank, in a speech to the International
Monetary Conference, London, June 11, 1979.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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W h a t  I s  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t ?

• Identify and prioritize key financial risks.

• Determine an appropriate level of risk tolerance.

• Implement risk management strategy in accordance with 
policy.

• Measure, report, monitor, and refine as needed.

Diversification

For many years, the riskiness of an asset was assessed based only on the

variability of its returns. In contrast, modern portfolio theory considers

not only an asset’s riskiness, but also its contribution to the overall risk-

iness of the portfolio to which it is added. Organizations may have an

opportunity to reduce risk as a result of risk diversification.

In portfolio management terms, the addition of individual compo-

nents to a portfolio provides opportunities for diversification, within

limits.A diversified portfolio contains assets whose returns are dissimilar,

in other words, weakly or negatively correlated with one another. It 

is useful to think of the exposures of an organization as a portfolio 

and consider the impact of changes or additions on the potential risk

of the total.

Diversification is an important tool in managing financial risks.

Diversification among counterparties may reduce the risk that unex-

pected events adversely impact the organization through defaults.

Diversification among investment assets reduces the magnitude of loss

if one issuer fails. Diversification of customers, suppliers, and financing

sources reduces the possibility that an organization will have its business

adversely affected by changes outside management’s control. Although

the risk of loss still exists, diversification may reduce the opportunity

for large adverse outcomes.
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E S S E N T I A L S o f  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t

Risk Management Process

The process of financial risk management comprises strategies that

enable an organization to manage the risks associated with financial

markets. Risk management is a dynamic process that should evolve with

an organization and its business. It involves and impacts many parts of

Hedging and Correlation

Hedging is the business of seeking assets or events that off-
set, or have weak or negative correlation to, an organization’s
financial exposures. 

Correlation measures the tendency of two assets to move, or
not move, together. This tendency is quantified by a coeffi-
cient between –1 and +1. Correlation of +1.0 signifies perfect
positive correlation and means that two assets can be expected
to move together. Correlation of –1.0 signifies perfect negative
correlation, which means that two assets can be expected to
move together but in opposite directions. 

The concept of negative correlation is central to hedging and
risk management. Risk management involves pairing a finan-
cial exposure with an instrument or strategy that is negatively
correlated to the exposure. 

A long futures contract used to hedge a short underlying expo-
sure employs the concept of negative correlation. If the price
of the underlying (short) exposure begins to rise, the value of
the (long) futures contract will also increase, offsetting some
or all of the losses that occur. The extent of the protection
offered by the hedge depends on the degree of negative cor-
relation between the two.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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an organization including treasury, sales, marketing, legal, tax, commod-

ity, and corporate finance.

The risk management process involves both internal and external

analysis.The first part of the process involves identifying and prioritizing

the financial risks facing an organization and understanding their rele-

vance. It may be necessary to examine the organization and its products,

management, customers, suppliers, competitors, pricing, industry trends,

balance sheet structure, and position in the industry. It is also necessary

to consider stakeholders and their objectives and tolerance for risk.

Once a clear understanding of the risks emerges, appropriate strategies

can be implemented in conjunction with risk management policy. For

example, it might be possible to change where and how business is done,

thereby reducing the organization’s exposure and risk.Alternatively, existing

exposures may be managed with derivatives. Another strategy for man-

aging risk is to accept all risks and the possibility of losses.

There are three broad alternatives for managing risk:

1. Do nothing and actively, or passively by default, accept all risks.

2. Hedge a portion of exposures by determining which exposures
can and should be hedged.

3. Hedge all exposures possible.

Measurement and reporting of risks provides decision makers with

information to execute decisions and monitor outcomes, both before

and after strategies are taken to mitigate them. Since the risk manage-

ment process is ongoing, reporting and feedback can be used to refine

the system by modifying or improving strategies.

An active decision-making process is an important component of

risk management.Decisions about potential loss and risk reduction pro-

vide a forum for discussion of important issues and the varying per-

spectives of stakeholders.

7

W h a t  I s  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t ?
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Factors that Impact Financial Rates and Prices

Financial rates and prices are affected by a number of factors. It is essen-

tial to understand the factors that impact markets because those factors,

in turn, impact the potential risk of an organization.

Factors that Affect Interest Rates

Interest rates are a key component in many market prices and an impor-

tant economic barometer. They are comprised of the real rate plus a

component for expected inflation, since inflation reduces the purchas-

ing power of a lender’s assets. The greater the term to maturity, the

greater the uncertainty. Interest rates are also reflective of supply and

demand for funds and credit risk.

Interest rates are particularly important to companies and govern-

ments because they are the key ingredient in the cost of capital. Most

companies and governments require debt financing for expansion and

capital projects.When interest rates increase, the impact can be signifi-

cant on borrowers. Interest rates also affect prices in other financial

markets, so their impact is far-reaching.

Other components to the interest rate may include a risk premium

to reflect the creditworthiness of a borrower. For example, the threat of

political or sovereign risk can cause interest rates to rise, sometimes sub-

stantially, as investors demand additional compensation for the increased

risk of default.

Factors that influence the level of market interest rates include:

• Expected levels of inflation

• General economic conditions

• Monetary policy and the stance of the central bank

• Foreign exchange market activity

8

E S S E N T I A L S o f  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t
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• Foreign investor demand for debt securities

• Levels of sovereign debt outstanding

• Financial and political stability

Yield Curve

The yield curve is a graphical representation of yields for a range of

terms to maturity. For example, a yield curve might illustrate yields for

maturity from one day (overnight) to 30-year terms. Typically, the rates

are zero coupon government rates.

Since current interest rates reflect expectations, the yield curve pro-

vides useful information about the market’s expectations of future

interest rates. Implied interest rates for forward-starting terms can be

calculated using the information in the yield curve. For example, using

rates for one- and two-year maturities, the expected one-year interest

rate beginning in one year’s time can be determined.

The shape of the yield curve is widely analyzed and monitored by

market participants.As a gauge of expectations, it is often considered to

be a predictor of future economic activity and may provide signals of a

pending change in economic fundamentals.

The yield curve normally slopes upward with a positive slope, as

lenders/investors demand higher rates from borrowers for longer lend-

ing terms. Since the chance of a borrower default increases with term

to maturity, lenders demand to be compensated accordingly.

Interest rates that make up the yield curve are also affected by the

expected rate of inflation. Investors demand at least the expected rate

of inflation from borrowers, in addition to lending and risk compo-

nents. If investors expect future inflation to be higher, they will demand

greater premiums for longer terms to compensate for this uncertainty.

9

W h a t  I s  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t ?
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As a result, the longer the term, the higher the interest rate (all else

being equal), resulting in an upward-sloping yield curve.

Occasionally, the demand for short-term funds increases substan-

tially, and short-term interest rates may rise above the level of longer-

term interest rates. This results in an inversion of the yield curve and a

downward slope to its appearance. The high cost of short-term funds

detracts from gains that would otherwise be obtained through invest-

ment and expansion and make the economy vulnerable to slowdown

or recession. Eventually, rising interest rates slow the demand for both

short-term and long-term funds. A decline in all rates and a return to

a normal curve may occur as a result of the slowdown.

Theories of Interest Rate Determination

Several major theories have been developed to explain the term struc-

ture of interest rates and the resulting yield curve:

10

E S S E N T I A L S o f  F i n a n c i a l  R i s k  M a n a g e m e n t

Predicting Change 

Indicators that predict changes in economic activity in advance
of a slowdown are extremely useful. The yield curve may be
one such forecasting tool. Changes in consensus forecasts
and actual short-term interest rates, as well as the index of
leading indicators, have been used as warning signs of a
change in the direction of the economy. Some studies have
found that, historically at least, a good predictor of changes in
the economy one year to 18 months forward has been the
shape of the yield curve.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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• Expectations theory suggests forward interest rates are repre-
sentative of expected future interest rates. As a result, the
shape of the yield curve and the term structure of rates are
reflective of the market’s aggregate expectations.

• Liquidity theory suggests that investors will choose longer-
term maturities if they are provided with additional yield that
compensates them for lack of liquidity. As a result, liquidity
theory supports that forward interest rates possess a liquidity
premium and an interest rate expectation component.

• Preferred habitat hypothesis suggests that investors who usual-
ly prefer one maturity horizon over another can be convinced
to change maturity horizons given an appropriate premium.
This suggests that the shape of the yield curve depends on the
policies of market participants.

• Market segmentation theory suggests that different investors
have different investment horizons that arise from the nature
of their business or as a result of investment restrictions.
These prevent them from dramatically changing maturity
dates to take advantage of temporary opportunities in interest
rates. Companies that have a long investment time horizon
will therefore be less interested in taking advantage of oppor-
tunities at the short end of the curve.

Factors that Affect Foreign Exchange Rates

Foreign exchange rates are determined by supply and demand for cur-

rencies. Supply and demand, in turn, are influenced by factors in the

economy, foreign trade, and the activities of international investors.

Capital flows, given their size and mobility, are of great importance in

determining exchange rates.

11
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Factors that influence the level of interest rates also influence exchange

rates among floating or market-determined currencies.Currencies are very

sensitive to changes or anticipated changes in interest rates and to sovereign

risk factors. Some of the key drivers that affect exchange rates include:

• Interest rate differentials net of expected inflation

• Trading activity in other currencies

• International capital and trade flows

• International institutional investor sentiment

• Financial and political stability

• Monetary policy and the central bank

• Domestic debt levels (e.g., debt-to-GDP ratio)

• Economic fundamentals

Key Drivers of Exchange Rates

When trade in goods and services with other countries was the major

determinant of exchange-rate fluctuations, market participants moni-

tored trade flow statistics closely for information about the currency’s

future direction. Today, capital flows are also very important and are

monitored closely.

When other risk issues are considered equal, those currencies with

higher short-term real interest rates will be more attractive to international

investors than lower interest rate currencies. Currencies that are more

attractive to foreign investors are the beneficiaries of capital mobility.

The freedom of capital that permits an organization to invest and

divest internationally also permits capital to seek a safe, opportunistic

return. Some currencies are particularly attractive during times of

financial turmoil. Safe-haven currencies have, at various times, includ-

ed the Swiss franc, the Canadian dollar, and the U.S. dollar.

12
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Foreign exchange forward markets are tightly linked to interest

markets. In freely traded currencies, traders arbitrage between the for-

ward currency markets and the interest rate markets, ensuring interest

rate parity.

Theories of Exchange Rate Determination

Several theories have been advanced to explain how exchange rates are

determined:

• Purchasing power parity, based in part on “the law of one
price,” suggests that exchange rates are in equilibrium when
the prices of goods and services (excluding mobility and
other issues) in different countries are the same. If local 
prices increase more than prices in another country for the
same product, the local currency would be expected to
decline in value vis-à-vis its foreign counterpart, presuming
no change in the structural relationship between the 
countries.

• The balance of payments approach suggests that exchange
rates result from trade and capital transactions that, in turn,
affect the balance of payments. The equilibrium exchange
rate is reached when both internal and external pressures are
in equilibrium.

• The monetary approach suggests that exchange rates are
determined by a balance between the supply of, and demand
for, money.When the money supply in one country increases
compared with its trading partners, prices should rise and the
currency should depreciate.

• The asset approach suggests that currency holdings by foreign
investors are chosen based on factors such as real interest rates,
as compared with other countries.

13
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Factors that Affect Commodity Prices

Physical commodity prices are influenced by supply and demand. Unlike

financial assets, the value of commodities is also affected by attributes

such as physical quality and location.

Commodity supply is a function of production. Supply may be

reduced if problems with production or delivery occur, such as crop

failures or labor disputes. In some commodities, seasonal variations of

supply and demand are usual and shortages are not uncommon.

Demand for commodities may be affected if final consumers are

able to obtain substitutes at a lower cost. There may also be major shifts

in consumer taste over the long term if there are supply or cost issues.

Commodity traders are sensitive to the inclination of certain com-

modity prices to vary according to the stage of the economic cycle. For

example, base metals prices may rise late in the economic cycle as a

result of increased economic demand and expansion. Prices of these

commodities are monitored as a form of leading indicator.

Commodity prices may be affected by a number of factors, including:

• Expected levels of inflation, particularly for precious metals

• Interest rates 

• Exchange rates, depending on how prices are determined

• General economic conditions

• Costs of production and ability to deliver to buyers

• Availability of substitutes and shifts in taste and consumption
patterns

• Weather, particularly for agricultural commodities and energy

• Political stability, particularly for energy and precious metals

14
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Financial Risk Management: A Selective History

No discussion of financial risk management is complete without a brief

look at financial market history. Although this history is by no means

complete, it illustrates events and highlights of the past several hundred

years.

Early Markets

Financial derivatives and markets are often considered to be modern

developments, but in many cases they are not. The earliest trading

involved commodities, since they are very important to human existence.

Long before industrial development, informal commodities markets

operated to facilitate the buying and selling of products.

Marketplaces have existed in small villages and larger cities for cen-

turies, allowing farmers to trade their products for other items of value.

These marketplaces are the predecessors of modern exchanges. The

later development of formalized futures markets enabled producers and

buyers to guarantee a price for sales and purchases. The ability to trade

product and guarantee a price was particularly important in markets

where products had limited life, or where products were too bulky to

transport to market often.

Forward contracts were used by Flemish traders at medieval trade

fairs as early as the twelfth century, where lettres de faire were used to

specify future delivery. Other reports of contractual agreements date

back to Phoenician times. Futures contracts also facilitated trading in

prized tulip bulbs in seventeenth-century Amsterdam during the infa-

mous tulip mania era.

In seventeenth-century Japan, rice was an important commodity.

As growers began to trade rice tickets for cash, a secondary market

began to flourish.The Dojima rice futures market was established in the
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commerce center of Osaka in 1688 with 1,300 registered rice traders.

Rice dealers could sell futures in advance of a harvest in anticipation of

lower prices, or alternatively buy rice futures contracts if it looked as

though the harvest might be poor and prices high. Rice tickets repre-

sented either warehoused rice or rice that would be harvested in the

future.

Trading at the Dojima market was accompanied by a slow-burning

rope in a box suspended from the roof. The day’s trading ended when

the rope stopped burning. The day’s trading might be canceled, how-

ever, if there were no trading price when the rope stopped burning or

if it expired early.

North American Developments

In North America, development of futures markets is also closely tied

to agricultural markets, in particular the grain markets of the nineteenth

century.Volatility in the price of grain made business challenging for

both growers and merchant buyers.

The Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT), formed in 1848, was the

first organized futures exchange in the United States. Its business was

nonstandardized grain forward contracts. Without a central clearing

organization, however, some participants defaulted on their contracts,

leaving others unhedged.

In response, the CBOT developed futures contracts with standard-

ized terms and the requirement of a performance bond in 1865. These

were the first North American futures contracts. The contracts permit-

ted farmers to fix a price for their grain sales in advance of delivery on

a standardized basis. For the better part of a century, North American

futures trading revolved around the grain industry, where large-scale

production and consumption, combined with expense of transport and

storage, made grain an ideal futures market commodity.
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Turbulence in Financial Markets

In the 1970s, turbulence in world financial markets resulted in several

important developments. Regional war and conflict, persistent high

interest rates and inflation, weak equities markets, and agricultural crop

failures produced major price instability.

Amid this volatility came the introduction of floating exchange

rates. Shortly after the United States ended gold convertibility of the

U.S. dollar, the Bretton Woods agreement effectively ended and the cur-

rencies of major industrial countries moved to floating rates. Although

the currency market is a virtual one, it is the largest market, and London

remains the most important center for foreign exchange trading.

Trading in interest rate futures began in the 1970s, reflecting the

increasingly volatile markets. The New York Mercantile Exchange

(NYMEX) introduced the first energy futures contract in 1978 with
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Winnipeg Commodity 
Exchange

Geographically central cities like Winnipeg and Chicago were
attractive trading locations for agricultural commodities due to
their proximity to transportation and growing regions. In Canada,
the Winnipeg Commodity Exchange was formed in 1887 by ten
enterprising local grain merchants. By 1928, Canada was pro-
ducing nearly half of the world’s grain supply, and Winnipeg
became the foremost grain market and the benchmark for
world grain prices. Though Winnipeg later had the distinction
of introducing the first gold futures contract in 1972, its 400-
ounce contract size became unwieldy once gold prices began
their rapid ascent.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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heating oil futures. These contracts provided a way for hedgers to man-

age price risk. Other developments include the establishment of the

Commodity Futures Trading Commission.

Automation and Growth 

The first automated exchange began not in New York or in London

but at the International Futures Exchange in Bermuda in 1984. Despite

its attractive location and the foresight to automate, the exchange did

not survive. However, for exchanges today, automation is often a key to

survival. New resources are making their way into trading and electronic

order matching systems, improving efficiency and reducing trading costs.

Some exchanges are entirely virtual, replacing a physical trading floor

with interconnected traders all over the world.

In October 1987, financial markets were tested in a massive equity

market decline, most of which took place over a couple of days. Some

major exchanges suffered single-day declines of more than 20 percent.

Futures trading volumes skyrocketed and central banks pumped liquidity

into the market, sending interest rates lower. At the CBOT, futures trad-

ing volumes were three times that of the New York Stock Exchange.

Later, some observers suggested that the futures markets had con-

tributed to the panic by spooking investors. Exchanges subsequently

implemented new price limits and tightened existing ones. Some

traders credit leveraged futures traders with the eleventh-hour rebound

in stock prices. The rally that began in the futures pits slowly spread to

other markets, and depth and liquidity returned.

The lessons of 1987 were not lost on regulators and central banks.The

financial market turbulence and events highlighted serious vulnerabilities in

the financial system and concerns about systemic risk. In many cases,devel-

opments have taken years to coordinate internationally but have brought

lasting impact. Some of these developments are discussed in Chapter 10.
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New Era Finance

The 1990s brought the development of new derivatives products, such

as weather and catastrophe contracts, as well as a broader acceptance of

their use. Increased use of value-at-risk and similar tools for risk man-

agement improved risk management dialogue and methodologies.

The Plaza and the Louvre

In the early 1980s, high U.S. interest rates caused the U.S.
dollar to rise sharply against the currencies of its major trading
partners, such as the Deutsche mark and the Japanese yen.
In 1985 the G-5 central banks (representing the United States,
Germany, France, Great Britain, and Japan) agreed to stop the
rise of the U.S. dollar through central bank coordinated inter-
vention. The agreement became known as the Plaza Accord,
after the landmark New York hotel where meetings were held. 

The Plaza Accord was successful and the U.S. dollar declined
substantially against other major currencies. As the U.S. dollar
fell, foreign manufacturers’ prices soared in the important U.S.
export market.

Export manufacturers, such as major Japanese companies,
were forced to slash profit margins to ensure their pricing
remained competitive against the dramatic impact of exchange
rates on the translated prices of their goods abroad. 

Subsequent G-7 meetings between the original G-5, plus Canada
and Italy, resulted in the 1987 Louvre Accord, the aim of which
was to slow the fall of the U.S. dollar and foster monetary and
fiscal policy cooperation among the G-7 countries.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Some spectacular losses punctuated the decade, including the fall 

of venerable Barings Bank, and major losses at Orange County

(California), Daiwa Bank, and Long Term Capital Management. No

longer were derivatives losses big news. In the new era of finance, the

newsworthy losses were denominated in billions, rather than millions,

of dollars.

In 1999, a new European currency, the euro,was adopted by Austria,

Belgium, Finland, France, Germany, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, the

Netherlands, Portugal, and Spain, and two years later, Greece.The move

to a common currency significantly reduced foreign exchange risk 

for organizations doing business in Europe as compared with managing

a dozen different currencies, and it sparked a wave of bank consoli-

dations.

As the long equities bull market that had sustained through much

of the previous decade lost steam, technology stocks reached a final

spectacular top in 2000. Subsequent declines for some equities were

worse than those of the post-1929 market, and the corporate failures

that followed the boom made history. Shortly thereafter, the terrorist

attacks of September 11, 2001 changed many perspectives on risk.

Precious metals and energy commodities became increasingly attractive

in an increasingly unsettled geopolitical environment.

New frontiers in the evolution of financial risk management

include new risk modeling capabilities and trading in derivatives such

as weather, environmental (pollution) credits, and economic indicators.

Summary

• Financial risk management is not a contemporary issue.
Financial risk management has been a challenge for as long as
there have been markets and price fluctuations.
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• Financial risks arise from an organization’s exposure to financial
markets, its transactions with others, and its reliance on
processes, systems, and people.

• To understand financial risks, it is useful to consider the factors
that affect financial prices and rates, including interest rates,
exchange rates, and commodities prices.

• Since financial decisions are made by humans, a little financial
history is useful in understanding the nature of financial risk.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Evaluate the various financial risks that affect most organi-
zations

• Describe how key market risks arise, such as interest rate
risk, foreign exchange risk, and commodity price risk

• Consider the impact of related risks such as credit risk,
operational risk, and systemic risk

M
ajor market risks arise out of changes to financial market prices

such as exchange rates, interest rates, and commodity prices.

Major market risks are usually the most obvious type of financial

risk that an organization faces. Major market risks include:

• Foreign exchange risk

• Interest rate risk

• Commodity price risk

• Equity price risk

Other important related financial risks include:

• Credit risk

• Operational risk 

CHAPTER 2

Identifying Major
Financial Risks
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• Liquidity risk 

• Systemic risk 

The interactions of several risks can alter or magnify the potential

impact to an organization. For example, an organization may have both

commodity price risk and foreign exchange risk. If both markets move

adversely, the organization may suffer significant losses as a result.

There are two components to assessing financial risk.The first com-

ponent is an understanding of potential loss as a result of a particular

rate or price change.The second component is an estimate of the prob-

ability of such an event occurring. These topics are explored in more

detail in Chapter 9.

Interest Rate Risk

Interest rate risk arises from several sources, including:

• Changes in the level of interest rates (absolute interest 
rate risk)

• Changes in the shape of the yield curve (yield curve risk)

• Mismatches between exposure and the risk management
strategies undertaken (basis risk) 

Interest rate risk is the probability of an adverse impact on prof-

itability or asset value as a result of interest rate changes. Interest rate risk

affects many organizations, both borrowers and investors, and it partic-

ularly affects capital-intensive industries and sectors.

Changes affect borrowers through the cost of funds. For example, a

corporate borrower that utilizes floating interest rate debt is exposed to

rising interest rates that could increase the company’s cost of funds. A
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Fundamental 
Market Terminology

Several fundamental market risks impact the value of assets
or a portfolio. Although these risks are most often cited with
respect to derivatives, most apply to nonderivatives expo-
sures as well:

• Absolute risk (also known as delta risk) arises from

exposure to changes in the price of the underlying asset

or index. 

• Convexity risk (also known as gamma risk) arises from

exposure to the rate of change in the delta or duration

of the underlying asset. 

• Volatility risk (also known as vega risk) arises from expo-

sure to changes in the implied volatility of the underlying

security or asset. 

• Time decay risk (also known as theta risk) arises from

exposure to the passage of time.

• Basis risk (also known as correlation risk) arises from

exposure to the extent of correlation of a hedge to the

underlying assets or securities. 

• Discount rate risk (also known as rho risk) arises from

exposure to changes in interest rates used to discount

future cash flows.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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portfolio of fixed income securities has exposure to interest rates

through both changes in yield and gains or losses on assets held.

Interest rate risk is discussed in more detail in Chapter 3.

Absolute Interest Rate Risk

Absolute interest rate risk results from the possibility of a directional, or

up or down, change in interest rates. Most organizations monitor

absolute interest rate risk in their risk assessments, due to both its visi-

bility and its potential for affecting profitability.

From a borrower’s perspective, rising interest rates might result in

higher project costs and changes to financing or strategic plans. From an

investor or lender perspective, a decline in interest rates results in lower

interest income given the same investment, or alternatively, inadequate

return on investments held. All else being equal, the greater the dura-

tion, the greater the impact of an interest rate change.

The most common method of hedging absolute interest rate risk is

to match the duration of assets and liabilities, or replace floating interest

rate borrowing or investments with fixed interest rate debt or investments.

Another alternative is to hedge the interest rate risk with tools such as for-

ward rate agreements, swaps, and interest rate caps, floors, and collars.

Interest rate risk management is discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3.

Yield Curve Risk

Yield curve risk results from changes in the relationship between short-

and long-term interest rates. In a normal interest rate environment, the

yield curve has an upward-sloping shape to it. Longer-term interest rates

are higher than shorter-term interest rates because of higher risk to the

lender. The steepening or flattening of the yield curve changes the

interest rate differential between maturities, which can impact borrow-

ing and investment decisions and therefore profitability.
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In an inverted yield curve environment, demand for short-term

funds pushes short-term rates above long-term rates. The yield curve

may appear inverted or flat across most maturities, or alternatively only

in certain maturity segments. In such an environment, rates of longer

terms to maturity may be impacted less than shorter terms to maturity.

When there is a mismatch between an organization’s assets and liabilities,

yield curve risk should be assessed as a component of the organization’s

interest rate risk.

When the yield curve steepens, interest rates for longer maturities

increase more than interest rates for shorter terms as demand for

longer-term financing increases. Alternatively, short-term rates may

drop while long-term rates remain relatively unchanged.A steeper yield

curve results in a greater interest rate differential between short-term

and long-term interest rates, which makes rolling debt forward more

expensive. If a borrower is faced with a steep yield curve, there is a

much greater cost to lock in borrowing costs for a longer term com-

pared with a shorter term.

Trading the Yield Curve

Traders and strategists look for opportunities to trade the
yield curve. They use various strategies to sell the interest rate
differential between shorter- and longer-term interest rates
when they feel that the yield curve is due to flatten. Similarly,
they will buy the interest rate differential between shorter- and
longer-term interest rates when they feel that the yield curve
will steepen.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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A flatter yield curve has a smaller gap between long- and short-term

interest rates.This may occur as longer-term rates drop while short-term

rates remain about the same. Alternatively, short-term demand for funds

may ease, with little change to demand for longer-term funds. The flat-

tening of the yield curve makes rolling debt forward cheaper because

there is a smaller interest rate differential between maturity dates.

Yield curve swaps and strategies using products such as interest rate

futures and forward rate agreements along the yield curve can take advan-

tage of changes in the shape of the yield curve.The yield curve is a con-

sideration whenever there is a mismatch between assets and liabilities.

Reinvestment or Refunding Risk

Reinvestment or refunding risk arises when interest rates at investment

maturities (or debt maturities) result in funds being reinvested (or refi-

nanced) at current market rates that are worse than forecast or antici-

pated. The inability to forecast the rollover rate with certainty has the

potential to impact overall profitability of the investment or project.

For example, a short-term money market investor is exposed to the

possibility of lower interest rates when current holdings mature. Investors

who purchase callable bonds are also exposed to reinvestment risk. If

callable bonds are called by the issuer because interest rates have fallen,

the investor will have proceeds to reinvest at subsequently lower rates.

Similarly, a borrower that issues commercial paper to finance longer-

term projects is exposed to the potential for higher rates at the rollover

or refinancing date. As a result, matching funding duration to that of

the underlying project reduces exposure to refunding risk.

Basis Risk

Basis risk is the risk that a hedge, such as a derivatives contract, does not

move with the direction or magnitude to offset the underlying exposure,
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and it is a concern whenever there is a mismatch. Basis risk may occur

when one hedging product is used as a proxy hedge for the underlying

exposure, possibly because an appropriate hedge is expensive or impos-

sible to find. The basis may narrow or widen, with potential for gains

or losses as a result.

A narrower view of basis risk applies to futures prices, where basis

is the difference between the cash and futures price. Over time, the rela-

tionship between the two prices may change, impacting the hedge. For

example, if the price of a bond futures contract does not change in

value in the same magnitude as the underlying interest rate exposure,

the hedger may suffer a loss as a result.

Basis risk can also arise if prices are prevented from fully reflecting

underlying market changes. This could potentially occur with some

futures contracts, for example, where daily maximum price fluctuations

are permitted. In the case of a significant intra-day market move, some

futures prices may reach their limits and be prevented from moving the

full intra-day price change.

Foreign Exchange Risk

Foreign exchange risk arises through transaction, translation, and eco-

nomic exposures. It may also arise from commodity-based transactions

where commodity prices are determined and traded in another cur-

rency. Foreign exchange risk is discussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Transaction Exposure

Transaction risk impacts an organization’s profitability through the

income statement. It arises from the ordinary transactions of an organ-

ization, including purchases from suppliers and vendors, contractual

payments in other currencies, royalties or license fees, and sales to cus-

tomers in currencies other than the domestic one. Organizations that
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buy or sell products and services denominated in a foreign currency

typically have transaction exposure.

Management of transaction risk can be an important determinant of

competitiveness in a global economy.There are few corporations whose

business is not affected, either directly or indirectly, by transaction risk.

Translation Exposure

Translation risk traditionally referred to fluctuations that result from the

accounting translation of financial statements, particularly assets and lia-

bilities on the balance sheet. Translation exposure results wherever

assets, liabilities, or profits are translated from the operating currency

into a reporting currency—for example, the reporting currency of the

parent company.

From another perspective, translation exposure affects an organiza-

tion by affecting the value of foreign currency balance sheet items such

as accounts payable and receivable, foreign currency cash and deposits,

and foreign currency debt.Longer-term assets and liabilities, such as those

associated with foreign operations, are likely to be particularly impacted.

Foreign currency debt can also be considered a source of transla-

tion exposure. If an organization borrows in a foreign currency but has

no offsetting currency assets or cash flows, increases in the value of the

foreign currency vis-à-vis the domestic currency mean an increase in

the translated market value of the foreign currency liability. This is dis-

cussed in more detail in Chapter 4.

Foreign Exchange Exposure from 

Commodity Prices

Since many commodities are priced and traded internationally in U.S.

dollars, exposure to commodities prices may indirectly result in foreign

exchange exposure for non-U.S. organizations. Even when purchases or
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sales are made in the domestic currency, exchange rates may be embed-

ded in, and a component of, the commodity price.

In most cases, suppliers of commodities, like any other business, are

forced to pass along changes in the exchange rate to their customers or

suffer losses themselves.
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Transaction Exposure

A small Canadian company receives service revenues from its
international customers, mostly in U.S. dollars (USD). The
company’s costs, primarily research and development, are in
Canadian dollars (CAD). The following exchange rates prevailed
over a recent period:

Revenues Exchange Revenues 
Quarter (USD) Rate (CAD)

Quarter 1 (actual) $10,000,000 1.5218 $15,218,000

Quarter 2 (actual) $10,000,000 1.4326 $14,326,000

Quarter 3 (actual) $10,000,000 1.3328 $13,328,000

Quarter 4 (estimate) $10,000,000 1.2910 $12,910,000

The difference in U.S. dollar revenue converted to Canadian
dollars as a result of exchange rates from Quarter 1 to Quarter
3 is $1,890,000. It is unlikely that the company’s costs would
have similarly declined over the same period. This is a signif-
icant difference, and if the company’s costs are unchanged,
the company could suffer a loss as a result. 

Of course, a company that is unhedged may also earn an
unexpected profit should exchange rates move favorably. 

IN THE REAL WORLD
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By splitting the risk into currency and commodity components, an

organization can assess both risks independently, determine an appro-

priate strategy for dealing with price and rate uncertainties, and obtain

the most efficient pricing.

Protection through fixed rate contracts that provide exchange rate

protection is beneficial if the exchange rate moves adversely. However,

if the exchange rate moves favorably, the buyer might be better off

without a fixed exchange rate. Without the benefit of hindsight, the

hedger should understand both the exposure and the market to hedge

when exposure involves combined commodity and currency rates.
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Translation Exposure

The impact of exchange rates on unmanaged foreign currency
debt can be significant. A U.S. company has funded its 
operations with a Canadian $10,000,000 liability. Without 
offsetting assets or cash flows, the value of the liability fluc-
tuates with exchange rates. If the exchange rate moves from
0.7000 to 0.9000 (USD per CAD), it increases the company’s
liability by $2,000,000 (or 28 percent), as follows:

Exchange Rate U.S. Dollar Liability

0.6500 USD/CAD $ 6,500,000

0.7000 7,000,000

0.7500 7,500,000

0.8000 8,000,000

0.9000 9,000,000

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Strategic Exposure

The location and activities of major competitors may be an important

determinant of foreign exchange exposure. Strategic or economic expo-

sure affects an organization’s competitive position as a result of changes

in exchange rates. Economic exposures, such as declining sales from

international customers, do not show up on the balance sheet, though

their impact appears in income statements.

For example, a firm whose domestic currency has appreciated dra-

matically may find its products are too expensive in international markets

despite its efforts to reduce costs of production and minimize prices.
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Commodity and 
Foreign Exchange Exposure

A manufacturer in Asia makes finished goods from plastic
resins that it purchases from a domestic supplier. The domes-
tic supplier prices its resins in the local currency, thus remov-
ing any uncertainties about the domestic currency price for
the manufacturer. 

However, the plastic resins have a commodity (petroleum)
component, and therefore prices fluctuate to some degree
with the price of oil. Since international oil prices are denomi-
nated in U.S. dollars, the Asian manufacturer has exposure to
U.S. dollars indirectly through its purchase of raw materials,
the price of which is based on a traded commodity priced in
U.S. dollars. Of course, the manufacturer’s actual exposure
may depend on other factors and exposures.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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The prices of goods exported by the firm’s competitors, who are coin-

cidentally located in a weak-currency environment, become cheaper by

comparison without any action on their part.

Commodity Risk

Exposure to absolute price changes is the risk of commodity prices ris-

ing or falling. Organizations that produce or purchase commodities, or

whose livelihood is otherwise related to commodity prices, have expo-

sure to commodity price risk.
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Strategic Exposure

Japanese exporters faced strategic exposure in the 1980s.
As the value of the yen (JPY) appreciated dramatically against
major trading partner currencies such as the U.S. dollar,
Japanese exporters were faced with a tough choice between
lowering profit margins (and price) to maintain foreign currency
prices or losing market share in critical markets. In response,
they aggressively cut costs, moved production to lower-cost
offshore centers, and reduced profit margins, enabling them
to maintain market share despite dramatic increases in the yen.

The following Japanese yen/U.S. dollar average spot exchange
rates illustrate the dramatic moves that precipitated such action:

1985 238.60 JPY/USD

1986 168.50

1987 144.60

1988 128.15

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Some commodities cannot be hedged because there is no effective

forward market for the product. Generally, if a forward market exists, an

options market may develop, either on an exchange or among institu-

tions in the over-the-counter market.

In lieu of exchange-traded commodities markets, many commodity

suppliers offer forward or fixed-price contracts to their clients. Financial

institutions may offer similar products to clients, provided that a market

exists for the product to permit the financial institution to hedge its

own exposure. Financial institutions in some markets are limited by reg-

ulation to the types of commodity transactions they can undertake,

though commodity derivatives may be permitted.

Commodity risk is discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.

Commodity Price Risk

Commodity price risk occurs when there is potential for changes in the

price of a commodity that must be purchased or sold. Commodity

exposure can also arise from non-commodity business if inputs or

products and services have a commodity component.

Commodity price risk affects consumers and end-users such as man-

ufacturers, governments, processors, and wholesalers. If commodity

prices rise, the cost of commodity purchases increases, reducing profit

from transactions.

Price risk also affects commodity producers. If commodity prices

decline, the revenues from production also fall, reducing business

income. Price risk is generally the greatest risk affecting the livelihood

of commodity producers and should be managed accordingly.

Commodity prices may be set by local buyers and sellers in the domes-

tic currency in order to facilitate local customer business. However, when

transactions are conducted in the domestic currency for a commodity
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that is normally traded in another currency, such as U.S. dollars, the

exchange rate will be a component of the total price for the commodity,

and the currency exposure continues to be a consideration.

Some companies help their clients manage risk by offering domestic

commodity prices. The company may fix the commodity price for a

period of time or, alternatively,may pass along commodity price changes

but allow customers to use a fixed exchange rate for calculating the

domestic price. In the latter case, the supplier is effectively assuming the

currency risk. Either scenario may be useful for small organizations or

those that are only occasional buyers of a commodity and do not wish

to manage the risk themselves.

Commodity Quantity Risk

Organizations have exposure to quantity risk through the demand for

commodity assets. Although quantity is closely tied to price, quantity

risk remains a risk with commodities since supply and demand are crit-

ical with physical commodities.

For example, if a farmer expects demand for product to be high

and plans the season accordingly, there is a risk that the quantity the

market demands will be less than has been produced. Demand may be

less for a number of reasons, all of which are out of the control of the

farmer. If so, the farmer may suffer a loss by being unable to sell all the

product, even if prices do not change dramatically. This might be man-

aged using a fixed price contract covering a minimum quantity of

commodity as a hedge.

Contango and Backwardation

In a normal or contango market, the price of a commodity for future

delivery is higher than the cash or spot price. The higher forward price

accommodates the cost of owning the commodity from the trade date
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to the delivery date, including financing, insurance, and storage costs.

Although the cash commodity buyer incurs these costs, the futures

buyer does not. Therefore, the futures seller will usually demand a higher

price to compensate for the higher costs incurred.

In general, the longer delivery is delayed, the more expensive the

carrying charges. As delivery approaches, the forward or futures price

will converge with the cash or spot price.

Markets do not always follow the normal pricing structure.When

demand for cash or near-term delivery of a commodity exceeds sup-

ply, or there are supply problems, an inverted or backwardation market

may result. Market participants bid up prices for immediate available

supply, and prices for near-term delivery rise above prices for longer-

term delivery.

At least one highly publicized corporate loss occurred as a result of

a commodity market that had traded in backwardation for some time.
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Backwardation

Heating oil, which is traded on the New York Mercantile
Exchange (NYMEX), may exhibit backwardation near the end of
the winter, as demand for heating oil is high for immediate
delivery but low for future delivery when much less will be
required. Those organizations that require heating oil for the
winter months push up prices for immediate or short-term
delivery. To speculate on future heating oil prices by buying and
holding would require funding and storing the product until the
following winter, an expensive proposition. As a result, there
is less upward pressure on prices of longer-term contracts.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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The company may have surmised that the backwardation pricing struc-

ture would continue, and it developed its hedging and trading strategies

accordingly. When the market moved from backwardation back to a

normal pricing structure, the company suffered significant losses.

Commodity Basis 

The basis is the difference between the cash or spot price and the

futures or forward price at any point in time. A shift in the basis, where

the difference between cash prices and futures prices has changed, can

mean additional gains or losses to hedgers.A forward or futures contract

manages price risk but not necessarily basis risk.

Basis disappears as a futures contract reaches the delivery month

and futures and spot prices converge, presuming that both the spot and

futures prices represent identical product. Changes in the basis can play

havoc with hedging.
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Copper Prices

Prices of the following commodity (copper futures prices,
cents per pound) display backwardation, with the April (near)
delivery priced at 143.80 (U.S.) cents per pound, while the
September delivery is priced at 128.00 cents per pound:

April 143.80

May 140.80

July 133.20

September 128.00

December 123.00

IN THE REAL WORLD
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While the term basis has a specific meaning in futures markets, in

the commodities markets it can also refer to differences due to the

specifics of a particular commodity, such as its delivery point or local

quality. Calculating a local basis involves adjusting market prices (such

as those determined from futures exchanges) to reflect local character-

istics and prices.The basis will change over time and represents a source

of risk to a hedger if an imperfect hedge is used.

Special Risks 

Commodities differ from financial contracts in several significant ways,

primarily due to the fact that most have the potential to involve physical

delivery.With notable exceptions such as electricity, commodities involve

issues such as quality, delivery location, transportation, spoilage, short-

ages, and storability, and these issues affect price and trading activity.

In addition, market demand and the availability of substitutes may

be important considerations. If prices of potential substitutes become

attractive because a commodity is expensive or there are delivery diffi-

culties, demand may shift, temporarily or in some cases, permanently.

Credit Risk

Credit risk is one of the most prevalent risks of finance and business.

In general, credit risk is a concern when an organization is owed money

or must rely on another organization to make a payment to it or on its

behalf.The failure of a counterparty is less of an issue when the organ-

ization is not owed money on a net basis, although it depends to a cer-

tain degree on the legal environment and whether funds are owed on

a net or aggregate basis on individual contracts. The deterioration of

credit quality, such as that of a securities issuer, is also a source of risk

through the reduced market value of securities that an organization

might own.
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Credit risk increases as time to expiry, time to settlement, or time

to maturity increase. The move by international regulators to shorten

settlement time for certain types of securities trades is an effort to

reduce systemic risk, which in turn is based on the risk of individual

market participants. It also increases in an environment of rising inter-

est rates or poor economic fundamentals.

Organizations are exposed to credit risk through all business and

financial transactions that depend on the payment or fulfillment of obliga-

tions of others. Credit risk that arises from exposure to a counterparty,

such as in a derivatives transaction, is often known as counterparty risk.

The subject of credit risk is discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.

Default Risk

Default risk arises from money owed, either through lending or invest-

ment, that the borrower is unable or unwilling to repay. The amount at

risk is the defaulted amount, less any amount that can be recovered

from the borrower. In many cases, the default amount is most or all of

the advanced funds.

Counterparty Pre-Settlement Risk

Aside from settlement, counterparty exposure arises from the fact that

if the counterparty defaults or otherwise does not fulfill its obligations

under the terms of a contractual agreement, it might be necessary to

enter into a replacement contract at far less favorable prices. The

amount at risk is the net present value of future cash flows owed to the

organization, presuming that no gross settlements would be required.

Potential future counterparty exposure is a probability estimate of

potential future replacement cost if market rates move favorably for the

hedger, which would result in a larger unrealized gain for the hedger
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and larger loss in the event of default. The amount at risk is the poten-

tial net present value of future cash flows owed to the organization.

Counterparty Settlement Risk

Settlement risk arises at the time that payments associated with a con-

tract occur, particularly cross payments between counterparties. It has

the potential to result in large losses because the entire amount of the

payment between counterparties may be at risk if a counterparty fails

during the settlement process. As a result, depending on the nature of

the payment, the amount at risk may be significant because the notion-

al amount could potentially be at risk. Because of the potential for loss,

settlement risk is one of the key market risks that market participants

and regulators have worked to reduce.

Settlement risk also exists with exchange-traded contracts.However,

with exchange-traded contracts the counterparty is usually a clearing-

house or clearing corporation, rather than an individual institution.

Sovereign or Country Risk

Sovereign risk encompasses the legal, regulatory,and political exposures that

affect international transactions and the movement of funds across borders.

It arises through the actions of foreign governments and countries and can

often result in significant financial volatility. Exposure to any nondomestic

organization involves an analysis of the sovereign risk involved. In areas

with political instability, sovereign risk is particularly important.

Concentration Risk

Concentration is a source of credit risk that applies to organizations

with credit exposure in concentrated sectors. An organization that is

poorly diversified, due to its industry or regional influences, has con-
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centration risk. Concentration risk is most effectively managed with the

addition of diversification, where possible.

Legal Risk

The risk that a counterparty is not legally permitted or able to enter into

transactions,particularly derivatives transactions, is known as legal risk.The

issue of legal risk has, in the past, arisen when a counterparty has suffered

losses on outstanding derivatives contracts.A related issue is the legal struc-

ture of the counterparty, since many derivatives counterparties, for exam-

ple, are wholly owned special-purpose subsidiaries.

The risk that an individual employed by an entity has sufficient

authority to enter into a transaction, but that the entity itself does not

have sufficient authority, has also caused losses in derivatives transac-

tions. As a result, organizations should ensure that counterparties are

legally authorized to enter into transactions.

Operational Risk

Operational risk arises from human error and fraud, processes and pro-

cedures, and technology and systems. Operational risk is one of the

most significant risks facing an organization because of the varied

opportunities for losses to occur and the fact that losses may be sub-

stantial when they occur. The subject of operational risk is discussed in

more detail in Chapter 7.

Human Error and Fraud

Most business transactions involve human decision making and relation-

ships. The size and volume of financial transactions makes the potential

damage as a result of a large error or fraud quite significant.
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Processes and Procedural Risk

Processes and procedural risk includes the risk of adverse consequences

as the result of missing or ineffective processes, procedures, controls, or

checks and balances. The use of inadequate controls is an example of a

procedural risk.

Technology and Systems Risk

Technology and systems risk incorporates the operational risks arising

from technology and systems that support the processes and transactions

of an organization.

Other Types of Risk

Other types of risk include equity price risk, liquidity risk, and systemic

risk, which are also of interest to financial market participants. Risks

arising from embedded options are also a consideration.

Equity Price Risk

Equity price risk affects corporate investors with equities or other assets

the performance of which is tied to equity prices. Firms may have equi-

ty exposure through pension fund investments, for example, where the

return depends on a stream of dividends and favorable equity price

movements to provide capital gains.The exposure may be to one stock,

several stocks, or an industry or the market as a whole.

Equity price risk also affects companies’ ability to fund operations

through the sale of equity and equity-related securities. Equity risk 

is thus related to the ability of a firm to obtain sufficient capital or 

liquidity.
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Liquidity Risk

Liquidity impacts all markets. It affects the ability to purchase or sell a

security or obligation, either for hedging purposes or trading purposes,

or alternatively to close out an existing position. Liquidity can also refer

to an organization having the financial capacity to meet its short-term

obligations.

Assessing liquidity is often subjective and involves qualitative assess-

ments, but indicators of liquidity include number of financial institu-

tions active in the market, average bid/ask spreads, trading volumes, and

sometimes price volatility.

Although liquidity risk is difficult to measure or forecast, an organ-

ization can try to reduce transactions that are highly customized or

unusual, or where liquidity depends on a small number of players and

therefore is likely to be poor.

Another form of liquidity risk is the risk that an organization has

insufficient liquidity to maintain its day-to-day operations.While revenues

and sales may be sufficient for long-term growth, if short-term cash is

insufficient, liquidity issues may require decisions that are detrimental

to long-term growth.

Embedded Options 

Embedded options are granted to securities holders or contract partici-

pants and provide them with certain rights. The granting of permission

to buy or sell something is an option, and it has value. For example, the

ability to repay a loan prior to its maturity is an option. If the borrower

must pay a fee to repay the loan, the option has a cost. If the loan can

be repaid without a fee, the option is free to the borrower, at least explic-

itly. The value of the option is likely to be at least partially embedded

in the interest rate on the loan.
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Embedded options commonly consist of redemption, call, or simi-

lar features in corporate debt securities. Embedded options may also

exist in contractual pricing agreements with customers or suppliers or

fixed-priced commodity contracts. The option holder is the party to

whom the benefits accrue. The option grantor is the party that has an

obligation as a result of the embedded option.

Embedded options are often ignored or not considered in risk

management decisions. However, they affect the potential exposure of

an organization and also offer risk management opportunities and

therefore should be considered as such.

Systemic Risk

Systemic risk is the risk that the failure of a major financial institution

could trigger a domino effect and many subsequent organizational failures,

threatening the integrity of the financial system. Aside from practicing

good risk management principles, systemic risk is difficult for an indi-

vidual organization to mitigate.

Higher volumes, especially for foreign exchange and securities trad-

ing, increase liquidity,which has benefits to market participants.However,

higher volumes also increase systemic risk. Systemic risk can also arise

from technological failure or a major disaster. Some important initia-

tives are underway to mitigate systemic risk, and these are discussed in

more detail in Chapter 10.

Summary

• Interest rate risk is the probability of an adverse impact as a
result of interest rate fluctuations. Both borrowers and
investors are affected by interest rate risk.

• Foreign exchange risk can arise from transaction exposure,
translation exposure, strategic exposure, or as a result of
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commodity-based pricing. It may also have a competitive
component.

• Commodities markets are unique in several ways. Risk man-
agement must take into account the basis and the tendency of
commodities markets to exhibit backwardation.

• Other important risks, such as credit risk and operational risk,
should also be managed in conjunction with market risks.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Identify opportunities to reduce interest rate exposure

• Evaluate ways to manage interest rate risk with forward rate
agreements, futures, and swaps

• Assess the use of interest rate options, including swaptions

A
lthough the business of hedging usually involves derivatives, it is

possible to rearrange activities to minimize interest rate exposure.

Depending on its approach, an organization can supplement inter-

nal hedging strategies with interest rate derivatives such as forward rate

agreements, futures, swaps, and options.

Interest rate derivatives may replace interest rate exposure with

exposure to the performance of counterparties and raise other issues.

Therefore, it is important to understand credit risk, which is discussed

in more detail in Chapter 5.

Global Cash Netting

When an organization has cash flows in multiple currencies, some parts

of the organization may have excess cash while others may need to

draw down on available lines of credit. A cash forecast for specific cur-

rencies will enable surpluses and shortages to be forecast and managed

CHAPTER 3

Interest Rate Risk
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more accurately. On a centralized basis, it may be possible to pool funds

from divisions or subsidiaries and make them available to other parts of

the organization.

Expert assistance is necessary in this area, since some countries prohibit

or restrict intercompany transactions, including cash pooling. Tax and

legal issues should be determined prior to engaging in such transactions.

Intercompany Lending

A longer-term approach to managing funding shortages and surpluses

across an organization is intercompany lending. When one part of an

organization requires long-term funding, and another part has excess

cash available for investment purposes, the combination of the two may
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Exposure Reduction

Although it might be possible to manage interest rate exposure
without derivatives, legal, tax, and regulatory ramifications
must be taken into consideration, particularly in foreign coun-
tries or for cross-border transactions. These may prohibit such
transactions or reduce or eliminate the benefit. The following
techniques have been used to reduce interest rate exposure
and the resulting need for derivatives:

• Global cash netting/inhouse bank

• Intercompany lending

• Embedded options in debt

• Changes to payment schedules

• Asset–liability management

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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reduce interest costs and permit more control over the borrowing process.

As with cash netting and pooling, expert assistance is necessary to ensure

that legal, tax, and regulatory restrictions or prohibitions do not exist.

Embedded Options

The use of debt securities with features such as a call provision provides

debt issuers with an alternative method for managing exposure to interest

rates. Callable debt combines the debt component, which would typi-

cally otherwise not be callable, with the call provision, which provides

an option to the issuer. If interest rates decline, the issuer can retire the

higher-interest debt through the call provision and subsequently reissue

lower-interest debt. The issuer will incur a cost for the call option

through the call price premium or the coupon.

Changes to Payment Schedules

Changes to payment schedules may permit an organization to maintain

cash balances for longer periods, reducing the need for funding and

therefore exposure to interest rates:

• Changes to supplier/vendor payment schedules may permit a
longer payment cycle, reducing the need for borrowing.
Alternatively, payments may be made on behalf of other parts
of the organization, which may permit netting to be used.

• Changes to customer payment schedules may increase the
speed with which funds are collected, reducing the need for
borrowing. Changing the methods used by customers to pay,
such as encouraging electronic alternatives to paper checks,
may also speed collections.

• Changes to contractual long-term payments, such as royalties
and license agreements, to quarterly from annually, for example.
A smaller, more regular payment may smooth the cash flow
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impact and make it easier to forecast, particularly in smaller
organizations. Alternatively, an organization may find that
changes to a less frequent basis may provide additional operat-
ing funds throughout the fiscal cycle.

Asset–Liabil ity Management

In financial institutions, the management of assets and liabilities is a key

requirement for managing interest rate risk. In some ways, it is also more

predictable in financial institutions than in other organizations.

Asset–liability management involves the pairing or matching of

assets (customer loans and mortgages in the case of a financial institu-

tion) and liabilities (customer deposits) so that changes in interest rates

do not adversely impact the organization. This practice is commonly

known as gap management and often involves duration matching.

Some nonfinancial companies have exposure to interest rate gaps

through their own internal financing or programs. For example, com-

panies may offer financing programs for their customers, while others

provide financing internally on a project basis. Nonfinancial institutions

may be able to reduce interest rate exposure by building an awareness

of asset–liability management within parts of the organization involved

in such activities and using it to reduce exposure where possible.

Forward Rate Agreements

A forward rate agreement (FRA) is an over-the-counter agreement

between two parties, similar to a futures contract, to lock in an interest

rate for a short period of time. The period is typically one month or

three months, beginning at a future date.

A borrower buys an FRA to protect against rising interest rates, while

a lender sells an FRA to protect against declining interest rates. Counter-

parties to an FRA continue to borrow or invest through normal channels.
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Rates being hedged should be same or similar to the FRA reference

rate to avoid basis risk.

At the beginning of the period covered by the FRA, the reference

rate is compared to the FRA rate. If the reference rate is higher, the

FRA seller pays a compensating payment (the settlement amount) to

the FRA buyer. If the reference rate is lower, the FRA buyer pays the

FRA seller. The notional contract amount is used for calculating the

settlement amount but is not exchanged.

Interest Rate Basis

When managing interest rate risk, the interest rate, or rate
basis, is an important attribute of the risk. Interest rates do
not change simultaneously. For example, bank prime rate is
an administered rate and can remain unchanged for months
while market rates fluctuate significantly. 

If hedging products do not match exposure, an organization
may not have adequate protection against interest rate risk.
Using one interest rate product to hedge another type of expo-
sure may provide an effective hedge at reasonable cost
despite there not being a complete match between the hedge
and exposure. It is important to understand the implications
of matching exposure to a hedging strategy.

In the absence of using derivatives such as basis swaps to
restructure exposure, it may be possible to change the basis
of an organization’s interest rate exposure through its business
decisions and activities. For example, a company with prime-
based borrowing might negotiate with its lender to use another
basis for its interest calculations. An investor may select port-
folio assets with returns based on actively traded interest rates. 

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Although it can occur at the end of the contract term, payment of

the settlement amount usually occurs at the beginning of the contract

term. In that case, the settlement amount is discounted and the present

value of the interest rate differential is paid.

FRAs allow the yield curve to be split into small segments that can

be hedged (or traded) independently of one another.A strip of consecutive

FRAs can be used to construct a longer-term hedge. For example, a one-

year hedge could be constructed using consecutive three-month FRAs.

FRA rates are forward interest rates and are determined by the yield

curve. Growth and liquidity in FRAs have been helped tremendously by

futures contracts that permit arbitrage and therefore enhance liquidity.

The following information applies to FRAs:

• The forward term of an FRA is the time prior to the begin-
ning of the FRA.

• The contract term is the time covered by the FRA.

• FRA reference rates are posted on major market information
services and commonly are LIBOR (London interbank
offered rate).

• The settlement amount is the payment to the FRA seller or
buyer, based on the differential between the reference rate and
the FRA rate at the beginning of the contract period, prorat-
ed over the term of the FRA, and usually discounted.

• The maturity of the FRA is the end of the contract term.

Closing Out a Forward Rate Agreement

FRAs can be closed out at current market value. Since both parties have

an obligation under an FRA, closing out the contract involves unwinding

it through an offsetting transaction. The buyer of an FRA will sell an
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Calculating an FRA 
Settlement Amount

A company needs to borrow $10 million in three months’
time. Management is concerned that rates may rise, so the
company buys a 3 x 6 FRA at 4.00 percent. The term 3 x 6
indicates that the FRA term begins three months from the
trade date and ends six months from the trade date (a term
of three months). 

If interest rates have risen (as measured by the reference rate
compared with the FRA rate), the bank will compensate the
company. If the reference rate has fallen, the company will
compensate the bank.

FRA rate 4.00% 

Reference (actual) rate 5.00% 

Difference 1.00%

1.00% x 90 days/360 daysa x $10 million = $25,000

Since the settlement amount is usually paid at the beginning
of the period covered by the FRA, the amount is discounted
and its present value paid ($24,691.36) to the company. 

a The daycount basis in many countries, including the United States, is
360 days. Canada and a few other countries use 365 days.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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offsetting FRA, while the seller of an FRA will buy an offsetting FRA,

with a resultant gain or loss.

Interest Rate Futures

Interest rate futures are exchange-traded forwards. They permit an

organization to manage exposure to interest rates or fixed income

prices by locking in a price or rate for a future date.Transacted through

a broker, there are commissions to buy or sell and margin requirements.

Unlike FRAs, there is no need to establish a line of credit with a

bank. The risk of dealing with other counterparties is replaced with

exposure to the exchange clearinghouse.

Interest rate futures may be based on a benchmark interest rate,

index, or fixed income instrument. In the case of a bond futures con-

tract, for example, the futures price locks in the price for the bond 

and thus the resultant yield, since prices and yields move inversely. As

with other forwards, locking in a price for the underlying asset, or an
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Short-Term 
Interest Rate Futures

Short-term interest rate (STIR) futures trade on several
exchanges, including the Chicago Board of Trade, the Chicago
Mercantile Exchange, and the Montreal Exchange. These 
contracts permit hedgers to fix a price for the underlying
instrument and therefore the corresponding interest rate, or
alternatively the interest rate directly. 

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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interest rate, also means forfeiting the possibility of subsequent favor-

able market moves.

Eurodollar futures are similar to FRAs for managing interest rate

risk and are used in arbitrage with FRAs.These futures contracts are also

used for arbitrage in the forward foreign exchange market, enhancing

liquidity all around. A Eurodollar futures contract locks in a price for a

future delivery and the corresponding interest rate.

Basis risk is a consideration with hedging with futures contracts and

other derivatives. Basis risk arises when contracts are used to hedge

interest rates other than the contract’s underlying rate—for example, expo-

sure to an administered borrowing rate hedged with a Eurodollar contract.

Bond Futures

Bond futures allow investors to hedge existing bond positions, or to

replicate bond positions, without buying or selling the underlying

bonds. They are useful for tactical asset allocation strategies employed

by professional money and portfolio managers. In addition, they can

assist in the management of exposure to long-term interest rates.
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Eurodollar Rates

Some sample three-month eurodollar rates, as traded on the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange, appear below. The quotes are price
indices, from which rates are determined (100 minus price): 

December 97.66

March 97.42

June 97.23

September 97.04

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Bond futures can be used to hedge bond and interest rate risk, change

portfolio asset allocation, or alter portfolio duration.

A borrower can protect against rising rates by selling a bond futures

contract provided that the contract underlying interest is similar to the

exposure. If interest rates rise (underlying bond price falls), the gain on the

futures contract should offset higher market interest rates. If interest rates
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Futures Margin

The futures user must post margin (cash or similar securities)
in an account maintained by the broker who facilitated the
transaction. Margin is designed to absorb potential subse-
quent losses on the open futures position. The amount of
margin required depends on exchange rules and the nature of
the position (e.g., hedging or speculative). Exchange margin
requirements are subject to change from time to time, and
brokers may require additional margin. 

Margin is a performance bond to ensure that the buyer or sell-
er of a futures contract fulfills the obligations associated with
the contract. Normally, a futures contract will require initial
margin, plus maintenance margin if the futures position suf-
fers loss. Outstanding futures positions are marked-to-market
daily, and the margin account of the futures buyer or seller is
debited or credited accordingly. By preventing unrealized loss-
es from accumulating, margin helps to safeguard the clear-
inghouse and the financial system.

Failure to respond to a margin call may lead the broker to
close out the futures position by offsetting the contracts out-
standing. Costs are the responsibility of the account holder. 
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fall (underlying bond price rises), the loss on the futures contracts should

be offset by lower market interest rates.This presumes that there has been

no change in the willingness of the organization’s lenders to extend credit.

Basis risk can impact the ultimate effectiveness of the hedge.

Assuming the futures contract provides a hedge against market interest

rates, it will not address other issues such as the deterioration of the

hedger’s credit quality, which in most cases will differ from the con-

tract’s underlying issue.

Bond futures are useful in portfolio management for facilitating

tactical and strategic asset allocation.A portfolio manager can alter asset

weightings by buying or selling futures contracts without changing

actual holdings of securities. The advantages of using bond futures as a

proxy to actual purchases of bonds include ease of execution and deliv-

ery and potential for reduced transaction costs.

Closing Out a Futures Contract

At expiry, a futures contract can be settled by offsetting it with another

futures contract, or by delivering or accepting delivery of the underlying,

as permitted. For delivery against bond futures contracts, since deliverable
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Futures Strips

A strip of futures contracts can also be used to construct a
hedge for a longer period of time. The result is similar to an
interest rate swap, where consecutive contracts together cover
a longer period of time, such as one year. The strategy is lim-
ited by the maximum expiry dates of the contracts available.
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Hedge Ratios

Futures contracts trade in standardized contract amounts and
for standardized assets, so a hedge ratio helps to determine the
number of contracts needed to ensure an effective hedge. An
incorrect number of contracts can mean under- or overhedging.
Adjustments are estimates and they are therefore inexact.

Hedge ratios reflect price sensitivities. The goal of hedging is to
match a change in the exposure (e.g., bond portfolio) with an
offsetting change in the value of a hedge (e.g., futures contract).
To determine a hedge ratio, the rate of change of the futures
contract is compared with the rate of change of the underlying
exposure (although they will be in different directions).

A basic ratio is calculated by dividing nominal exposure by
nominal futures contract size. This ratio can be used if the
underlying exposure is the same as the futures contract.
Otherwise, if the exposure to be hedged differs from the futures
contract, the basic ratio can be adjusted. Adjustments may be
based on the ratio of basis point values, the correlation between
the two interest rates or assets, or another calculation. 

For bond futures, the exchange provides a list of bonds that
meet delivery requirements. The cheapest-to-deliver bond is
the most favorable for the bond seller to deliver, producing the
greatest profit or the smallest loss, within delivery require-
ments. Bond futures prices track the cheapest-to-deliver bond,
which itself can change during the futures contract’s lifetime.
The conversion factor of the cheapest-to-deliver bond, or alter-
natively duration, may be used to develop a hedge ratio.
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bonds have different coupons and maturities, a conversion factor is used.

Exchanges list deliverable bonds and their conversion factors.

Prior to delivery, a purchased futures contract can be closed out by

selling a futures contract with the same delivery date. Similarly, a sold

futures contract can be offset by buying a futures contract with the same

delivery date.

Commonly, futures contracts are rolled forward to maintain the

position. This is accomplished by closing out the near-term delivery

contract (buying or selling) and entering into a new contract with far-

ther delivery date (selling or buying).

Interest Rate Swaps

Transacted in the over-the-counter market, interest rate swaps are related

to forwards and futures but facilitate interest rate hedging over a longer

time interval. Common swaps include asset swaps, basis swaps, zero-

coupon swaps, and forward interest rate swaps.

The swap is an agreement between two parties to exchange their

respective cash flows. Most commonly, this involves a fixed rate payment

exchanged for a floating rate payment. Both parties are obligated by the
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The hedge ratio may need further adjusting if the exposure dif-
fers from the cheapest-to-deliver bond. Historical price data or
regression analysis can also be used to develop a hedge ratio.
However, relationships between instruments can change and
may differ from the historical period tracked. It is for this reason
that hedge ratios are an estimate of the number of contracts
required.
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swap’s conditions, and thus there may be a cost to exit from an existing

swap, depending on how rates have changed since it was transacted.

Swaps permit a change to the effective nature of an asset or liability

without changing the underlying exposure. For example, payment struc-

tures can be changed in anticipation of rising interest rates. Alterna-

tively, organizations may be able to take advantage of benefits, such as

government or tax incentives, that are available for certain types of

financing.

Borrowers with weaker credit ratings may face a credit premium for

fixed rate borrowing. Such an organization may borrow at relatively

more attractive floating rates and swap for the desired fixed rate pay-

ments without any change to the underlying debt. The benefit that

accrues can improve the bottom line for both swap parties.

The terms receiver and payer refer to the fixed rate payment stream

in a swap. The benchmark floating rate is, by convention, an average

from several market-making financial institutions. Rates are posted on

major financial information services. This convention helps avoid con-
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Swap Counterparties

The principal notional (contractual) amount of an interest rate
swap is not exchanged between counterparties but is used to
calculate payments. Since only net cash flows are exchanged
between counterparties, credit exposure is reduced. However,
swaps often have large notional contract amounts and signif-
icant terms to maturity, which means the credit quality of
counterparties should be monitored. High-quality counterpar-
ties should be chosen.
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tention over the correct benchmark or opportunities for manipulation.

Three-month or six-month LIBOR are common benchmark floating

rates. Master agreements are provided by the International Swaps and

Derivatives Association (ISDA).

When interest rates are expected to fall, market participants move

to floating interest rates, and there is downward pressure on swap

spreads. When interest rates are expected to rise, market participants

will move to borrow at fixed interest rates, putting upward pressure on

swap spreads.

Asset Swaps

A swap to transform an asset’s income stream is known as an asset swap.

Asset swaps allow investors to change the interest rate structure of their

revenue streams without changing the structure of the underlying asset.

Both interest rate swaps and currency swaps (discussed in Chapter 4)

can be asset swaps.

The most popular asset swaps are those that change payments from

a fixed interest rate to a floating interest rate, and those that exchange a

cash inflow in one currency to another currency.

Asset swaps can also be used to synthetically create a return that

would not otherwise be available. For example, consider an investment

that offers a floating rate return at a relatively attractive price. An

investor that prefers fixed rate assets can buy the floating rate asset and

swap the revenue stream for a fixed rate revenue stream without chang-

ing the structure of the asset.

Similarly, an investor with foreign currency assets may prefer U.S.

dollar revenues that offset a need for U.S. dollars elsewhere in the busi-

ness. The investor could swap the foreign currency revenues for U.S.

dollar revenues without affecting the foreign assets.
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Basis Swaps

Basis swaps enable counterparties to change exposure from one bench-

mark floating rate to another. This might permit a better match

between an organization’s asset and liability cashflows. Basis swaps can

also be used to exploit favorable interest rate differentials between

indices, or in anticipation of interest rate movements, while maintain-

ing exposure to floating interest rates.

Some rates, such as bank prime rate, are administered and therefore

differ from floating or market-determined rates. Administered rates are

generally not managed using basis swaps.
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Swap Rates

Swap spreads, and therefore all-in swap rates, fluctuate in
response to supply and demand. The spread is added to the
benchmark (government) yield for the fixed rate, below. A
financial institution will pay fixed at the bid rate or receive fixed
at the offered rate. 

All-in Rate 
Term of Swap Governments Spreads (bank bid-offer)

2 years 4.40–4.45 20–25 4.60–4.70

3 years 4.60–4.65 25–30 4.85–4.95

4 years 4.70–4.75 25–30 4.95–5.05

5 years 4.95–5.00 25–30 5.20–5.30

A corporate borrower wanting to exchange floating rate pay-
ments for fixed rate payments (pay fixed and receive floating)
for five years will pay an all-in swap rate of 5.30 (5.00 + .30)
percent from the sample swap rates and spreads above.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Zero-Coupon Swaps

Zero-coupon bonds consist of one payment at maturity comprising

principal plus all interest. With no coupon payments, zero-coupon

bonds eliminate reinvestment risk for coupon income.

Zero-coupon financing can be desirable but difficult to obtain from

a lender, so an alternative is to borrow in another cost-effective way and

use a zero-coupon swap to synthetically create the zero-coupon debt.

This leaves the original coupon debt unchanged but overlays a zero-

coupon structure.

Forward Interest Rate Swaps

Also known as forward-starting interest rate swaps, forward interest rate

swaps allow hedgers to arrange a swap in advance of its requirement

and commencement. Forward interest rate swaps also allow borrowers

and investors to alter cash flows in anticipation of future changes in

interest rates or the yield curve.

Additionally, forward interest rate swaps can be used to convert a

fixed interest rate to a floating interest rate, or to protect against antic-

ipated rate changes until a fixed rate liability or asset is arranged. At 

that time, the interest rate swap can be offset with another or can be

terminated.

Closing Out an Interest Rate Swap

Interest rate swaps must be settled at market value to be terminated.

The market value of a swap at any time after its commencement is the

net present value of future cash flows between the counterparties. Swap

termination involves the calculation of a settlement amount representing

the net present value of all future obligations by each counterparty.

This net payment is made to the counterparty with unrealized gains in

the swap.
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There are several ways to alter or eliminate an existing interest rate

swap:

• Offset the swap with another that will produce the required
payment streams.

• Cancel the existing swap by paying or receiving a lump sum
representing the net present value of remaining payments.
This may require a cash payment if the swap has a negative
value.

• Extend the swap by blending it with a new one (blend-and-
extend). This embeds the cost of closing out the swap in the
new periodic swap payments.

• Assign the swap to another party that will continue to make
and receive payments under the original swap agreement until
maturity. The counterparty assigning the swap will either pay
to, or receive from, the new counterparty a lump sum that
reflects the net present value of all remaining payment streams.

Interest Rate Options

Interest rate options include caps, floors, and collars used to protect

against different reference interest rates or prices of underlying assets.

Although option strategies usually involve over-the-counter options,

they can also be constructed from exchange-traded options.

The business of options is analogous to insurance. One party pays to

reduce or eliminate risk,while the other party accepts the risk in exchange

for option premium. Option premium paid increases the effective bor-

rowing cost, or decreases the effective return on assets, for hedgers.

Pricing of interest rate options depends on several factors including

term to expiry, strike rate, and volatility of the reference interest rate.

Prices are normally quoted in basis points of the notional contract
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amount. The option buyer’s specification for contract size, strike rate,

reset dates, term to expiry, and reference interest rate can be met with

customized options in the over-the-counter market.

Purchased interest rate options can be costly if the underlying rate is

volatile. If underlying rates move,but not enough to make the option worth

exercising, the option will expire worthless, resulting in a potential loss

through adverse market rates as well as the cost of the option premium.

Interest rate options may be cash-settled contracts on interest rates,

fixed income instruments such as government bonds, or options on futures

contracts.Although the mechanics are similar, the details are important.

The hedger should clearly understand the option’s underlying interest,

permitted delivery opportunities, and the appropriateness of the option

as a hedge given the organization’s own exposure and objectives.

Basis risk is a consideration in hedging with interest rate options as

it is with other interest rate hedges.With options on bond futures, price
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LIBOR

LIBOR (London Interbank Offered Rate) is the most widely
used benchmark or reference rate for short-term interest rates.
LIBOR is the interbank rate between major banks for transac-
tions of market size and is calculated from at least eight reg-
ular contributor banks. LIBOR is used for settlement of interest
rate and futures contracts and lending arrangements. LIBOR
rates are posted daily for British pound, Japanese yen, Canadian
dollar, Australian dollar, euro, Danish krone, New Zealand 
dollar, Swiss franc, and U.S. dollar by the British Bankers’
Association (BBA) for a range of maturities up to 12 months. 
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changes may occur as a result of changes in the underlying bond’s price,

interest rates, or because of a change in the basis. The underlying

(cheapest-to-deliver) bond can change during the term of a futures

contract, so care should be taken when comparing an option on a

futures contract with an option on the bond itself.

Since the buyer has control over its exercise, an option is useful for

covering contingent risk, where the anticipated need for a hedge may

or may not occur. By avoiding the necessity of locking in an interest

rate, even for a short time period, options provide protection against

worst-case interest rate scenarios and flexibility for best-case scenarios.

Caps and Floors

Caps and floors are interest rate options packaged to provide protection

from changes in interest rates over a period of time. A cap is a series of

interest rate options to protect against rising interest rates. A cap (some-

times called a ceiling) is typically made up of short European-style options,

the expiry of each option corresponding to the hedger’s anticipated

borrowing schedule. In exchange for cap premium, the cap buyer is

protected from higher rates (above the cap strike rate) for the period of

time covered by the cap.

At the expiry date of each individual option (caplet), the cap seller

reimburses the cap buyer if the reference rate is above the cap strike

rate. If rates are below the cap rate, the caplet is left to expire, and fund-

ing can be obtained at lower market rates. Unexpired portions of the

cap (caplets) remain for future borrowing dates.

Compensation to the cap buyer is based on the difference between

the strike rate and the reference rate for the notional contract amount

and the period of time covered by the option.Although the cost of the

cap increases the effective cost of funds for a borrower, it also provides

protection and flexibility without locking in a rate.
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A floor is similar to a cap except that it provides protection against

falling rates below the floor strike rate. A floor provides the floor buyer

with reimbursement if the reference rate falls below the floor strike rate.

As an alternative to buying a cap, a borrower may sell an interest

rate floor, receiving the floor premium. The borrower will be required

to pay the floor rate should the floor be exercised by the floor buyer.The

floor will be exercised only if interest rates fall. The floor premium

received will partially offset higher borrowing costs, but the floor seller
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Interest Rate Cap

A U.S. manufacturer borrows by rolling over short-term debt
every quarter. Concerned about rising rates, the company
buys an interest rate cap to cover its $10 million floating rate
debt. The cap strike rate is 5.00 percent, the reset period is
quarterly, and the reference rate is the London Interbank
Offered Rate (LIBOR).

• Rollover 1. At the first rollover and cap date, the average

reference rate is 4.25 percent. The company will do

nothing, since the reference rate is lower than the cap

rate. The company will borrow at the lower market rates,

and the cap will remain for subsequent rollover dates

until its expiry.

• Rollover 2. At the second rollover and cap date, the rate

has increased to 5.65 percent. The company will be

reimbursed by its bank for the difference between the cap

strike rate and the reference rate. Assuming 91 days in

the period, this amount is calculated as $10,000,000 x

(0.0565 – 0.0500) x 91/ 360 = $16,430.56.

EXAMPLE
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still incurs all the risk of rising interest rates and has not hedged against

higher rates.

Interest Rate Collar

An interest rate collar comprises a cap and a floor, one purchased and

one sold. Collars are often used when caps (or floors) are deemed too

expensive. The purchased option provides protection against adverse

interest rate movements. The sold option trades away some of the ben-

efits of favorable rates in order to pay for the protective option. Like

caps and floors, collars typically consist of a series of interest rate

options with expiry dates customized to the hedger’s schedule.

If at expiry of each option comprising the collar, the reference rate

is between the cap and floor rates, neither the cap nor the floor will be

exercised. However, if rates move above the cap rate or below the floor

rate, the appropriate option (cap or floor) will be exercised. Effectively,

rates will be capped at the cap rate or prevented from falling below the

floor rate. If the reference interest rate moves beyond the strike rate,

the option is exercised and the option seller pays the option buyer the

difference between the reference rate and the strike rate on the notional

amount, adjusted for the number of days in that option’s term.

Collars may be transacted independently of the underlying expo-

sure they are designed to hedge. In a zero cost collar, option premiums

offset one another. Like other interest rate options, the collar protects

against changing market interest rates but does not provide protection

against rate changes as a result of the deterioration of an issuer’s credit

rating.

Intrinsic value, or the amount that an option is in-the-money, is the

economic benefit, if any, of exercising the option, as compared with

current market prices. Intrinsic value may be positive or zero. Time

value is the value attributed to chance that the option may be worth-
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while exercising before or at expiry. The greater the time to expiry of

an option, the greater the time value and premium, all else being equal.

Time value declines more rapidly as expiry approaches. At expiry, time

value is zero.

Swaptions

Swaptions are options on interest rate swaps. They give the swaption

buyer the right, but not the obligation, to enter into an interest rate

swap with predetermined characteristics at or prior to the option’s

expiry. Swaption premium is paid by the swaption buyer to the swap-

tion seller, typically as a percentage of the notional amount of the swap.

An interest rate swaption can be used to obtain a fixed interest rate

(or, alternatively, a floating interest rate). For example, in anticipation of

rising interest rates, a swaption buyer can exercise its option to enter

into a pay-fixed (receive floating) swap, providing protection against

higher rates. The cost of such a strategy is the swaption premium.

The terms receiver and payer refer to the fixed rate payment stream

in a swap:

• The buyer of a payer swaption has the right to enter a pay-
fixed (receive floating) swap at the strike rate.

• The buyer of a receiver swaption has the right to enter a
receive-fixed (pay floating) swap at the strike rate.

A floating rate borrower can purchase a swaption giving it the

right, but not the obligation, to enter into an interest rate swap at the

expiry of the swaption. In exchange for this right, the buyer of the

swaption pays a premium.

Swaptions may also be sold to earn premium income that can be

used to reduce interest costs. The swaption seller takes on potentially

unlimited risk because the swaption will only be exercised when the
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current market is less favorable (to the swaption seller) than the swap

strike rate.The swaption seller must be comfortable entering into a swap

with the specified terms or, alternatively,not having the swaption exercised.

For the swaption seller, the swaption premium is the only offset for

the risk undertaken. The swaption seller may be obligated to enter into

the underlying swap, or pay to exit from the obligation, if the swaption

is exercisable at expiry. The sale of a swaption alone also does nothing

to hedge interest rate exposure.

Exchange-Traded Options 

Exchange-traded options may have a futures contract as the underlying

interest. Options on interest rates or options on interest rate futures can

be used to construct an interest rate cap, floor, or collar. Options may

be settled in cash or with the underlying asset or futures contract,

depending on exchange rules. Basis risk may be a consideration if

exchange-traded options are used for hedging purposes.

When the underlying interest is a futures contract, the purchase of

a put option permits the option buyer to sell the futures contract at the

strike price, which provides protection against falling (futures) prices.

The purchase of a call option on a futures contract allows the option

buyer to buy the futures contract at the strike price, providing protec-

tion against rising (futures) prices.

Closing Out an Interest Rate Option

In general, if an interest rate option is no longer required and there is time

remaining to expiry, it can be sold at market value. For a strategy involving

several purchased options, market value is the total of the options that

comprise it, and the maximum loss is the cost of the options.

A sold option remains an obligation to the option seller unless it has

been closed out by purchasing an offsetting one and the outstanding
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option is canceled. Interest rate collars and other strategies that comprise

both purchased and sold options involve such potential obligations.

Sold options with time and/or intrinsic value may be expensive to

repurchase. Therefore, the maximum loss may be greater than the orig-

inal cost (for a package of bought and sold options) or premium received

(for sold options).

If not exercised, an option will be worthless if there is no intrinsic

value at expiry. Some exchange-traded contracts offer automatic exer-

cise on options that are in-the-money by a certain minimum amount,

while others require the option buyer to notify in case of exercise.
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Interest Rate Futures

Several exchanges offer interest rate contracts:

• Chicago Board of Trade offers futures on 2-, 5-, and 10-

year U.S. Treasury notes, Treasury bonds, and 30-day

U.S. interest rates. 

• Chicago Mercantile Exchange offers bond futures, swap

futures, turn futures, and Consumer Price Index (CPI)

futures, among other contracts.

• Montreal Exchange offers BA and bond futures and

options on futures for Canadian interest rates.

Other international futures exchanges offering interest rate
contracts include:

• Euronext-Liffe

• Sydney Futures Exchange 
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At a swaption’s expiry, if it is not favorable to use it, the swaption

buyer can allow it to expire and transact a swap at market rates. If the

swaption is favorable, the swaption buyer can exercise it and enter into

the predetermined swap. Alternatively, an in-the-money swaption may

be sold, or alternatively closed out with a difference payment from the

swaption seller to the swaption buyer.

Summary

• Basic changes to the way that business is conducted may help
to minimize an organization’s exposure to interest rates.

• Forward rate agreements (FRAs) and futures contracts permit
a rate to be fixed for a specific period of time, while swaps
permit a hedge to be constructed for a longer period of time.

• A hedge ratio helps to determine the number of exchange-
traded contracts needed to ensure an effective hedge. An
incorrect number of contracts can result in under- or over-
hedging.

• Interest rate caps and floors provide hedgers with protection
against rising (or falling) rates, without locking in an interest
rate.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Assess ways to reduce foreign exchange exposure through
rearranging business processes

• Compare foreign exchange hedging strategies

• Evaluate the risks associated with specific derivatives 
products and strategies

A
lthough the discussion of hedging usually involves derivatives, it is

sometimes possible to minimize currency exposure through prudent

modification of business activities. The rearrangement of business

processes to reduce risk is a form of internal hedging. It may involve

effort but can be a viable means to reduce exposure and risk. Depending

on the approach to foreign exchange risk, an organization might under-

take internal hedging approaches where available and supplement with

derivatives for some or all of the remaining exposure.

Currency Netting 

On an organizational or centralized basis, it may be possible to net currency

requirements internally. In effect, the organization centralizes some of its

banking activities in-house,making excess currency available to other parts

of the organization. Market prices, with or without a spread, can be used.

CHAPTER 4

Foreign Exchange Risk 
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When an organization has foreign currency cash inflows and out-

flows, a cash forecast for each currency assists in identifying currency

exposures. The forecast format should enable the user to determine a

balance for each currency and whether there is a cumulative deficit or

excess currency over time based on reasonably certain cashflows.

Cumulative gaps between cash inflows and outflows are those that may

require hedging. Cashflows that offset over time, for example, over a

quarter or a fiscal year, effectively represent a timing issue.

Proxy Hedging

Proxy hedging is a strategy that introduces basis risk intentionally.

Groups of currencies, such as those within regional areas, may some-

times exhibit a high correlation to one another.This correlation may be

due to similar economic or political prospects or highly regional trade

and often involves emerging markets. It is sometimes possible to exploit

this correlation for hedging related currencies. If there is strong corre-
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Exposure Reduction 

A number of techniques have been used to rearrange busi-
ness activities to reduce foreign exchange exposure, including:

• Currency netting

• Proxy hedging

• Foreign currency debt

• Changes to purchasing/processing 

• Transfer exchange rate risk

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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lation between the currencies, a proxy currency may be used for hedg-

ing purposes in place of one or more currencies.

There are risks inherent in a proxy currency strategy. Although past

correlation can be assessed through analysis of historical data, future

exchange rate relationships cannot be forecast with accuracy and may be

quite different. Domestic factors, such as political instability, can dramatically

affect a country’s exchange rate in isolation from any regional factors.

As a result, there is no guarantee that historical correlation will have

any relation to future correlation. A proxy hedge could result in an

organization being unhedged, or under- or overhedged. Obviously, the

tradeoff between protection and risk must be weighed carefully and the

exposure managed accordingly.
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Proxy Hedging

There are several reasons why a proxy hedge might be used:

• An organization may find that it is difficult to obtain fair

pricing on a particular currency if there is not a highly

competitive market for the currency or the market is con-

trolled.

• An organization might have exposure to several related

currencies, each of which is too small for an effective

hedging program.

• There might be significant regional effects on individual

currencies.

• Currency hedging products for the particular currency of

exposure may not be available.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Foreign Currency Debt

The issuance of foreign currency debt is sometimes used to reduce for-

eign exchange exposure. There are several reasons for borrowing in a

foreign currency. Issuers may want to entice specific institutional

investors by issuing in a desirable currency. Lower foreign interest rates

might be seen as a way to reduce funding costs. Foreign currency debt

may be required to finance an overseas expansion or investment in for-

eign plant and operations.

The exchange rate risk in foreign currency debt cannot typically be

hedged using a forward without eliminating the interest rate savings,

because forward rates are derived from interest rates.The forward rate is
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Foreign Currency Debt

The translated value of unhedged foreign currency debt, regard-
less of the attractiveness of the interest rate, can quickly
increase if exchange rates move adversely. The effect of
exchange rate changes on foreign currency debt can be seen
in the following table, which shows the translated value of a
10 million liability in British pound sterling (GBP) to a U.S.
organization under several exchange rate scenarios:

Exchange Rate Translated Liability
(USD per GBP) in U.S. Dollars

1.4300 USD/GBP USD 14,300,000

1.6300 USD/GBP USD 16,300,000

1.8300 USD/GBP USD 18,300,000

2.0300 USD/GBP USD 20,300,000

IN THE REAL WORLD
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based on the interest rate differential between the two currencies before

taking into account credit spreads.

The risk of debt denominated in a foreign currency can be reduced

when the borrower has an offsetting asset denominated in the same cur-

rency, such as an income-producing subsidiary. If income from the asset is

adequate to offset the payments on the liability, and it can be expected to

continue for the life of the debt, the organization can take advantage of it.

This may provide lower foreign currency borrowing rates while reducing

the exchange rate risk already inherent in foreign currency receivables.If the

foreign currency strengthens and the market value of the debt increases,

the value of the offsetting foreign currency revenues should also increase.

However, offsetting foreign currency debt with foreign currency

revenues does not take into account how demand and revenues change

in response to exchange rates. Foreign currency revenues may be sensitive

to exchange rates. If changes in exchange rates impact revenues and the

ability to service foreign-currency-denominated debt, this must be taken

into account.

Changes to Purchasing/Processing

Managing foreign exchange transaction risk can sometimes be accom-

plished through offsetting transactions to reduce currency exposure.

This might involve different sources or locations for manufacturing. A

company with foreign currency sales might use a supplier whose products

are priced in the same currency.

Longer-term strategies might involve manufacturing in key customer

locations or obtaining new customers where inputs are sourced.Exploiting

exchange rate differences is often a reason to relocate manufacturing or

sourcing, although there are other ramifications. A number of regions

have experienced growth in manufacturing as a result of exchange rate

differences.
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Transfer Exchange Rate Risk 

It is sometimes possible to transfer exchange rate risk to customers or

suppliers. For example, changes may be made to pricing methodology

to better reflect exchange rates. In some industries, surcharges help to

offset exchange rate risk and pass it on to the final customer. Alterna-

tively, it might be possible to obtain fixed prices in two currencies from

suppliers and pay the lower price when invoiced.

Other strategies include offering customers the opportunity to pay

in another currency, which might help them offset their own currency

exposure. Permanent migration of pricing transactions in currencies

that are widely traded, such as U.S. dollars or euros, may be attractive to

customers and reduce currency exposure. Prices should be offered in

one currency, rather than a choice of currencies, since the latter increases

uncertainty and exposure.

Project Bids

Bids on foreign projects often require a foreign exchange rate
component to be embedded in the price of the contract. There
is a risk that rates may change dramatically once the bid has
been submitted but before notification to the winning bidder
occurs. Some companies manage this risk by inserting a cur-
rency adjustment clause into the contract. If the exchange
rate moves more than a predetermined amount, the contract
price must be adjusted to reflect the exchange rate change.
This shifts the exchange rate risk to the purchaser. Compound
options, discussed later in this chapter, are also used for bid
situations. 
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Combined Commodity 
and Currency Exposure

Commodity prices often involve exchange rates, since many
commodities trade in world markets in major currencies such
as U.S. dollars. Some opportunities for managing combined
commodity and currency exposure include:

• Where possible, request that commodities be priced in

their normal currency of trade (e.g., U.S. dollars). A sup-

plier might offer fixed prices in dual currencies, which

provides flexibility and inherent value.

• Track and forecast net commodity exposure in the cur-

rency in which it trades. 

• Track and forecast currency exposure that arises as a

result of commodity-related transactions.

• Provide conservative currency and commodity rates for

internal pricing and sales purposes. 

• Ensure prices used for external purposes are kept cur-

rent.

• Offer prices in major currencies. For example, non-U.S.

customers may prefer prices in U.S. dollars to offset

their other U.S. dollar exposures. This should be provid-

ed as a one-time choice, rather than on an ongoing

basis. 

• Avoid offering dual currency pricing to customers

because it shifts currency risk back to the organization.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Fixed-price contracts are an alternative way to effectively shift for-

eign exchange risk to a supplier. However, if the supplier does a poor

job of managing the risk, product prices may be expected to rise and

slow to subsequently fall. At best, fixed-price contracts provide a lag

time before exchange rate changes affect pricing.

Forward Contracts

Forward foreign exchange markets facilitate the movement of capital

between domestic and international money markets and the hedging of

foreign exchange risk. Hedging foreign exchange exposure with deriv-

atives such as forward contracts replaces exposure to exchange rates with

exposure to the performance of contractual counterparties. Therefore,

it is important to understand credit risk, which is discussed in Chapter 5.

A foreign exchange forward is a customized contract that locks in

an exchange rate for the purchase or sale of a predetermined amount of

currency at a future delivery date. Since foreign exchange always involves

two currencies, a contract to buy one currency is a contract to sell the other

currency. Most contracts are outright forwards that lock in an exchange

rate for a specific forward delivery date, but there are variations.

By locking in an exchange rate, the organization has eliminated the

potential for adverse currency movements, but it has also given up the

potential for favorable movements. Whether the currency moves

adversely or favorably, the forward contract provides exchange rate cer-

tainty for the amount hedged and obligates the parties to it.

An organization with foreign currency accounts receivable can sell its

expected excess currency forward. Similarly, an organization with foreign

currency accounts payable can buy its currency requirements forward.

Forwards typically have maturity dates as far as one to two years

forward, although if credit concerns are not an issue they may be more
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long-dated. Forwards trade in the over-the-counter market, and the for-

ward price includes a profit for the dealer. The forward market for

major currencies is very liquid, due in part to the fact that forwards can

be replicated in the interest rate markets.

Credit facilities with a financial institution are required to transact

forwards. This may be a separate credit facility specifically for foreign

exchange, and it should be arranged in advance of the time that the for-

ward is required.
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Foreign Exchange Forward

A company requires 100 million Japanese yen in three months
to pay for imported products. The current spot exchange rate
is 115.00 yen per U.S. dollar, and the forward rate is 114.50.
The company books a forward contract to buy yen (sell U.S.
dollars) in three months’ time at a price of 114.50 and orders
its merchandise.

In three months’ time, the company will use the contract to
buy yen at 114.50. At that time, if yen is trading at 117.00
per U.S. dollar, the company will have locked in a price that,
with the benefit of hindsight, is worse than current market
prices. If three months later yen is at 112.00 per U.S. dollar,
the company will have successfully protected itself against a
more expensive yen. 

Regardless of price changes, the company has locked in its
yen purchase price at the forward rate of 114.50, enabling it
to budget its costs with certainty. Presuming that exchange
rate certainty was the goal of the forward contract, it will have
achieved that goal.

EXAMPLE
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Forward Pricing

The forward price reflects the difference in interest rates between the

two currencies over the period of time covered by the forward. The

interest rate differential may be positive or negative, resulting in a for-

ward price that is at a premium or discount to the spot rate.

A change in either the spot rate or the underlying interest rates will

change the forward price. The spot price, plus or minus the forward

points, equals the forward price or all-in price.

Flexible Forwards

A variation on a standard forward contract is an option-dated or flexi-

ble forward.These contracts permit the forward to be used on a date of
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Forward Rates

The forward price is based on the spot exchange rate, plus or
minus a forward spread (forward points). Sample spot and for-
ward prices (Canadian dollars per U.S. dollar) for several delivery
dates follow:

Delivery Forward Points All-in Rate

Spot – 1.2895

1 month +20 1.2915

2 months +35 1.2930

3 months +50 1.2945

6 months +90 1.2985

1 year +160 1.3055

2 years +240 1.3135

IN THE REAL WORLD
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the hedger’s choice within an allowable date range. Some contracts per-

mit up to three separate delivery dates, providing additional flexibility.

Flexible forwards can be useful for organizations that find it diffi-

cult to forecast a specific date for a forward. However, they are neces-

sarily priced to the least favorable date from the customer’s standpoint,

so the flexibility involves a cost.

Nondeliverable Forwards

Nondeliverable forwards are contractual agreements where delivery of the

currency does not occur. Similar to a cash-settled futures contract, at the

forward date, the current spot rate is compared to the contracted forward

rate and a cash payment changes hands. Nondeliverable forwards are often

used for hedging emerging market currencies where delivery is difficult.

Closing Out a Forward Contract

Once a forward contract has been transacted, the exchange rate is fixed

for the amount and delivery date. To take delivery under the terms of
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Foreign Exchange Points

Most currencies are quoted to four decimal places. The
Japanese yen is a notable exception, quoted to two decimal
places in the indirect (yen per U.S. dollars) method. A foreign
exchange point is an increment or decrement of one at the
last standard decimal place. For example, a point is the dif-
ference between 1.3501 and 1.3502 (Canadian dollars per
U.S. dollar), or the difference between 120.11 and 120.12
(Japanese yen per U.S. dollar). 
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the forward at maturity, the organization should provide instructions to

the financial institution at least one or two days prior to maturity.

A forward contract can be closed out in one of several ways:

• Undertake delivery according to the terms of the forward
contract.

• Close out the forward contract by buying or selling an offset-
ting contract at prevailing market rates, with a resultant gain
or loss.

• Extend or roll the contract forward to another date at 
current rates.

Swaps

Swaps trade in the over-the-counter market between large financial insti-

tutions and their customers. Although they are similar, there are some sig-

nificant differences between foreign exchange and currency swaps. Foreign

exchange swaps tend to have shorter terms to maturity and have only two

exchanges between counterparties. Currency swaps tend to cover longer

periods and involve multiple exchanges between counterparties.

Foreign Exchange Swaps

Foreign exchange swaps are used extensively, particularly by financial

institutions, to manage cash balances and exposures in various curren-

cies. Traders also use swaps to facilitate the trading of forwards or the

interest rate differential between two currencies.

A foreign exchange swap consists of a spot transaction and forward

transaction. One currency is bought at the spot date, with a reversing

sale at the forward date. Both the spot price and the forward price are

set when the trade is made, and the difference (the forward points) is

the net cost of, or gain resulting from, the swap.
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For nonfinancial institutions, foreign exchange swaps are often 

used to facilitate short-term investing or borrowing in nondomestic

currencies. They effectively create an investment in one currency and a

loan in another. Foreign exchange swaps terms are typically about a year

or less.

Currency Swaps

Currency swaps enable swap counterparties to exchange payments in

different currencies, changing the effective nature of an asset or liabili-

ty without altering the underlying exposure. Currency swaps usually

have periodic payments between the counterparties for the term of the

swap and cover a longer period of time than foreign exchange swaps.

A currency swap might be useful for a company that has issued

long-term foreign currency debt to finance capital expenditures. If the

company prefers to make debt payments in its domestic currency, it can

enter into a currency swap to effectively exchange its required foreign

currency payments for domestic currency payments. Currency swaps

can also be used to lock in the cost of existing foreign currency debt

or change the revenue stream on an asset.

A currency swap is similar to a loan combined with an investment.

An exchange takes place at the beginning of the currency swap. Over

the term of the swap, each party makes regular periodic payments in

the desired currency and receives periodic payments in the other cur-

rency.As a result, currency swap payments are not usually netted.At the

swap’s maturity, there is an exchange back to the original currencies.

Currency swaps come in three basic forms. The classic currency

swap involves a change in the currency. A currency basis (floating-to-

floating) swap involves a change in the currency and the type of float-

ing interest rate (the basis). Alternatively, and most commonly, a cur-
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rency swap involves both a change in the currency and a change from

floating to fixed (or vice versa).

Closing Out a Swap

Currency swaps are relatively liquid instruments that can be assigned,

terminated, or overlaid with another swap. A currency swap can be

closed out by settling the net present value of remaining payments

between the counterparties. Existing swaps can also be blended with

new swaps or extended, where the cost of closing out the swap is

embedded into the new agreement.

Foreign exchange swaps can be closed out by settling with an off-

setting swap, resulting in a gain or a loss depending on forward prices

at the time of closing out the swap.
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Currency Swaps

Currency swaps permit companies to borrow in markets
where they have the greatest advantage and then swap to
effectively obtain the desired currency of payment. The fol-
lowing are reasons companies may have an advantage bor-
rowing in a foreign currency:

• A well-known issuer name

• Foreign investor demand for assets in the currency

• Regulatory or tax advantages

• Local government programs that favor a particular type

of debt 

• Subsidies of various kinds

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Currency Futures

Currency futures are exchange-traded forward contracts to buy or sell a

predetermined amount of currency on a future delivery date. Contract

size, expiry dates, and trading are standardized by the exchange on which

they trade.

Several exchanges offer currency futures, including the following:

• International Monetary Market (IMM) division of the
Chicago Mercantile Exchange 

• New York Board of Trade

• Philadelphia Stock Exchange 

The futures contract allows a currency buyer or seller to lock in an

exchange rate for future delivery, removing the uncertainty of exchange

rate fluctuations prior to the contract’s expiry. Unlike forward contracts,

there is no need for a foreign exchange line of credit with a financial

institution because contracts are transacted through a broker or futures

commission merchant. Both commissions and margin requirements apply.
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Reporting Limits

Reporting limits are used by exchanges as part of their mar-
ket intelligence operations. Reporting limits help exchanges
prevent the kind of aggressive market manipulation that ham-
pers legitimate hedging and trading. Member firms of the
exchange are required to report individuals or firms whose
futures positions exceed exchange reporting limits. 

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Currency futures prices are normally quoted in the inverted or

direct method. U.S. futures exchanges quote rates as U.S. dollars per for-

eign currency unit. This is in contrast to the over-the-counter market

where most currencies are normally quoted in the indirect method as

foreign currency units per U.S. dollar.

Performance of parties to a futures contract is guaranteed by a

clearing corporation, replacing exposure to any individual contract

holder. Exposure to the clearing corporation still exists.

Mark-to-Market and Margin

Futures contracts involve contractual obligations between a buyer and

seller and permit control of a larger position in the underlying currency.

Margin is a performance bond, required by both buyers and sellers, to

ensure their performance to the contract. Exchanges determine mini-

mum initial and maintenance margin, and exchange members (brokers)

may require additional margin, depending on the contract and type of

position.

Margin cash is deposited with the broker that facilitated the trans-

action. Futures contracts are repriced or marked-to-market daily, and

each margin account is debited or credited with the day’s losses or

gains.When the market value of a futures position declines and losses

are incurred, additional margin may be required to maintain the posi-

tion. Failure to respond to a margin call will result in the position being

closed out at the cost of the account holder.

Closing Out a Futures Contract

A futures contract can be closed out in one of several ways:

• Take delivery of the currency per the terms of contract.

• Close out the contract by buying (or selling) an offsetting
contract at prevailing market rates, with a resultant gain or loss.
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• Extend or roll the contract forward to another delivery date.

A long futures contract is closed out by selling a futures contract

with the same delivery date. A sold futures contract can be offset by

buying a futures contract with the same expiry date. Exchange rules

determine the latest date at which an outstanding contract can be

closed out.

The majority of futures contracts do not involve delivery. Most are

closed out or rolled forward prior to expiry. Rolling forward involves

closing out existing contract and entering into a new contract with

another delivery date.

Foreign Exchange Options

Foreign exchange options can be a useful adjunct to a foreign exchange

hedging program. The purchase of options can reduce the risk of an

adverse currency movement, while maintaining the ability to profit

from favorable exchange rate changes. The sale of options can be used

to produce option premium income, though not providing a hedge.

Foreign exchange options are similar to insurance. The option

buyer pays an option premium for protection from adverse exchange

rate changes, while the option seller accepts the risk in exchange for

receiving option premium. The contract permits the notional amount

of a currency to be bought or sold at the strike rate, until or at the

expiry date.

Most foreign exchange options trade in the over-the-counter mar-

ket. However, they also trade in the exchange-traded market at the

Chicago Mercantile Exchange, the Philadelphia Stock Exchange, and

the New York Board of Trade. For exchange-traded options, contracts

are accessed through a broker, and commissions and margin require-

ments apply.
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A put option gives the option buyer the right to sell the underly-

ing currency at the strike rate. If the option buyer exercises the put, the

option seller has the obligation to accept the currency at the strike rate.

A call option gives its buyer the right to purchase the underlying

currency at the strike rate. If the option buyer exercises the call, the

option seller has the obligation to deliver the currency at the strike rate.

Since foreign exchange options always involve currency pairs, a call

on one currency is necessarily a put on the other currency. For exam-

ple, an option that permits the purchase of Swiss francs against Japanese

yen is a call option on francs and a put option on yen.

Exotic options are over-the-counter options with special attributes.

Path dependent options, such as average rate options, have a payoff that

depends on the activity of the underlying currency before the option’s

expiry. Barrier options, such as knock-in and knock-out options, are

dependent on the achievement of a predetermined exchange rate bar-

rier prior to expiry.

Fundamentals

Options normally possess one of two standard exercise features,

although others do exist.An American-style option is exercisable at any

time before expiry of the option. A European-style option is exercis-

able on the expiry date. All else being equal, European-style options

cost less than American-style options because there is less opportunity

for them to be exercised.

Options are available in major currencies, and generally in any cur-

rency with an actively traded spot and forward market. Over-the-

counter option contracts are customized with respect to strike price,

contract size, and expiry date.

Exchange-traded currency options have standardized expiry dates,

contract amounts, and strike prices. There are also a few customizable
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products. The underlying interest may be the currency itself or a cur-

rency futures contract.

The relationship between the strike rate and current exchange rate

helps to determine option premium and how much the option’s value

will respond to exchange rate changes. An at-the-money option per-

mits the option holder to exercise it at a rate equivalent to current mar-

ket rates (usually the forward rate).An in-the-money option has a strike

rate that is more favorable exchange than current rates. An out-of-the-

money option has a strike rate that is worse than current exchange

rates. The out-of-the-money option’s value is based on the probability

of it being in-the-money before expiry.
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Delta Hedging

An option’s delta is the rate of change of the option’s value
given a change in the underlying exchange rate. It is a 
measure of the option’s sensitivity to movements in the
exchange rate and is based on the probability that the option
will be worth exercising before it expires. An option’s value
depends on the relationship of the strike price to the market
exchange rate, in addition to other factors that affect the
option’s price. 

Delta hedging involves rebalancing a position in the underlying
currency to hedge the option exposure. Delta hedging is one
of the ways that options traders hedge their option positions.
When the underlying currency moves by more than a small
amount, the option’s delta changes and the hedge must be
adjusted. Gamma measures the rate of change of delta. 
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An option’s strike price is important from a hedging perspective.

When an option is purchased as a hedge, it is possible the exchange rate

will move adversely but not enough to make the option worth exercising.

If the option is out-of-the-money at expiry, it will expire worthless,

resulting in a loss on the underlying exposure and the amount of option

premium paid.

Volatility measures the market’s perception of the variability of the

exchange rate. Option traders often speculate on volatility as a compo-

nent of the underlying currency. Volatility is an important component

of an option’s price, and an increase in volatility increases option pre-

miums, all else being equal.The result is that options are most expensive

when their protection is most desirable. As volatility rises, the option
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Foreign Exchange 
Option Prices

Foreign exchange option prices, or premiums, are based on:

• Current exchange rate

• Exercise or strike rate 

• Risk-free foreign interest rate

• Risk-free domestic interest rate

• Volatility of the exchange rate

• Whether the option is a put or a call

• Time until expiration of the option

• Exercise privileges (e.g., American-style or European-style)
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seller’s risk increases, offsetting the higher premium received. Although

historical volatility is tracked and monitored, traders use implied volatility

in pricing decisions, which is the level of volatility implied by options

prices.

Buying Options

An option buyer achieves protection against adverse exchange rates

beyond the strike rate for a specified currency amount and expiry date.

The option buyer maintains the flexibility to take advantage of favor-

able exchange rates should they materialize. For this benefit, the option

buyer pays option premium to the option seller.

At the option’s expiry, if the option is in-the-money, the option

holder can exercise it or sell it. The exercise privilege rests with the

option buyer. If an organization wishes to exercise a purchased option,

it must inform the financial institution or broker that it wishes to do so
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Intrinsic Value 
and Time Value

Option premiums consist of intrinsic value plus time value.
Intrinsic value is the amount an option is in-the-money, if any.
Time value is the market’s measure of the probability of an
option becoming in-the-money if it is not already. An option’s
time value does not change in a linear fashion with the pas-
sage of time but erodes more rapidly as expiry approaches.
Presuming the option is not yet in-the-money, the chances of
it being exercisable become smaller as expiry approaches,
and this is reflected by the option’s diminishing time value.
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by providing instructions. Although some exchange-traded options

offer automatic exercise if certain conditions are met, the responsibility

to exercise an in-the-money option rests with the option buyer.

The maximum loss with the purchase of a currency option is the

premium paid for it, while the organization can participate in subse-

quent favorable exchange rate movements. From a hedging perspective,

the option premium is the cost of hedging.
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Purchase of Currency Option

A U.S. company sells medical equipment to Canada and
wants to protect its exposure to a decline in the value of its
Canadian dollar receivables. The company has been budget-
ing an exchange rate of U.S.$0.7500, but the Canadian dol-
lar is projected to weaken. The company expects to receive
about C$10 million in about six months.

The company buys a Canadian dollar put option (U.S. dol-
lar call) that provides the right, but not the obligation, to sell
Canadian dollars at U.S.$0.7500 strike price. The option pre-
mium of $200,000 reduces the company’s effective selling
rate for its Canadian dollars.

• Scenario 1. Six months later, the Canadian dollar has

strengthened to U.S.$0.8000. The company lets the

option expire and sells Canadian dollars in the market

at U.S.$0.8000.

• Scenario 2. Six months later, the Canadian dollar has

weakened to U.S.$0.7000. The company exercises its

option and sells Canadian dollars at the strike price of

U.S.$0.7500. 

EXAMPLE
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Sell ing Options

In general, the sale of options entails significantly more risk than the

purchase of options. The seller receives option premium and is obligated

to the terms of the option. Since exchange rates can move dramatically,

a worst-case scenario may not be quantifiable in advance.

Selling an option does not provide a hedge against currency expo-

sure, although the premium received provides some cushion against

adverse exchange rates. The risk of an adverse currency fluctuation

must be managed and the option seller may have to take additional

measures if the currency begins to move adversely.

The premium received depends on factors including volatility and

time value.The more volatile the currency, the greater the chance for it to

be exercised and the more premium it will generate, all else being equal.

An organization with foreign currency sales could sell a call option

and receive option premium. If the currency subsequently rallies, the call

option will be exercised against the option seller and the option seller

will be obligated to sell the underlying currency at the strike rate. This

may be unattractive compared with current exchange rates.Alternatively,

if the underlying currency declines (the exposure of greatest concern
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Notable Quote

“The financial markets have some complicated features, but
good common sense goes a lot further than mathematical
flash and dash.”

Source: Charles W. Smithson, respected risk management author, edu-
cator, and executive, in Managing Financial Risk, copyright Richard D.
Irwin Inc., 1995.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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to the organization), the call option will not be exercised and the

hedger will need to take other steps to protect against losses.

Although the maximum gain from the sale of an option is the

option premium, the maximum loss cannot be determined in advance.

The maximum loss from the sale of an unhedged call is theoretically

unlimited, since the option seller does not obtain any protection as a

result of the sold option beyond option premium received. The maxi-

mum loss from the sale of an unhedged put is potentially very large,
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Foreign Exchange Collar

A company needs protection against a rising U.S. dollar
(declining Canadian dollar) one month from now. The current
exchange rate is 1.2500 CAD/USD. The company enters into
a zero-cost collar with its bank by purchasing a call option with
a strike price of 1.2700 CAD/USD and selling a put option
with a strike price of 1.2300 CAD/USD. Both options are
European-style with the same one-month expiry dates. 

There are three potential scenarios. If the exchange rate
moves above 1.2700 CAD/USD, the company will exercise
the call option and buy U.S. dollars at 1.2700. The sold put
option will expire worthless. Alternatively, if the exchange rate
moves below 1.2300, the bank will exercise the sold put
option and the company will be required to buy U.S. dollars
from the bank at 1.2300. The company’s call option will
expire worthless. If the exchange rate remains between
1.2300 and 1.2700, neither option will be exercised, both will
expire worthless, and the company’s U.S. dollar requirements
will be purchased at current market rates.

EXAMPLE
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although the currency can only fall to zero. As a result, the sale of

options has a much higher risk profile than the purchase of options.

Foreign Exchange Collar 

Options can be costly if the exchange rate is volatile.To reduce the cost

of hedging, collars are often used. Various names have been applied to a

collar, including range forward, cylinder option, tunnel option, and

zero-cost collar. A collar combines the purchase of a call option and the

sale of a put option with the same expiry date on the same currency pair.

European-style options are normally used to ensure that only one

of the two options is exercised. The sold option generates option pre-

mium to pay for the purchased option. Strike prices are often chosen

so that the premium of the sold option offsets the premium of the pur-

chased option and the collar has a zero cost. Since only one option will

be exercised, collars limit the effective exchange rate, the upper exchange

rate by the call, and the lower exchange rate by the put.

Average Rate Options

Average rate or Asian options have a payoff that depends on the aver-

age exchange rate over the option’s term to expiry. They allow an

organization to hedge an exchange rate for a number of currency trans-

actions over a period of time such as one year. At expiry of the option,

the average rate is calculated from the periodic fixings made during the

term and compared with the strike price.

There are several different variants, including fixed strike and float-

ing strike rate types. For a fixed strike average rate option, if the aver-

age rate is worse than the strike rate, the option buyer is compensated

for the difference between the average rate and the strike rate.

Average rate options are often used where foreign exchange trans-

actions occur on an ongoing and regular basis. Depending on the type
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of average rate option, they may provide a lower cost hedge than other

options, which makes them attractive to hedgers.

Barrier Options

The payoff for a barrier option is contingent on the exchange rate

reaching the barrier level. Once reached, the option may become exer-

cisable (knock-in option) or become unexercisable (knock-out option).

Knock-in options may be “up-and-in” or “down-and-in,” while knock-

out options may “up-and-out” or “down-and-out,” depending on the

terms of the contract. Knock-in options normally become conventional

European-style options if the knock-in rate is reached. Barrier options

have both a strike rate and a barrier (knock-in or knock-out) rate.

The buyer of a knock-out option pays option premium for a

European-style option that exists unless the exchange rate passes a pre-

determined level, at which point the option knocks out and becomes
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Pegged Exchange Rates

Pegged exchange rates, where a currency’s exchange rate is
pegged to another currency or a basket of currencies, appear
to provide a simple solution to exchange rate risk. The foreign
central bank manages the exchange rate and prevents it from
moving beyond the target peg rate or range. From a hedging
perspective, however, pegged exchange rates should be
approached with caution. A significant market move or even a
currency crisis may result if there is aggressive selling of the
currency and the foreign central bank cannot defend the
pegged rate. What previously appeared to be a low-volatility
currency can quickly become a high-volatility currency.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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unexercisable. The knock-out level is chosen by the option buyer and

may be a rate at which a hedge is no longer required. If a knock-out

option becomes unexercisable and has to be replaced because a hedge

is still needed, this will increase the cost of hedging.

Both knock-out options and knock-in options are popular due to

their cost and simplicity. Since there is no guarantee that the option will

be exercisable, there is less risk to the option seller, and they normally

cost less than a conventional option as a result. Protection is provided
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Knock-Out Option

An importer is concerned that British pound sterling will
increase against the U.S. dollar, reducing the company’s prof-
it margins. The treasurer buys a knock-out call option on ster-
ling with a strike price of $1.8500. The knock-out rate is set
at 1.8100, at which rate the treasurer would be more com-
fortable locking it in with a forward. The option premium paid
for the option effectively increases sterling’s cost under all
scenarios:

• If sterling increases, the option can be exercised at

$1.8500 if needed. 

• If sterling decreases, the option may get knocked out,

but rates will be more attractive. 

• The worst-case scenario is that the option gets knocked

out and sterling subsequently rises, leaving the company

without rate protection. The company should consider

another hedge if the option gets knocked out and protec-

tion is still required. 

IN THE REAL WORLD
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against unfavorable exchange rates, while allowing full participation in

any favorable movements.

The closer the knock-out level is to the current market price, the

less premium will need to be paid for the option. Clearly, the closer the

knock-out level to the market price, the more likely it is that the option

will be knocked out and not be exercisable. The reverse is true for a

knock-in option.

However, if the exchange rate does not reach the barrier level (in

the case of a knock-in) or is knocked out (in the case of a knock-out),

the hedger has no option, and therefore no protection against exchange

rates. Therefore, a strike price should be chosen carefully.

Compound Options

Compound options are options on options. Normally European-style,

they give the option buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy or

sell an option contract at the compound option’s expiry date at a pre-

determined option premium. Although they are initially cheaper than

standard options, if both the compound option and its underlying
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Compound Options

Compound options are often used to protect against the cur-
rency exposure inherent in major bids, where there may be a
significant time lag between pricing and the announcement of
the successful bid winner. In exchange for option premium,
the organization can protect a worst-case option premium cost
for the option that might be required if the contract is won.

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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option are purchased, the total hedging cost may be greater than with

an ordinary put or call option.

Closing Out an Option

If not exercised, a purchased option may be allowed to expire, at which

time it will be worthless if it is not in-the-money.The decision to exer-

cise the option rests with the option buyer. A sold option remains a

potential obligation to the option seller until it has been purchased back

and the obligation canceled.

An option contract can be closed out in one of several ways:

• Take/make delivery per terms of option contract at discretion
of option holder.

• Sell a purchased option at current market value.

• Buy back a sold option at current market value.

• Allow the option to expire at discretion of option holder.

Closing out a foreign exchange collar—which involves both pur-

chased and sold options—requires buying back the sold options and

selling the purchased options.There may be a cost to exit from the col-

lar if the sold options are worth more than the purchased options.

Therefore, the cost to close out the collar may be greater than its orig-

inal cost.

Summary

• Foreign exchange hedging using derivatives replaces exposure
to foreign exchange rates with exposure to foreign exchange
counterparties.

• There are a number of ways to reduce exchange rate expo-
sure that do not involve the use of derivatives. However, they
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typically involve renegotiating or changing process and as a
result, they may take time and organizational resources to
implement.

• Forwards and futures lock in an exchange rate for a particular
delivery date. Option buyers obtain protection from adverse
exchange rate changes, while option sellers accept risk in
exchange for receipt of option premium.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Describe the major sources of credit and counterparty risk 

• Identify common methods for managing credit risk 

• Explain the basic types of credit derivatives

C
redit risk is a factor in every business. It exists whenever payment

or performance to a contractual agreement by another organization

is expected, and it is the likelihood of a loss arising from default or

failure of another organization.

Credit risk and the methods used to manage it depend to a certain

extent on the size and complexity of exposures. Financial institutions,

such as banks, investment dealers, trust companies, insurance companies,

and credit unions, typically have significant credit exposure due to their

emphasis on lending and trading. Although credit risk is traditionally

associated with lending, it is also a major and often overlooked concern

for other business entities such as corporations.

How Credit Risk Arises

Conventional credit risk arises through lending, investing, and credit

granting activities and concerns the return of borrowed money or the

payment for goods sold. Credit risk also arises through the performance

CHAPTER 5

Credit Risk 
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of counterparties in contractual agreements such as derivatives.When a

financial obligation is not fully discharged, either because the counter-

party cannot or will not fulfill its obligations, a loss may result.

Poor economic conditions and high interest rates contribute to the

likelihood of default for many organizations. Credit or counterparty

failure is also more likely when an organization has accumulated large

losses, owes many other counterparties, or when an organization’s cred-

itors or counterparties have financial difficulty or have failed.

Credit risk is often considered a one-way risk, because it exists when

an organization is owed payment or an obligation by another party.

Credit risks include:

• Default risk

• Counterparty pre-settlement risk

• Counterparty settlement risk

• Legal risk

• Sovereign or country risk

• Concentration risk

Default Risk

Traditional credit risk involves the default on a payment, typically related

to lending or sales. For example, a debt issuer is said to be in default

when it indicates it will not make a contractual interest payment to

lenders. The likelihood of the default occurring is known as the prob-

ability of default.

Depending on the nature of the lending agreement, the amount at risk

from a default may be as much as the entire liability.Amounts may later be

recovered that reduce the size of the loss. The likelihood of a recovery

depends on several factors, including the creditor’s legal status. However, if
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an organization fails because of large outstanding obligations or losses,

which is usually the case, later collections may be difficult or impossible.

Counterparty Pre-Settlement Risk

A major source of credit risk in financial markets arises from exposure

to counterparties in financial derivatives such as swaps, forwards, and

options. These credit risks are referred to as counterparty risks since

they arise from transactions with counterparties. The credit risk that

results from such transactions includes pre-settlement risk and settle-

ment risk, both types of default.

Pre-settlement risk or replacement risk arises from the possibility of

counterparty default once a contract has been entered into but prior to

settlement. In the event of a default, it might be necessary to enter into

a replacement contract at far less favorable prices. The risk associated

with the pre-settlement period is that a contract has unrealized gains, for

example, in offsetting an exposure, and that the counterparty’s failure

will result in the loss of that benefit to the organization.

Should a counterparty fail to fulfill its obligation, the potential

impact to an organization depends on how market rates have changed

since the original contract was established. From a risk management

perspective, the loss of a contract with no market value—or negative

market value, as might be the case with an interest rate swap that has

unrealized losses—is of much less concern than one with unrealized

gains. However, note that bankruptcy laws and rules, which vary from

region to region, play a role in the eventual outcome of such a default.

Losses from the failure of a counterparty can also be evaluated in

terms of current and potential exposure to an organization. Current

exposure is the organization’s exposure if the counterparty defaulted on

its obligation at current market rates. Potential exposure is an estimate

of losses if a counterparty were to default under different rate scenarios.
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Counterparty Settlement Risk

Settlement risk is a transaction risk arising from the exchange of pay-

ments between parties to an agreement. Settlement risk is the risk that

payment is made but not received, and it may result in large losses

because the entire payment is potentially at risk during the settlement

process. The size of the loss depends on the size of the payments,

whether both parties make payments, how payments are made, and

whether any residual amount can be collected after a payment failure.

Settlement risk is often associated with foreign exchange trading,

where payments in different money centers are not made simultaneously

and volumes are huge.Counterparties traditionally pay one another in dif-

ferent currencies, with most transactions settling one or two days after the

trade date.There is usually a time delay between an organization initiating

an outbound settlement payment and the confirmation of the arrival of an

inbound payment from the organization’s trade counterparty.

Settlement risk is currently being addressed with strategic global

initiatives including continuous linked settlement (CLS), netting, and
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Herstatt Risk

Settlement risk is sometimes referred to as Herstatt risk.
Bankhaus Herstatt was a small German bank that was active
in foreign exchange before it failed in 1974. On the day
German regulators shut it down, it had received payments
from foreign exchange counterparties but had yet to make its
own payments to others. Counterparty financial institutions in
New York and elsewhere suffered losses as a result.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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payment with finality. CLS, in particular, has had a significant impact on

settlement risk in foreign exchange trading. These global initiatives are

discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.

An additional source of settlement risk arises through the payment

systems of various countries and the financial institutions that partici-

pate in them. Daylight overdraft limits may permit financial institutions

to be overdrawn intra-day, thus increasing risk for the central bank,

which in many cases acts as a guarantor.

Legal Risk

Legal risk is the risk that an organization is not legally permitted or able

to enter into transactions, particularly derivatives transactions. The risk

extends to the individuals who make decisions on behalf of counter-

parties and their level of authorization to enter into transactions.

It is necessary to assess the underlying legal entity with which a

contractual agreement is undertaken. Derivatives trading activities, for

example, may be conducted through subsidiaries rather than the parent

company.

Legal risk is more complex when it involves international financial

operations, since foreign laws apply to many aspects of an organization’s

transactions. In international financial management, legal risk is closely

related to sovereign risk, since the activities of the sovereign govern-

ment may alter the legal rules under which transactions are undertaken.

It is critical to obtain the advice of professionals in this area.

Sovereign or Country Risk

Sovereign or country risk arises from legal, regulatory, and political

exposures in international transactions. Every nondomestic credit expo-

sure consists of exposure to the credit quality of the entity or issuer and
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exposure to the credit quality and integrity of the sovereign nation

where the issuer is domiciled.

Sovereign risk arises when transactions in other countries expose an

organization to the restrictions and regulations of foreign governments.

Even a counterparty or debt issuer with a high-quality credit rating can

become problematic if the sovereign government makes it difficult to

do business. Problems can arise with the issuer’s ability to fulfill its own

obligations in an environment that becomes financially or politically

hostile.

From time to time, countries and governments have temporarily or

permanently imposed controls on capital, prevented cross-border pay-

ments, suspended debt repayments, suspended convertibility of the cur-

rency, changed laws, and seized assets. Financial crises can sometimes

precipitate, or be precipitated by, political turmoil, resulting in additional

problems.

An organization with activities outside its borders should analyze

sovereign risk and its exposure in those countries where it conducts

business or maintains investments. Market intelligence about potential

problems that is reasonably reliable from operations or contacts in other

parts of the world should be monitored. Political and financial events

can unfold quickly, and markets can move much more than would oth-

erwise be expected.

Concentration Risk

Concentration risk affects organizations with exposure that is poorly

diversified by region or sector, for example. Events or market changes

may adversely affect all in an industry or sector. An organization that is

diversified within a sector may still have poor diversification between

sectors. As a result, the organization may suffer adversely if conditions

worsen for those sectors.
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A bank with a large number of borrowers in a particular industry

sector is vulnerable to industry concentration risk. Similarly, an invest-

ment portfolio may be subject to concentration risk if it specializes in

a particular industry or sector. Corporations affected by concentration

risk include those with a customer base concentrated in a particular

region, companies with one or two major customers, or significant real

estate holdings with a single tenant.

Although counterparty and settlement risk are associated with

transactions, concentration risk is associated with lack of diversification

in exposure to countries, regions, or industries. Concentration risk, and

therefore credit risk, is reduced through diversification of exposure.

Credit Exposure Management 

A key credit risk management technique is the reduction of credit expo-

sure. The techniques used depend to a certain degree on the type of

organization. In general, there is more emphasis on active credit expo-

sure management within financial institutions. This is not surprising

given the importance of credit in the business of financial institutions as
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Notable Quote

“Banking supervision, like counterintelligence, is hard to
judge from the outside, because the success stories don’t get
told and the failures are on the front pages.”

Source: Martin Mayer, The Fed (New York: The Free Press, Simon &
Schuster, 2001), p. 237.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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a result of lending, trading, and asset management activities. However,

these are techniques that can be used by any organization.

Some techniques that are useful for managing credit exposure follow:

• Formalize the credit risk function.

• Consider opportunities for credit exposure diversification.

• Require settlement and payment techniques that provide 
certainty.

• Deal with high-quality counterparties.

• Use collateral where appropriate.

• Use netting agreements where possible.

• Monitor and limit market value of outstanding contracts.

Credit Risk Function

An independent risk management function, as discussed in Chapter 8,

provides important strategic and tactical support to management and

the board of directors. Credit risk management and policy develop-

ment may be included in the risk oversight function or, in larger organ-

izations, as a separate function.

The management of credit exposure should include setting appro-

priate credit exposure limits and monitoring and reporting exposures

against limits on an aggregate, legally enforceable basis. Collateral and

other credit enhancement techniques also belong within the risk man-

agement function, along with determining the method and frequency

for reviewing credit policies.

Consistent with principles of portfolio management, both the

credit risk of individual transactions and the credit risk of a portfolio

of exposures should be considered.
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Diversification

The concept of diversification can be illustrated with a traditional finan-

cial institution. Financial institutions were conventionally most affected by

credit risk through their lending operations. The traditional relationship

between a financial institution and a customer was nurtured by a relation-

ship manager or account officer, with lending taking a central role.

Historically, financial institutions were often regional in nature and

grew up near their customer base.The fortunes of both the customers and

the regional financial institution, therefore, hinged on regional prosperity.

Lending was usually based on real assets such as equipment or, alter-

natively, real estate. In the event of a customer default on a loan, the

financial institution could seize the pledged assets and obtain at least a

partial recovery. The maximum credit exposure was the loan amount,

and the risk depended on the borrower’s likelihood of repayment.

In the traditional financial institution’s lending model, credit com-

mittees ensured that credit risk resulting from banking activities such as

lending was not excessive.Among other things, the customer’s relation-

ship with a financial institution and the community was often a key

consideration in determining its likelihood to obtain credit. Financial

institutions diversified to the extent possible, within the confines of

their regional businesses and the regulatory environment.

Today many organizations face concentrated credit exposure. It may

be difficult for organizations to diversify business activities adequately to

reduce exposure. For example, a manufacturer may have many customers

in the same industry. It may undesirable from a business perspective to

diversify in an attempt to reduce this exposure to the industry, since these

customers keep the manufacturer in business. However, management

can recognize the concentration, seek ways to manage the exposure,

and diversify as opportunities arise.
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Credit Rationing

The business of credit rationing is as old as the banking business, but it

is not exclusive to banking. The key tenet of credit rationing is that

credit is granted where the most attractive risk-to-return tradeoff is

available. This involves assigning higher interest rates to higher risk

transactions to compensate for the additional risk. It also involves

rationing the finite quantity of credit granted between borrowers with

varying credit risk.

Financial institutions use credit committees to diversify credit-

granting decisions and formalize the process. Credit scoring models are

used by lenders to improve the ability to forecast default. Economic

analysis and forecasting helps to predict economic conditions that might

hinder expansion or increase default rates.

The tradeoff between risk and return is the basic premise for risk-

adjusted return on capital (RAROC) models that are widely used.

These models and derivatives of them are also used in budgeting and

management decisions to assist in developing a portfolio that represents

the best expected risk-adjusted return.

Collateral

Collateral has long been used to support various lending agreements.

Derivatives exchanges, for example, have used collateral in the form of

margin for decades. Exchanges require margin to initiate a derivatives

transaction. In the event of a subsequent decline in value, additional

margin may be required.

Collateral is being used with renewed interest in financial markets

due to its risk-reduction potential. In the wholesale financial markets,

the increased use of repurchase transactions (repos) illustrates the useful-

ness of collateralization as a risk reduction technique. Repos function

as an alternative to noncollateralized lending or borrowing.
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A repo transaction consists of a sale transaction and a subsequent

repurchase (sale-and-repurchase) or purchase-and-resale of securities,

depending on the participant’s perspective. Because title to the securi-

ties changes hands, the lender is effectively granted collateral over the

term of the transaction, which may be as short as one day. Both the U.S.

Federal Reserve and the Bank of Canada use repo transactions in their

open market operations.

The requirement for collateral in a transaction can be dictated by a

credit enhancement clause. The addition of such a clause in derivatives

or lending transactions should be approached with caution, as the clause

may apply to both counterparties. In the event of a credit worsening or

significantly negative marked-to-market value in an outstanding posi-

tion, an organization would be required to post additional collateral.

Netting Agreements

When a netting agreement is used, amounts to be exchanged between

counterparties are netted, greatly reducing the counterparties’ exposure

to one another. Correctly undertaken, netting is one of the most

important tools for managing credit exposure.
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Collateral Use

Among derivatives dealers, there is an increased use of collat-
eral. A 2004 International Swaps and Derivatives Association
(ISDA) survey of collateral use in privately negotiated derivatives
transactions and related margined activities found an increase
in the volume of collateral of 41 percent over the previous year.
The majority of the organizations using collateral are banks, and
reduction of credit risk is a principal reason for its use.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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The development of netting agreements between counterparties

has been instrumental in minimizing settlement risk, particularly in

derivative transactions. The use of master agreements to cover most or

all transactions between counterparties, such as an ISDA agreement,

helps to set out the requirements for credit risk reduction.These agree-

ments should apply to payments between counterparties and to close-

out netting, which is used to close out a contract if a counterparty

becomes bankrupt, for example.

Bilateral netting agreements, typically between two financial insti-

tutions, are used by many participants in the foreign exchange markets.

Rather than make individual settlements between the counterparties,

all payments for a given day and a currency pair are totaled and only

the net payments are made.

Individual netting agreements may not entirely protect market par-

ticipants if payments are still required to occur in different currencies,

since payments may be made by both counterparties. However, the

resulting payments will be smaller than they would otherwise be with-

out netting, thus reducing exposure significantly.

Multilateral netting arrangements typically involve a group of

organizations such as the participating financial institutions in CLS, dis-

cussed in more detail in Chapter 10. Many netting arrangements are

supported by ISDA agreements for trading in swaps and other deriva-

tives. Netting is also used among multinational corporations where

multiple payments between the associated companies would otherwise

take place.

Marking-to-Market

Marking-to-market is not a credit exposure management technique by

itself but a tool used in conjunction with limits for reducing potential

loss. Outstanding contracts that have large unrealized gains (unrealized
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losses for the counterparties) are monitored closely by periodic mark-

ing to market.The intent is to manage the potential for loss in the event

of the failure or unwillingness of the counterparty to realize its losses.

Gains and losses are compared to limits, and steps can subsequently be

taken to protect the gains.

Marking-to-market may be combined with a pricing reset if the value

of a contract goes beyond a predetermined limit.Alternatively, periodically

renegotiating the contract at market value on a regular, prescheduled basis

is another way to manage the risk of counterparty’s default.

In the event that a counterparty’s unrealized losses exceed a prede-

termined limit, a risk-mitigating action can be taken. This action may

be a payment from the counterparty with losses to the counterparty

with gains to “reset” the rate on the outstanding contract, creating a

new marked-to-market value of zero in the example of an interest rate

swap. Gains and losses are paid out and permitted to accrue for only a

short period.

Alternatively, the counterparties may decide to close out the exist-

ing contracts at current market prices, settling as necessary, and re-enter

similar contracts to replace them. There may be tax or legal ramifica-

tions of such transactions, however, and these should be understood.

Credit Limits

Traditional credit risk management techniques involve careful counter-

party selection. Diversification of borrowers and counterparties

includes selecting counterparties with a minimum acceptable credit

quality and diversifying to avoid excessive exposure to any particular

region, country, or industry. Limits assist in aggregate counterparty

exposure management arising from both financial and business activity.

The use of limits supports and formalizes the principles of diversi-

fication. Limits are used in credit risk management as they are in asset
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management. A portfolio of weakly or negatively correlated exposures

is expected to be less risky than a few highly correlated ones.

Financial institutions involved in trading actively use position lim-

its to restrict the size of a trading position and the loss potential. Limits

for individual traders and trading desks are set based on experience,

performance, risk measurement and modeling, and the institution’s 

risk tolerance, among other things. Both daylight limits (during the

trading day) and overnight limits (for open positions and trading in 

foreign markets) are used. Many organizations and most banks also

aggressively monitor counterparty limits on a worldwide, real-time,

aggregate basis.

Contingent Actions

Contingent actions involve changes to an outstanding contract or

agreement based on the occurrence of certain key events. Typically,

these events are specified in a clause to a contractual agreement and

might include the deterioration of a counterparty’s credit quality, the
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Credit Limits

Organizations using derivatives or acting as industry creditors
should consider counterparty or creditor, maximum contract
size, or maximum term limits. Limits can be used to reduce
exposure to sectors, regions, or sovereign governments. They
may be included in investment policy statements, with accept-
able issuer limits based on the ratings of major rating agen-
cies. Country or sector limits may be used to minimize the
exposure to a geographical region or industry. 
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marked-to-market value of an outstanding contract exceeding a prede-

termined amount, or both.

For example, if a counterparty’s credit quality falls below a predeter-

mined level, one or both parties may have the right to trigger a termina-

tion of the outstanding contract (sometimes known as a termination

put), based on falling credit quality and significant changes in the value of

the outstanding contract. Other credit enhancement clauses might spec-

ify the need for collateral to offset unrealized losses on an outstanding

contract or for future contracts. Two-way payment provisions permit the

parties to terminate the contract in the event of bankruptcy or similar.

Although a clause regarding a contingent action may give addi-

tional comfort in the event of a deterioration of credit quality, the end

result of this action may be to worsen the credit impact for the coun-

terparty. The result could lead to bankruptcy, adversely affecting all

creditors. In addition, a clause added today may be used against an

organization under circumstances that are not anticipated.

As a result, use of such clauses and follow-up action should be con-

sidered carefully, from a risk management standpoint and within per-

mitted actions by local laws and regulations.

Other Credit Risk Management Techniques

Other credit exposure management techniques include secured lending

transactions, where lending is secured with assets of value, and credit

insurance, such as receivables insurance provided by a third party to

protect against payment default.

Debt covenants are designed to protect creditors and require a bor-

rower to maintain certain financial conditions. For example, a covenant

may prohibit a borrower from paying dividends to common shareholders

unless earnings are maintained above a predetermined level. Other

covenants might limit debt to a specific percentage of capital.
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Credit Derivatives

The emergence of credit derivatives offers a new mechanism for man-

aging credit risk. Credit derivatives enable participants to offset risks that

arise as a result of their core business or from an inability to diversify.

Given the importance of credit risk, the market for credit derivatives is

potentially larger than the market for other financial derivatives.

Participants in the global credit derivatives markets include financial

institutions, governments, corporations, and fund managers. The largest

participants in the credit derivatives markets are commercial and invest-

ment banks. A number of global financial institutions are active partic-

ipants and make markets to others in various types of credit derivatives.

Insurance and reinsurance companies and hedge funds are also participants

in the credit derivatives market.

Credit derivatives are contractual agreements based on credit per-

formance—typically swaps or options. Credit performance may be

based on events such as default, insolvency or bankruptcy, nonpayment

of loan obligations, or downgrading by a rating agency, for example. To

be part of a contractual agreement, the event must be predetermined

and readily identifiable when it occurs.

Credit derivatives can be classified according to the type of under-

lying credit that they are designed to hedge.The major credit categories

are sovereign or country risk, financial institution risk, and corporate

risk. A contract’s underlying interest may be a particular credit name or

a basket or portfolio of credit names. The terms protection seller and pro-

tection buyer are used commonly to differentiate the perspective of par-

ties to a credit derivatives transaction.

Advantages of Credit Derivatives

Like other derivatives, credit derivatives provide a mechanism permit-

ting the transfer of unwanted risk between willing counterparties, from
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organizations with too much credit risk, or the wrong type of credit

risk, to organizations willing to assume it.

The credit derivatives business has similarities with the insurance

underwriting business. In the credit derivatives business, the protection

buyer seeks credit protection from the protection seller. There may be

an outright exchange of risks, or one party may pay for risk reduction.

Like the insurance business, changes to factors beyond management’s

control, such as weather or the economy, can result in increased or

decreased claims and a resultant profit or loss.

Credit derivatives facilitate a portfolio approach to credit risk man-

agement and diversification. Changes to a credit portfolio can take time.

A financial institution that perceives its credit portfolio to be too risky

can enter into a contract to transfer some of its credit risk to another

organization while it focuses on ways to refine the underlying portfolio.

Credit derivatives also allow market participants, especially financial

institutions, to separate credit risk from market risk.There is an important

distinction between credit risk and market risk.As a result, credit deriv-

atives are useful in situations where credit risk needs to be mitigated

without altering the underlying portfolio of transactions that initially

created the risk.

The existence of credit derivatives provides some additional price

transparency to the business of credit. Financial market participants may

benefit from a better understanding of the value of credit even if they

are not participants in the credit derivatives business.

Credit Default Swaps

The most common credit derivatives are credit default swaps, which

have had significant increases in trading volumes and participants.

In a credit default swap, the protection seller makes a contingent

payment to the protection buyer if a predetermined credit event occurs.
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In exchange for assuming the credit exposure, the protection seller receives

a premium that may be paid upfront or periodically (e.g., annually).

Credit default swaps specify the contingent credit event that must

occur for compensation to be made, and therefore, it must be specifi-

cally and unambiguously outlined in the swap agreement. Although

expressed with more clarity, the general nature of the credit event

might be one of the following:

• Bankruptcy of the reference entity

• Restructuring of the reference entity

• Failure to pay by the reference entity

The underlying reference asset, such as a particular bond, is refer-

enced in the contract and may be settled in cash or with delivery of the

underlying reference asset. Depending on the agreement, the compen-

sating payment from the protection seller to the protection buyer might

be a fixed payment, a payment compensating for a partial recovery

based on the contract’s strike price, the underlying asset’s par value, or

an agreed-upon amount based on recovery, for example.

Other credit swaps designed to hedge a credit portfolio permit the

protection buyer to receive compensation based on the first default that

occurs in the underlying portfolio.This is known as a first-to-default basis.

Credit Spread Derivatives

Other credit derivatives are based on the interest rate differential between

the debt of different types of issuers. A realized or expected rating

change of an issuer will impact its cost of borrowing compared with a

benchmark rate. All else being equal, a credit upgrade or improvement,

particularly by one of the major rating agencies, will result in the abil-

ity to borrow at lower interest rates. Conversely, a credit downgrade will

result in an increase in the cost of borrowing.
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Credit spread derivatives may be structured as options or similar to

forwards. A credit spread option requires upfront premium in exchange

for protection against (typically) a widening credit spread between the

underlying credit and a benchmark government yield, for example.The

protection (put) buyer pays premium to the seller and in return receives

a contingent payment if the spread widens past a predetermined level.

With a credit spread forward, payment depends on whether the spread

is above or below the contracted credit spread.

Since changes in the level of market interest rates should affect both

the issuer and benchmark yields similarly, they should not affect credit

swap payments unless there is also a change in relative credit spreads. A

change in credit spreads will affect the value of the contract and there-

fore the obligations of counterparties to the contract.

Other Credit Derivatives

Other credit derivatives include total return swaps and credit-linked

notes. Total return swaps involve an exchange of the total return from

an underlying reference asset, such as a bond, against a predetermined

fixed or variable reference rate. The total return from the asset includes
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Spreadlocks

Spreadlocks are contractual agreements that protect an orga-
nization’s ability to enter into an interest rate swap at a pre-
determined spread over government yields. In the event that
the organization’s credit quality declines, the spreadlock pro-
vides protection. Spreadlocks may be structured as forwards
or options.
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changes in value arising from market interest rates, changes to the

issuer’s credit rating, and the potential for default. One party receives

the total return (comprising both market and credit gains or losses) and

in exchange pays a predetermined return to the other.

Credit-linked notes are debt instruments with an embedded credit

derivative. The investor receives par at maturity unless a predetermined

credit event occurs (e.g., the reference credit defaults), in which case the

investor receives less than par value (the recovery amount).

Credit Derivatives Challenges

Trading in credit derivatives has increased dramatically and has the

potential to represent a significant proportion of all derivatives activity.

Credit derivatives provide certain advantages to market participants that

otherwise are difficult to obtain, including better transparency in the

pricing of credit risk and the ability to diversify credit exposures.

Some critics charge, however, that rapid growth in credit derivatives

presents particular risks. One concern is that market participants may

become more aggressive in credit and counterparty transactions if they

can transfer credit risks to someone else. Other criticisms include lack

of transparency, potential pricing issues, and legal issues, particularly

with cross-border transactions or reference credits. It has also been

argued that, like other derivatives, credit derivatives spread risk around

but don’t actually reduce it, thus increasing systemic risk.

Modeling the probability of borrower default, and the potential for

default correlations, like modeling the probability of market movements,

is a science that is still being refined. It is critical to ensure that credit

derivatives are priced accurately to reflect the underlying risk.

Liquidity remains another challenge.Although the number of dealers

and trading volumes are growing, they are still relatively small. As a

result, it may be difficult to find an appropriate counterparty to close
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out or offset an existing transaction, particularly in times of market

stress or if the contract contains unusual terms.

The development of derivatives markets often precedes the legal

and tax infrastructure to support them, and credit derivatives are no

exception. Legal systems vary from country to country, and what con-

stitutes law or legal precedence in one country may not be valid else-

where. Credit derivatives may not have been subject to legal testing in

all jurisdictions, and their potential overlap with insurance may also

complicate matters in some legal systems.

Within an individual contract, clarity is very important. The defi-

nition of a credit event is critical in credit derivatives contracts. There

may be complexities in deciding whether or not a contractual condi-

tion has been met, particularly if the underlying credit has operations

in a number of legal jurisdictions or is rated by several rating agencies.

Although credit derivatives are specialized transactions, there is a

need for standardization and documentation, which has been an impor-

tant focus of ISDA.
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ISDA Documentation

Credit derivatives have been an important focus of ISDA, an
industry association made up of around 600 of the world’s
leading financial institutions. Among other risk management
initiatives, ISDA provides standardized documentation that is
used in a wide variety of derivatives transactions, including
credit derivatives. These documents can be obtained directly
from ISDA. Future efforts at standardization will further
streamline trading and settlements for hedgers and traders.
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Summary

• The credit risk component of financial risk management is
significant due to interrelationships between global issuers,
markets, and regions.

• Methods to reduce credit exposure include netting arrange-
ments, marking to market, use of limits, and actions contin-
gent on credit quality.

• Credit derivatives permit market participants to offset risks
that arise as a result of their core business or as a result of
difficulty in diversification.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Describe the unique aspects of commodity-related risks

• Evaluate basic forward and futures strategies for managing
commodity risk

• Identify additional strategies for managing commodity 
price risk 

N
ot all financial risk arises directly from financial securities prices

and rates. Commodity prices are a source of market risk and an

important consideration for many organizations. Commodity price

risk management is enhanced considerably by a variety of hedging prod-

ucts, while new frontiers in related risk management products include

weather risk contracts, environmental credits, and derivatives on eco-

nomic indicators.

Commodities are somewhat unusual in the risk management world.

Unlike financial securities, commodities are physical assets with unique

attributes. Commodities must be stored, and in many cases spoilage or

deterioration is a concern. As a result, there are risk management con-

siderations that do not apply to purely financial securities.

In some cases, commodity exposures are difficult to hedge effec-

tively. There are several reasons why this might occur. There may be

CHAPTER 6

Commodity Risk
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weak correlation between the exposure and the available hedge.Alterna-

tively, the market for a particular commodity may not be large or liquid

enough to warrant actively traded derivatives, and therefore underlying

exposure may be difficult to hedge given the hedging products available.

In certain markets, it may be difficult to sell commodities short, since

short selling requires the ability to borrow the product.

In some markets, major participants may offer fixed prices to their

customers that are similar to forward contracts. Other alternative risk

management mechanisms exist, such as crop insurance for agricultural

products that may provide a recovery of 25 to 50 percent of losses.

Commodity risk management permits producers to hedge against

declining prices. Similarly, manufacturers and other users reduce the risk

of rising prices by hedging. The final consumer benefits from price sta-

bility as a result of the ability to hedge price risk.

Managing commodity price risk requires an understanding of the

nature of the commodity risk to which an organization is exposed and

the products available to assist in developing a risk management strategy.

A strategy can then be considered in light of the organization’s priori-

ties and risk tolerance.

Historical References

The Dojima rice market in Japan began trading in the early 1700s.

Dojima traded rice futures contracts in 1730, predating North American

exchanges by a century. Rice was a primary commodity in Japan at that

time, and therefore its price was an important economic barometer.

In the mid-1800s, grain forward contracts were recorded in

Chicago, and in 1848 the Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) was estab-

lished. Commodities markets grew as innovations such as margin and

standardized contracts were instituted.
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Fixed-Rate Contracts

The forerunners to traded derivatives contracts were fixed-rate contracts,

which have been used by producers and merchants in one form or another

for centuries. Today, some large commodities participants offer fixed-rate

contracts to clients for hedging purposes. These private arrangements are

alternatives to forward contracts, offering convenience and enabling smaller

organizations or those in illiquid markets to obtain price protection.

The major advantage of a fixed-rate arrangement is the ease with

which price protection is obtained. Contracts may be customized to

permit the hedger to retain rights, such as the right to sell at current

market prices if it is favorable to do so. Potential disadvantages of fixed-

rate contracts include their lack of liquidity and any potential contractual

limitations, such as the requirement to use the existing agreement for

new purchases to maintain the relationship. In many markets, buyers

have the power to set favorable contractual terms, while in other markets

sellers command favorable terms.

Types of Participants 

Participants in the commodities markets generally fall into one of two

broad classifications. Dealers make prices to others and often trade spec-

ulatively. End users and suppliers are in the commodity business, direct-

ly or indirectly, and usually hedge to protect against price and supply

fluctuations. These main market participants are:

• Commodity dealers that are active market participants on behalf of
their own organizations or clients. Dealers include financial insti-
tutions, major commodity producers, commodity trading
houses, and commodity trading advisors (CTAs). Speculators
exploit arbitrage opportunities or inefficiencies and in doing
so provide additional liquidity.
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• Consumers of commodities, including manufacturers, refineries, and
wholesalers. Commodity consumers are exposed to rising com-
modities prices that increase costs of manufacture or produc-
tion and reduce profit.

• Suppliers of commodities, including farmers and growers, and mining
and exploration companies. Suppliers typically require protection
against decreases in the market price of a commodity that
reduce revenues. Commodity producers often cite commodity
price risk as the most critical factor to their economic survival.

Since commodity prices influence production revenues, they also influ-

ence decisions about production. Below a threshold commodity price

level, producers may reduce existing production or curtail new produc-

tion.When commodity prices rise, production that was previously only

marginally profitable may become attractive, resulting in increased pro-

duction levels. As a result of the production decision, both demand and

supply are affected by significant price changes. The value of inventory

is also a consideration.
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Commodity Exposures

Energy prices are a key exposure for many companies. A sur-
vey of members of the Association of Corporate Treasurers
published in 2003 by Ernst & Younga found that exposure to
oil and gas was the most common commodity exposure, fol-
lowed by electricity prices and base metals prices.

a “Which Path Are You On?” Treasury Operations Survey, Ernst &
Young, 2003.
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Commodities Markets

In addition to over-the-counter commodity derivatives markets, a

number of major commodities exchanges offer futures and option

products. The market continues to grow with new products such as

economic statistic and weather derivatives gaining acceptance among

hedgers and speculators.

Metals

The precious metals are gold, silver, platinum, and palladium. In terms

of volume traded, the largest exchange for precious metals futures con-

tracts is the COMEX division of the New York Mercantile Exchange

(NYMEX).

In addition to their use in industry, precious metals—and gold in

particular—are deemed to be a store of wealth and an inflation hedge.

Market participants buy precious metals in anticipation of rising infla-

tion, pushing up prices. Precious metals also have a high emotional impact

since they have often been a safe-haven asset in times of financial or

political upheaval. In addition, prices are subject to market influences

such as interest rates and inflation.

Industrial metals include copper, tin, aluminum, nickel, zinc, and

lead. Although silver is sometimes included as an industrial metal, it is

usually considered to be a precious metal.

Agricultural Commodities

Agricultural commodities can be divided into several categories, including

soft commodities, grains, livestock, and oilseeds. The major agricultural

products, as measured by U.S. exchange trading volumes, are corn, soy-

beans, sugar, and soybean oil.
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Grains 

Grains are a key commodity group due to their ability to feed humans

and livestock. Important grains include rice, wheat, canola, oats, and

corn, as well as rye and barley.

There are two major categories of grains based on their use:

• Feed grains are used for feeding livestock.

• Food grains are used for human consumption. Corn is unique
in that it is used both as a feed grain and a food grain.

The demand for food grain is influenced greatly by requirements

for food manufacture and from other nations that require more than

they produce domestically. Drought or crop failure can reduce supplies

in other countries, causing higher than normal demand as grain is pur-

chased by those needing to make up their own shortfall. The supply of

food grain is affected by weather and natural disaster, as well as advances

in crop yields and genetic engineering.

Breakfast in New York

In addition to cotton, breakfast staples such as coffee, sugar,
cocoa, and frozen concentrated orange juice trade at the New
York Board of Trade (NYBOT), which comprises three historic
exchanges:

• Coffee, Sugar, and Cocoa Exchange

• New York Cotton Exchange

• New York Futures Exchange
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Wheat has the largest volume production of the food grains. Major

wheat producers include Eastern Europe, the European Union, China,

India, United States, Canada, Australia, and Argentina, although it is

grown in almost every region of the world. One of wheat’s most

important uses is in the production of flour.

Livestock 

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME) offers trading in live animals

and related animal product. The CME introduced the first futures con-

tract on live cattle in 1964. Currently, it lists futures and options on

futures on feeder cattle, live cattle, and lean hogs.

Oilseeds 

Soybeans are the most actively traded oilseed commodity in terms of

trading activity and volume. In addition to trading soybean contracts,

market participants also trade the crush spread to lock in the processing

spread, since soybeans are crushed or processed to produce soybean oil
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Trading the Weather 

Weather derivatives enable organizations to hedge against
adverse weather conditions that affect business and prof-
itability. Users include utilities, insurance companies, and gov-
ernments such as municipalities. The most common temper-
ature-based weather derivatives use heating degree days
(HDD) and cooling degree days (CDD), both of which measure
average daily temperature against a benchmark of 65 degrees
Fahrenheit. 
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and soybean meal. This is done by simultaneously buying soybean con-

tracts and selling oil and meal contracts on a predetermined ratio basis.

Canola and flaxseed are also considered oilseeds.Although the price

spread between the two varies considerably, there is a fundamental price

relationship based on the price for the protein meal and the derivative

oil, and hedgers also pay close attention to this relationship as well as to

market prices.

Energy

The energy market is one of the most sophisticated commodities mar-

kets. As a result of energy price volatility, new products have continually

evolved. Products trade in both the exchange-traded market and the

over-the-counter market. Energy swaps, options, futures, forwards, and

more complex derivatives are used by participants with increasing volumes.

Price and supply are very important, and energy prices impact many

other markets. Petroleum products, for example, affect the manufacturing

cost of various products such as plastics and resins.

NYMEX offers contracts in a number of energy products, includ-

ing the following:

• Heating oil

• Light sweet crude oil 

• Brent crude oil

• Unleaded gasoline 

• Natural gas

• Electricity

• Propane

• Coal 
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The control of energy such as petroleum brings political and economic

power, and as a result, it is subject to political maneuvers that affect

prices. The early development of energy hedging products was influ-

enced significantly by volatility arising out of turmoil in the Middle

East, as greater price volatility increased demand for protection.

Other Commodities

Other commodities contracts trade both on and off exchanges.

Contracts for random-length lumber and fertilizer are listed on the

CME. Peanuts trade on the Beijing Commodity Exchange in China,

raw silk on the Kobe Raw Silk Exchange in Japan, and rubber on the

Singapore Commodity Exchange.

Commodity Forwards and Futures

A forward contract is an agreement between a buyer and a seller to

exchange a commodity at a predetermined price on a future delivery

date. Both the buyer and seller are obligated by the forward once it has

been transacted.
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Electricity Trading

Electricity differs from other commodities in that it cannot be
readily stored. An actively traded market, electricity can exhibit
significant price volatility, in particular since electricity is essen-
tial to power the technology of modern civilization. In some
regions, the adjustments related to deregulation have contributed
to price volatility. Electricity contracts trade in the over-the-
counter market and on NYMEX, where they are cash settled.
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A futures contract is a standardized forward contract that trades on

an exchange. Performance by counterparties to a futures contract is

guaranteed by a clearing corporation, while a forward contract is not.

Commodity forward and futures contracts provide similar protection

from commodity price fluctuations. Forwards trade in the over-the-

counter market with delivery dates and amounts customized. Related

products include contracts for difference.

In the United States, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission

(CFTC) is the federal agency that regulates commodity futures and

options markets.

Forward Pricing

The price of a commodity for future delivery differs from the cash

price by an amount known as the basis. The basis consists of carrying

charges associated with owning the commodity, such as storage, inter-

est charges on money borrowed to buy the commodity, and insurance.

The basis may be positive or negative.

In a normal or contango market, the forward or futures price is higher

than the cash price to accommodate the cost of carrying (owning) the

commodity from the trade date to delivery. Included in this cost are financ-

ing costs, insurance, and storage costs.When demand for the commodity

for immediate delivery is high,market participants push up prices for near-

term delivery. A backwardation or inverted market is one that exhibits

higher prices for near-term delivery than for longer-term delivery.

If the basis is not reflective of carrying charge factors, speculators could

buy the cash commodity and hold it, selling an offsetting futures contract

and eventually delivering against it to earn arbitrage profits. Delivery is

the link between forward or futures prices and cash prices, and presuming

the same delivery location and underlying product, these prices converge

as contract expiry approaches, eliminating the basis entirely by delivery.
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Commodities prices, and forward and futures prices on commodities,

are also affected by weather, political stability, perception of shortages, the

availability of substitutes, and shifting consumer tastes.

Using Commodity Futures Contracts

An organization with exposure to commodity prices can use futures or

forward contracts to manage its exposure. Exchange-traded transactions

are conducted through a broker that acts as an intermediary between

buyer and seller, while transactions are conducted directly between

counterparties or through an inter-dealer broker in the over-the-

counter market.

The purchase of a futures or forward contract protects against rising

prices of the underlying commodity. The contract may be used for

delivery or closed out and delivery taken through normal channels.

When the commodity price rises, gains in the value of the futures con-

tract should offset the higher commodity cash purchase price. If the

commodity price declines, the futures contract will incur losses that

should offset the lower commodity cash purchase price.
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Forward Prices

The following prices for gold futures contracts illustrate a nor-
mal market, where the farthest delivery prices are higher than
near-term delivery prices:

December $430.80

February $432.60

April $434.40

June $436.30

IN THE REAL WORLD
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The contract reduces the risk of adverse price movements to both

buyer and seller for future delivery but does not address basis risk. The

basis is the difference between the cash price and the forward price and

may result from differences in delivery date, location, or other factors.

A shift in the basis, where the pricing relationship has changed, can

adversely or favorably impact the performance of a hedge. As a result,

the hedge may be imperfect, with resultant residual risk. The basis

should be taken into account in assessing the likely effectiveness of a

hedge before it is undertaken. In some cases, the hedge may not be

effective enough to undertake.

Futures contracts trade with standardized delivery dates and speci-

fications, the deliverable quality or grade of commodity, and contract

sizes. If an outstanding contract is not offset with another prior to

expiry, the seller may deliver the commodity during the allowable

delivery period, as permitted by the exchange. Contracts may be based

on the physical commodity or on a commodity basket or index.

Delivery

A small percentage of futures contracts involve delivery. Most futures

contracts are offset prior to expiry. Many hedgers find the futures con-

tract works adequately as a hedge, and at expiry the futures contract is

offset with another (i.e., closed out or rolled forward). The sale or pur-

chase of commodity is then transacted through normal, often local,

channels.

For exchange-traded contracts, the exchange determines commod-

ity or quality deliverable against the contract. The seller of the futures

contract determines the delivery from the allowable attributes stipulated

by the exchange. Exchange against physical may be possible.

Some contracts, such as NYMEX electricity and most index con-

tracts, are cash-settled. At the contract’s expiry date, the buyer and the
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seller exchange cash based on the value of their net positions.The result

is that the contract holder with a profit is compensated by the contract

holder with a loss.

Mark-to-Market and Margin

The purchase or sale of a futures contract requires margin to be posted.

Margin is a performance bond consisting of cash deposited with the

futures broker. Minimum initial and maintenance margin requirements

are set by the exchange and depend on the contract and the type of trade.

Brokers may require additional margin from their customers for futures

trades. The margin account is adjusted daily as contracts are marked to

market to reflect changes in the value of the futures position.

Calculating a Local Basis

The difference between a local cash market price for a commodity and

the current or near futures contract price is known as a local basis. This

basis may be negative or positive. Hedging a physical commodity with

a standardized futures contract may lead to an imperfect hedge if local
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Deliverable Grades

The following are deliverable grades of corn and price adjust-
ments as stipulated by the CBOT, for the 5,000-bushel corn
futures contract:

• No. 2 yellow at par

• No. 1 yellow at 1 1/2 cents per bushel over contract price

• No. 3 yellow at 1 1/2 cents per bushel under contract price
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commodity prices do not move exactly with the futures prices. There

may be a local basis to prices due to seasonal or quality variations or

different delivery points.

Compilation of a historical average basis by tracking the difference

between local cash prices and the nearby (current) futures price may be
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Price Limits

Trading in futures contracts is governed by exchange regula-
tions. Where they exist, daily price limits permit a maximum
price fluctuation during a trading session. Limits may be
waived during the month of delivery, since the activity of this
near-date contract is likely to closely mimic the cash market.
A contract is said to be limit up or limit down if it has reached
its upper price limit or lower price limit, respectively. 

Price limits temporarily insulate the market from panic related
to major news, giving market participants time to assess new
information. In addition, they help exchanges determine margin
requirements, since a one-day maximum loss on open positions
can be calculated. If futures contracts are being used for
hedging, during times of significant price moves it is possible
that prices might not completely reflect the cash or forward
market due to these limits.

The following daily price limits, above or below the previous
settlement, apply to agricultural products traded on the
Winnipeg Commodity Exchange:

Canola $30.00 per metric tonne

Flaxseed $20.00 per metric tonne

Western barley $7.50 per metric tonne

Domestic feed wheat $7.50 per metric tonne
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useful in determining the effectiveness of the hedge. This tracking can

be done by observation or data collection over several months or years

or, alternatively, by obtaining the information from external sources, if

available. Local price basis data are calculated and published for some

commodities and regions by news and information services.
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Change in the Basis

A lumber producer wants to ensure a selling price for the deliv-
ery of its product in three months’ time. With cash prices 
at $342 per thousand feet, and futures prices at $348 per
thousand feet, the mill sells a lumber futures contract at
$348 per thousand feet. The difference between cash and
futures prices of $6 is the basis.

When the mill is ready to ship lumber, it buys back an off-
setting futures contract, and delivers its lumber to its regular
customers. However, cash prices have fallen to $332 per
thousand feet, while the futures price is $339. 

The fall in cash prices has caused a loss on the sale of the
lumber of $10 per thousand feet. However, the futures con-
tract has fallen only $9 per thousand feet of lumber. The basis
has widened from $6 to $7 per thousand feet, which impacts
the mill negatively. Although the hedge was mostly effective in
protecting against falling, the change in the basis represents
a difference of $1 per thousand feet. 

The loss could have been a gain had the basis narrowed
rather than widening, or it could have resulted in a larger loss.
Although the basis shifted, the producer has benefited from
protection at the futures price of $348.

EXAMPLE
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Spreads

Spreads permit hedgers and speculators to trade the differences between

contracts and are commonly used in the commodities markets. There

are three basic types of spreads:

1. Intra-market spreads, which involve the purchase and sale of con-
tracts for two different delivery dates 

2. Inter-market spreads, which involve the purchase and sale of con-
tracts on different exchanges with the same delivery dates

3. Inter-commodity spreads, which involve the purchase and sale of
contracts for different commodities for the same delivery dates

Inter-commodity spreads can involve commodities and their deriv-

ative products. For example, the crack spread is a strategy that permits

the difference between the price of crude oil and its refined products

to be hedged, permitting hedgers to manage the refining spread.

Other inter-commodity spreads include:

• Frac spread, involving natural gas and propane

• Crush spread, involving soybeans and the derivative products
soybean oil and soybean meal

• Spark spread, involving natural gas and electricity

Closing Out a Commodity Futures Contract

Most futures contracts are closed out prior to delivery, while many for-

ward contracts are used for delivery. A futures or forward contract can

be closed out in one of several ways:

• Take or make delivery per the terms of contract, or within
exchange for physical provisions.
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• Close out contract by buying/selling an offsetting contract at
prevailing market rates.

• Extend or roll the contract to a future date.

A purchased contract can be offset with the sale of a contract with

the same delivery and specifications as the original. Similarly, a sold con-

tract would be offset with a purchased contract prior to expiry.A hedger

may use a futures contract as price protection in a related product but

have no interest in the commodity itself.

A hedger will earn a net gain or loss on the futures or forward con-

tract, which should offset losses or gains on the actual commodity

exposure. The effectiveness of the hedge depends on several factors,

including the relationship between futures prices and the underlying

exposure (the basis) and the number of contracts used to hedge (the

hedge ratio). A significant difference between the exposure and the

futures contract may result in being underhedged or overhedged.
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Commodity Swaps

Commodity swaps enable hedgers to swap production or con-
sumption prices against the return on an index or another 
market. They are popular over-the-counter products, with the
largest volumes in energy and metals swaps. Market makers
are typically commodity dealers and financial institutions. 

A commodity swap may be relatively simple or complex.
Virtually any type of swap can be modified as a commodity swap.
For example, an oil producer can swap its oil production price for
the return on another index, such as a fixed income yield. 
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The seller of a futures contract can also deliver the commodity

against the contract. However, most contracts are closed out with off-

setting contracts rather than physical delivery taken. Physical distances

may make delivery impractical and costly. Exchange for physical provi-

sions may permit buyers and sellers to negotiate price and delivery.

Commodity Options

A commodity option provides the option buyer with the right, but not

the obligation, to buy or sell a specified (notional) amount of a com-

modity at the strike or exercise price. In exchange for this right, the

option buyer pays option premium to the option seller. The writer

(seller) of the option has the obligation to deliver, or accept delivery of,

the underlying if the option buyer exercises it.

Commodity options trade between institutions in the over-the-

counter market and in the exchange-traded market. Exchange-traded

or listed options are transacted through a broker or futures commodity

merchant and have standardized expiry dates, contract amounts, and

strike prices.

Commodity options may have as their underlying either a physical

commodity or a futures contract. The underlying futures contract may

be based on a commodity index or the physical commodity. A com-

modity futures contract simplifies the delivery process as compared

with physical delivery.

A put option gives the option buyer the right to sell the underly-

ing commodity or futures contract at the strike price. Similarly, a call

option gives the option buyer the right to buy the underlying com-

modity or futures contract at the strike price.

An American-style option is exercisable by the option holder any

time until expiry. A European-style option is exercisable by the option

holder on the expiry date, and therefore costs less than an American-
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style option, all else being equal. From the option seller’s standpoint, a

European-style option involves less uncertainty than an American-style

option, since the European-style cannot be exercised prior to expiry.

Over-the-counter options are traded by financial institutions, trad-

ing houses, and major commodity market participants, among others.

These options are customized to the hedger’s requirements with respect

to expiry date, notional amount, underlying interest, and strike price.

Pricing Options

The relationship between an underlying commodity’s market price and

the option’s strike price is a key determinant of the option’s price. The

favorable difference between the strike price and the market price, if

any, is the option’s intrinsic value. Intrinsic value is positive or zero.

A commodity option price is based on the following variables:
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Options on 
Futures Contracts

The following are sample call option prices for options on 
natural gas futures contracts as traded at the NYMEX. The
underlying futures contract is 10,000 MMBtu (million British
thermal units) for Louisiana (United States) delivery:

Strike Price December January February

560.00 2.355 2.941 3.023

565.00 2.305 2.893 2.977

570.00 2.255 2.845 2.933

575.00 2.206 2.797 2.887
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• Current commodity or underlying price

• Exercise privileges (e.g., American-style or European-style)

• Risk-free domestic interest rate

• Volatility of the price of the underlying commodity or
futures contract

• Exercise or strike price 

• Time until option expiration 

An option that is at-the-money allows its holder to transact at cur-

rent market (spot or forward) prices. An in-the-money option can be

exercised by the option holder at better than current market prices. An

out-of-the-money strike price is one that is less attractive than current

market prices.

Relationship between Strike Price 
and Market Price Call Option Put Option

Strike price = Market price At-the-money At-the-money

Strike price less than market price In-the-money Out-of-the-money

Strike price greater than market price Out-of-the-money In-the-money

The relationship between the strike price and the market price is

important because it is one determinant of an option’s premium.This rela-

tionship also determines how the option’s value is likely to change given a

change in the underlying commodity price (the option’s delta).The change

in an option’s value depends in part on the relationship of the strike price

to market prices. The more that an option’s strike price is out-of-the-

money, the less likely it will be exercisable prior to expiry, and therefore the

less its value will respond to changes in the price of the underlying.

When an option is purchased for hedging purposes, it is possible

that the underlying commodity price will move adversely but not enough
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to make the option worthwhile exercising (i.e., the option remains out-

of-the-money). In that case, the option will expire worthless, resulting

in a loss from the underlying commodity price change and a loss on the

option premium paid.

When an option is sold as an alternative to a hedge, the option pre-

mium received acts as a buffer against market movements. However, the

sold option does nothing to protect the option seller from adverse mar-

ket movements. Option sellers need to manage the risks associated with

sold options actively.

Buying Options

An organization that has exposure to rising commodity prices can pur-

chase a call option to provide it with protection above a predetermined

strike price. For commodity producers or those with exposure to falling

commodity price, the purchase of a put option provides protection

below a predetermined strike price.

With the purchase of an option, the option buyer knows that the

commodity price will not be worse than the option’s strike price. The

option premium paid is the price of the protection offered by the option.

Sell ing Options

The sale of options differs from the purchase of options. The seller

receives option premium and accepts an obligation to buy or sell the

commodity under the terms of the option, should the option be exer-

cised. The decision to exercise the option is that of the option buyer.

Option premium provides a buffer against further adverse com-

modity price changes but does not hedge the commodity price risk.

The premium received depends on the factors that affect an option’s

price, including volatility and time to expiry.

The option seller must actively manage the exposure and may have

to take alternative measures if commodity prices move adversely. The
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risks associated with selling an unhedged call option are theoretically

unlimited.The risks associated with selling an unhedged put option are

also high, although prices presumably can fall only to zero.

The sale of a commodity option involves a maximum gain of the

premium received from the sale of the option. The option premium

reduces the effective price for a commodity buyer and increases the

effective price for a commodity seller. However, large or potentially

unlimited losses can result, since the sale of an option alone does not

provide protection against adverse price changes.

Commodity Collar 

The purchase of options for hedging purposes is often costly. As a

result, options are often packaged together as a collar to reduce hedg-

ing costs but still provide protection against an adverse price change. In
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Selling Options

The decision to sell an option should not be based on whether
levels of volatility and time value are attractive but on whether
the risk-reward profiles of the strategy are reasonable and
make sense. The option seller should monitor the position very
closely, since a sold option alone does not constitute a hedge.
A hedger that relies on a sold option to complete a hedge may
find that the market moves adversely and the sold option is
never exercised. The result is that no protection from adverse
price movements is provided. Similarly, a speculative sold option
may result in large or theoretically unlimited losses if not man-
aged actively.
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exchange for protection against adverse prices, the hedger limits the

potential for better prices using a collar.

Also known as a fence or range forward, the collar involves the pur-

chase of an option and the sale of another option on the same under-

lying commodity and for the same contractual expiry date. The sold

option generates option premium to pay for the purchased option,

reducing or eliminating the option premium and the cost of the hedge.

An organization wanting to hedge against falling commodity prices

can structure a collar by buying a put option and simultaneously selling a

call option. If the commodity price falls, the hedger will exercise the put

and sell the underlying commodity at the strike price, while the sold call

will not be exercised. If the commodity price rises above the call strike

price, the buyer of the call will exercise it and pay the hedger the call strike

price for the commodity, while the put is unexercised. As a result, the

hedger is protected against a worst-case price (the put strike price, in this

example), and the cost of the hedge is funded by limiting the hedger’s abil-

ity to take advantage of favorable prices above the call strike price.

Closing Out a Commodity Option

Whether to exercise an in-the-money option or close it out often

depends on convenience and the reasons for buying the option in the

first place. The holder of an option can exercise it (if it is in-the-

money) or allow it to expire (if it is out-of-the-money). If an option

has intrinsic or time value it can also be sold.

For sold options, the only way to close out the associated obliga-

tion is to buy back an offsetting option, which can be expensive if the

market has moved against the option seller or if the option is in-the-

money. If the sold option is not bought back, the obligation exists

because the option holder may still exercise it any time according to the

terms of the contract.
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Alternatively, the seller of an option can deliver or accept delivery

of the underlying commodity at the strike price, per the obligation

imposed by the sale of the option, should the option be exercised by

the option holder.

If the option is out-of-the-money, it is not likely to be exercised,

and it is worthless at expiry. The option seller will keep the option pre-

mium, which reduces the effective cost of, or increases the effective sell-

ing price for, commodity transactions.

Summary

• Commodities are physical assets with unique attributes, unlike
financial securities.

• A number of strategies exist for managing commodity price
risk, including forwards and futures, swaps, and options.

• Commodity derivatives trade between institutions in the
over-the-counter and the exchange-traded market.

• The basis represents a source of risk in commodity hedging.
Some commodities exposures may be difficult to hedge with-
out incurring significant basis risk.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Understand the prevalence of operational risk

• Identify situations in which operational risk is likely to 
be an issue

• Evaluate opportunities to reduce operational risk 

O
perational exposures arise from the possibility of fraud, error, or

system or procedural problems. Methods to manage operational risk

include clear financial risk management policy, documentation of

policies and procedures, adequate risk oversight, and segregation of duties.

Employee compensation, education and training,holidays, and job rotation

policies are also important.These issues are discussed in the following pages.

Financial risk management primarily deals with the risks that arise

directly or indirectly as a result of financial markets. Analysis of previous

significant losses suggests that losses often occur as a result of one or

more major problems:

• Speculative trading

• Unauthorized trading

• Not hedging

• Overhedging

CHAPTER 7

Operational Risk
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• Poor processes

• Inadequate division of duties

• Lack of oversight

Other contributors to risk include:

• Merger situations—risks may be hard to manage during
implementation phase

• Risk across an organization, particularly if there are separate
suborganizations

How Operational Risk Arises

Operational risk arises from the activities of an organization in three key

areas: people, processes, and technology. Many large derivatives losses

have been exacerbated by, or resulted from, operational failings that per-

mitted losses to accumulate.
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Risk and Oversight

“The risk management mechanism at the Daiwa Bank was not
effectively functioning, and directors failed to meet their over-
sight responsibility.”

Conclusions of a Japanese court in the largest shareholder
lawsuit ever filed against individuals in Japan ordered Daiwa
executives to pay $775 million in damages for failure to over-
see a New York–based trader who engaged in unauthorized
bond trading and hiding of $1.1 billion in losses.
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Operational risk has traditionally been loosely defined and quanti-

fied. The ability to manage operational risk requires knowledge of

processes, systems, and personnel and the ability to ensure that duties

and procedures have been clearly established, documented, and followed.

Many risks that an organization faces cross risk boundaries—for example,

combining credit risk and operational risk.

Although operational risk is usually associated with treasury or trad-

ing operations, these risks and exposures also exist in other types of

organizations. Operational losses do not always occur in organizations

with large volumes or complex operations. The complexities of finan-

cial products, volatility of financial markets, combined with the opera-

tional intricacies of an organization, can produce risks that need to be

managed carefully in all organizations.

For corporations, the decline in market value of the company as a

result of an operational failure, such as might occur as a result of
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Controlling 
Operational Risk

Although the business of financial institutions and nonfinancial
institutions differs significantly, many of the operational risks
they face are similar. In past interviews by the Bank for Inter-
national Settlements of about 30 major banks, internal con-
trols and the internal audit process were seen by virtually all
as the primary means to control operational risk. 

Source: Risk Management Subgroup of the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, “Operational Risk Management,” September 1998.
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declines in a publicly traded company’s share price, may be greater than

the actual operational losses. The perception of operational weaknesses

is particularly negative.

In some cases, operational risk may be partially offset by insurance

designed to meet the needs of specific operational failures or break-

downs. It is presumed that insurance is an important part of any risk

management strategy, though its discussion is beyond our scope.

However, the discussion will focus on conditions within an organization

that may reduce the likelihood of an operational issue, where possible.
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Operational Controls

Some suggestions for implementing operational controls are: 

• Involve management with oversight and adequate infor-

mation.

• Implement appropriate policies and procedures, including

limits, controls, and reporting requirements. These

should be documented.

• Set up an independent risk management function to

ensure that policies and limits are not violated and to

provide oversight to management.

• Use internal audits to ensure activities are consistent

with policies.

• Include an administrative or support function that can

independently price and report on transactions, if no risk

oversight function exists. 
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Error and Fraud

People are critical to the functioning of an organization, and from a risk

management perspective, they often represent one of its most signifi-

cant risks.

Transactions involve employee decisions and relationships. As a

result, potential for error and fraud must always be guarded against. Due

to the size and volume of treasury and finance transactions, the potential

damage of a large error or fraud is serious. In addition, personnel may

be subject to pressure to outperform or earn profits, which exacerbates

the risk of a problem. The risk of errors or fraud as a result of one or

more individuals falls into this arena.

In addition to fraud perpetrated within an organization, there is also

the risk of fraud by those external to the organization.Although it is beyond

the scope of this discussion, scams have involved fraudulent financial

securities, financial institutions, and contractual agreements, among others.

Processes and Procedures

Processes and procedures help to ensure that an organization’s polices

are followed. Documentation of policies and procedures may reduce

administrative time and provide tactical support to employees.

Risk arising from processes and procedures includes the risk of

adverse consequences as the result of missing or ineffective processes,

procedures, controls, or checks and balances. Often, these processes are

designed to catch error or fraud. Process and procedural risk affects

hedging and trading decisions, the oversight and risk control functions,

how transactions are processed, and adherence to policies.

Technology and Systems 

Technology and systems risks are operational risks that arise from finan-

cial instrument pricing and trading systems, reliance on technology,
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payments systems, protection of data and networks, and access to files or

data that can be fraudulently altered.

The existence of technology has eased many of the mundane func-

tions associated with treasury, cash management, and trading, but it

introduces new challenges with respect to risk management. To a cer-

tain extent, the degree of operational risk arising from technology

depends on the processes conducted inhouse.A financial institution may

have a very different set of technology and processes to support it than

a municipal government, for example. However, there are some com-

mon areas of exposure.

Systems and networks should be evaluated in light of their vulner-

ability to sabotage, fraud, or error. A complex system that is understood

by only one employee is a temptation to problems. The subject of risk

in technology and systems security is relatively technical, and many

aspects are best suited for discussion with an industry professional.

An organization using financial products should have the techno-

logical ability to analyze the risks inherent in those products and the

Unauthorized Trading

One potentially significant result of operational exposure is unau-
thorized or excessive trading, and the potential resultant losses.

One leading Lloyds of London syndicate developed an unau-
thorized trading insurance policy for large financial institutions.
The policy was designed to provide coverage in the event of
losses from unauthorized, concealed, or false trading in excess
of a predetermined limit, trading in unauthorized instruments,
or trading with unauthorized counterparties.
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underlying exposure. If staff do not have access to appropriate technology,

it will be difficult to manage the complexities of pricing and analysis of

financial risk.

Operational Considerations

Operational risk encompasses people, processes, and technology, and its

management requires consideration of operational issues. A few opera-

tional considerations may be useful:

• Maintain cash forecasts for various currencies and keep them
current.

• Ensure employees have an opportunity for training and skills
enhancement.

• Consider implementing job sharing or cross training to
enhance team.

• Ensure adequate reporting to team, management, and board.

• Determine backups of both key data and employee roles.

• Maintain good relationships with financial institutions and
other vendors.

• Ensure appropriate controls to guard against illegal activities,
including money laundering.

Managing operational risk relies on the following tools:

• Contingent processing capability if the business relies on 
payment or other data processing

• Well-developed internal controls

• Use of internal audit

• Exception reporting for items that are missed, errors, or 
otherwise noteworthy
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Different laws and regulations apply to different kinds of organiza-

tions around the world. Some of the following considerations may be

addressed, or even restricted, by local laws and regulations, others not at

all. This discussion is intentionally general in the sense that it presumes

any operational issues will be undertaken within the more stringent

laws and rules of either the local environment or the home country.

Internal Controls

Internal controls are perhaps the most important tools for managing oper-

ational risk. In fact, many large losses at banks can be attributed to internal

control failures.The board of directors has final responsibility for ensuring

that appropriate internal controls are implemented. Effectiveness of inter-

nal controls should periodically be tested and amended as necessary.

Appropriate division or segregation of duties among staff members

is a key internal control. For example, confirmation should be separate

from trading. Risk management reporting should be separate from trad-

ing. Separation may require an administrative or support function that

can independently price and report on transactions when no formal

risk oversight function exists. Other important control structures

include approvals, reconciliations, and verifications.

One of an organization’s greatest vulnerabilities comes from the

potential for errors and fraud. If losses can be concealed, and an

employee is tempted to do so because of pressure to generate profits or

for other reasons, the organization is at tremendous risk, particularly

since the largest losses are likely to be concealed with great effort.

The subject of internal control is complex and beyond the scope of

this brief discussion. An adequate, effective audit program, monitoring,

and a clear audit trail, in part derived from appropriate processes and

reporting, is also critical. Liaison with professionals with audit, tax, and

legal expertise is encouraged.
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Compensation of Personnel

An organization that does not wish to speculate on financial market

movements should not motivate its employees to speculate. However,

even when employee compensation is based on something other than

correct market forecasts, there may be subtle or implicit messages that

accurate market forecasts are a definition of good performance. All

managers should be able to identify opportunities to encourage the

behavior that is warranted under the circumstances.

An appropriate compensation structure for finance personnel

should suit the risk tolerance of the organization. Performance for

bonuses should be considered carefully. Compensation is an important

signal of performance expectations, particularly in the treasury depart-

ment, where the process of mark-to-market is ongoing.

Finance personnel who are compensated with a profit-derived

bonus are more likely to be motivated to take risks in pursuit of

enhancement of the organization’s (and their own) bottom line. Staff

should know what is expected of them, and their compensation should

reflect these expectations. An industrial company that does not wish to

speculate in financial markets will want compensation based on some-

thing other than correct market bets.

Likelihood of fraud increases with employees in serious financial

difficulty or with addictions such as gambling or drugs. Prospective

employees should be screened carefully to the extent permissible by law

to avoid potential problems.

Management Involvement

Management oversight and accountability is extremely important.

Involvement of key management, as well as internal and external audit

professionals, can also offer guidance in the area of controls.

Management must have an appropriate level of knowledge about orga-
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nizational risks to develop policies and acceptable strategies and moni-

tor compliance.

In addition, deficiencies highlighted by audit or review should be

corrected immediately, and feedback should ensure that problems have

been corrected.

Conflicts of Interest

Management should be aware of the potential for conflicts of interest.

If staff are influenced to transact business with certain institutions, these

influences may have an impact on the independence of decisions made

by staff. Although most finance professionals are familiar with issues 

of conflict, senior management should communicate exactly what is

expected of treasury and finance personnel. This is especially true with

respect to professional relationships with others in the business.

Both actual and perceived conflicts of interest should be consid-

ered. For example, employees have been encouraged to do business

with a financial institution in exchange for preferential treatment for

themselves or family members. This puts the organization’s welfare in

conflict with that of the employee and does not put the interests of

stakeholders first. Some organizations prohibit personal transactions

with dealers and financial institutions that do business with the organ-

ization to reduce potential for conflict.

Staff Training and Skil ls 

Knowledgeable, well-rounded staff are an asset to any organization.

Employees should be provided with opportunities for training and skills

enhancement. This may require a dedicated training budget or alloca-

tion, as well as management support for training.

Employees should be encouraged to learn about other financial

activities of the organization. Cross training is an opportunity to broaden
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employee skills and enhance a team, facilitate succession planning, avoid

reliance on one or two key individuals, and ensure that other employees

can step in quickly in the event of a sudden departure. Employee rota-

tion may also make it harder for employees to cover up inappropriate

actions, thus potentially reducing the likelihood of fraud, intentional

misinformation, or unauthorized transactions.

The hiring of financial personnel needs to be considered in the light

of professional duties. Emphasis on specialization of finance personnel

means that a financial manager has access to new, highly specialized per-

sonnel, but they need to fit into the organization’s culture objectives,

particularly with respect to risk management attitudes.

Financial Institution and Vendor Relationships 

Maintenance of good relationships with financial institutions and other

vendors is important. Good relationships with an appropriate number

of financial institutions or dealers, with at least one backup, should be

maintained. Overreliance on, or a majority of transactions with, one

institution or individual representative should be questioned.

Relationship maintenance includes ensuring that correct documen-

tation is provided when a new employee joins who is responsible for

transactions. A list of authorized dealing personnel should be provided

to counterparties on at least an annual basis and whenever a change

occurs. Financial institutions should be informed in writing when key

employees have left the organization. This helps to avoid opportunities

for errors, embarrassment, or intentional misrepresentation.

Monitoring Exposures

An important operational activity is to monitor exposures. It is important

to keep up to date with market or regulatory changes that might affect 

a currency’s convertibility or liquidity, especially for emerging-market

currencies.
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In addition, maintain an understanding of counterparty issues and

monitor counterparty viability, as well as agency ratings. Exposure to

high-quality counterparties is preferable, though not a guarantee of loss

prevention.

Organizations using exchange-traded contracts such as futures must

ensure that margin can be administered by someone else, in the event

of a margin call, if key personnel are unavailable.

Exposure assessment is discussed in more detail in Chapter 9.

Communication and Reporting

Appropriate and adequate reporting to team, management, and the

board is important, as is a feedback loop that enables report recipients

to ask questions and offer suggestions for improvement. Reporting

should include both exposures and risk management activities.

Reporting and communications mechanisms should ensure that

management and the board receives regular risk reports containing

communication about risk exceptions, deviations from policy, reports

about deficiencies, unusual losses, or anything else that would permit

management and the board to better assess exposures and risk.

Reporting should be adequate to ensure adherence to risk man-

agement policies and limits and deviation from policy. Information

should be available based on different criteria and detail, although this,

in part, depends on the systems being used to produce the reports.

Forecasts and Reconcil iations 

Cash forecasts have a variety of purposes. First and foremost, they are

used to manage an organization’s liquidity and obligations. Forecasts

and reconciliation of actual transactions to forecasted transactions also

assist in the important identification of errors and certain fraudulent

items.
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From a risk management perspective, cash forecasts should be devel-

oped and maintained for the various currencies in which an organiza-

tion has cash flows. A gap or mismatch between cash inflows and cash

outflows for a particular currency provides information about gaps

where funding is required or to assess foreign currency exposure. A

forecast will assist in determining whether a gap is a timing issue or an

exposure issue.

Not only does a cash forecast assist in highlighting areas of market

exposure, but it also assists in liquidity management. Liquidity manage-

ment ensures that an organization is adequately solvent to meet its

immediate and short-term obligations. Reminder systems or other

automated tools should be used to ensure that cashflows are properly

anticipated and that key payment dates are met. Other date-sensitive

issues, such as option expiry dates, should also be tracked closely.

Reconciliations should include analysis of brokerage fees or com-

missions that may provide clues about trading volumes or unauthorized

trading.

Risk Oversight

Typically, treasury activities are overseen by one or more members of

senior management, and ultimately, by the board of directors. The

board should have a good understanding of the financial risks faced by

the firm, provide leadership in the development of policies to measure

and manage those risks, and ensure that management executes the plans

quickly and effectively. The risk oversight function should be an inde-

pendent function with reporting responsibility to top-level senior man-

agement and the board of directors, with a level of skills appropriate to

the position. Issues of risk policy, including risk oversight, are discussed

in Chapter 8.
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Marking to Market

Marking to market involves repricing financial instruments, and some-

times the underlying exposures the instruments manage. It is an impor-

tant risk management process. Large accumulated gains and losses

should be monitored and assessed for potential follow-up action.

When marking to market, it is important to include all determi-

nants of market value. For example, certain derivative products might

be difficult to liquidate quickly, and a liquidity impact (premium or dis-

count) may be appropriate. Nontraded transactions with a counterparty

whose credit quality has declined substantially since the transaction was

initiated might also require a pricing assessment of liquidity.

Marking to market should include the use of industry-standard

pricing models. One reason for access to pricing models is to ensure that

the organization is receiving competitive pricing on its transactions.

Pricing models should be documented and periodically evaluated

against an external source, so that discrepancies between those used

internally and those used by external market participants can be deter-

mined. It is also useful to check that internal mark-to-market prices

would be comparable to those calculated using the documented pric-

ing models. If pricing can be manipulated internally, it increases oppor-

tunity for loss.

Exchange-traded financial instruments can be valued using a real-

time data vendor, since these instruments are standardized, and market

prices for various contracts may be observed directly. Prices for actively

traded money market and fixed income securities, and some over-the-

counter derivatives, can also be found on several major data vendors.

Periodic pricing or mark-to-market should be undertaken by indi-

viduals other than the traders involved in the transactions, preferably

from within the risk oversight or management function. This may

require individuals other than those executing transactions to become
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familiar with, and have access to, pricing software and real-time data.

Prices should not be supplied by those responsible for undertaking the

transactions (e.g., traders).

Policies

Management and board members require an understanding of risks for

the development of policies. Stated policies on financial risk, exposures,

and limits assist in the management of financial risk. Policies should

include acceptable instruments and strategies. Limits should encompass

the amount of exposure the firm has defined as acceptable risk and loss

limits associated with it, and the limits on various types of transactions.

Policy issues include:

• Existence of policies

• Adherence to policies

• Periodic review of policies

Policies are developed by management, and significant policies are

approved and reviewed by the board. Policies should be periodically

reviewed for any necessary changes or updates. Management should be

capable of ensuring adherence to risk management policy through

oversight and reporting.

System Considerations

Operational risk arises from technology and systems. Managing this risk

often involves control of access to networks and trading systems, particu-

larly third-party systems that support both real-time data and transactions,

control of access to locations where technology or networks can be

accessed, and employee use of hard-to-break passwords and log-in/log-out

rules. Data should be protected through onsite and offsite data backups,

with availability of a remote location in the event of a physical evacuation.
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The ability to conduct transactions from real-time vendor systems is

a source of exposure. Often these systems are presumed by management

to be interactive price retrieval data systems, but some permit messaging

and trading. Therefore, they should not be accessible by disgruntled for-

mer employees or unauthorized individuals such as consultants, visitors,

or other employees. Internal and external systems should support multiple

access and authority levels. Some employees may be permitted to change

or modify records, others can enter new records, and some employees can

only read records. Reports should be protected against an employee

modifying report parameters, such as those used for exception reports,

through the use of report-writing tools. The integration of systems or

software to manage cashflows, market risk, and credit risk is useful.

Spreadsheets are widely used in both financial and nonfinancial

organizations, but reliance on them, combined with lack of controls,

can create operational exposure. Significant losses have resulted from

erroneous calculations contained in spreadsheets. Creating an inventory

of spreadsheets and their uses, complexity, and potential for error or

misuse may help to highlight areas of risk.

Systems should provide timeliness, accuracy, security and integrity,

consistency, completeness, and relevance in the provision of data to the

organization and its stakeholders.As technology is a fairly complex area,

the guidance of professionals in this area is highly recommended.

Professional Assistance

Professional assistance on a variety of financial risk management topics

is available from many sources. Financial institutions are able to discuss

the characteristics of products and the strategies for using them.As vendors

of such products, their intention is usually to match their customers’

needs with appropriate hedging products. Since they sell products, their

perspective is naturally biased toward those products.
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Many consulting firms have practices in risk management, due

mainly to strength gained in other areas such as in corporate finance.

Consulting firms offer highly skilled professionals in a number of areas

who are available on a contractual or project basis.These are most often

reached through referrals from other professionals. It is important to

ensure which professionals will be working on a particular project and

whether the firm is also a provider or vendor of risk management prod-

ucts such as technology.

Risk management associations and organizations provide education,

and in some cases certification, ranging from introductory to highly

specific. Some of these organizations are listed in the Appendix.

A small number of independent firms manage functions such as

currency and interest rate risk on behalf of clients. These overlay man-

agers are compensated in the form of fees. Money managers also use

outsourcing when there is insufficient staff expertise to manage spe-

cialized risks.
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Exchanges spend significant resources in the education of
financial market participants, offering educational materials,
courses, and seminars for market participants. Generally, these
resources involve listed derivatives and how they are used for
hedging or trading. Information specific to the contracts they
offer, as well as primers on product mechanics and hedging,
can be helpful in understanding the basics of a specific 
market.
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Special Issues in Managing Operational Risk

Trading and Leverage

Special risks exist in organizations where trading, with or without the

use of leverage, is involved. Since trading organizations such as dealers

and commercial banks use large numbers of dealers and capital, the

risks are naturally greater for an operational failure. It is critical to man-

age these risks proactively.

Trading can be purely speculative, or it can be a form of trading

that optimizes business flows. The nature of trading is similar to a con-

tinuum, with pure trading at one end and complete hedging at the

other end. An organization’s position on the continuum depends to a

certain degree on the organizational view of risk versus return. These

topics are discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
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“Of the series of great derivatives disasters in the middle of the
1990s, only one, that of Metallgesellschaft (loss $1.5 billion),
has been caused by the mishandling of bona fide hedging
transactions.

“The others—Barings (loss £850 million), Orange County (loss
$1.7 billion), and Sumitomo (loss $2.6 billion)—have been
the result of unhedged and unauthorized speculation.”

Source: Edward Chancellor, writing in Devil Take the Hindmost (New
York: Plume Publishing, 1999), pp. 248–249. Copyright Edward
Chancellor.
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Merger and Acquisitions

Merger and acquisition situations present specific operational risks that

need to be managed, not only during the often-lengthy transition phase

but also after the transition is completed.The additional risks arise from

the fact that it is more difficult to manage risk across an organization that

might be geographically distant and involve various systems. In addition,

different business cultures and practices may need to be taken into account,

along with potentially different legal and regulatory environments.

Centralization

Many large multinational corporations and financial institutions have

centralized trading, risk management, or treasury operations.These oper-

ations manage regional, or in some cases worldwide, exposures by netting

hedging and liquidity requirements among members of the group.

Centralization has certain advantages, including the potential to

reduce transaction costs associated with hedging. It may allow smaller

group members access to skilled professionals in the operational center.

However, the biggest consideration in centralization is risk, which aris-

es through reduced control in key operational areas and through more

reliance on reporting and quantitative measures. Strong operational

controls and effective reporting become particularly important in cen-

tralized organizations.

Industry Recommendations 

Group of 31: Core Principles 

The Group of 31: Core Principles for Managing Multinational Financial

Exchange Risk arose from a 1998 study of foreign exchange risk man-

agement multinational corporations sponsored by General Motors and
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undertaken by Greenwich Treasury Advisors LLC.i The study surveyed

31 large multinational corporations with foreign exchange exposure aris-

ing from business activities—13 American, 2 Japanese, and 13 European

companies with average sales of U.S.$50 billion. A follow-up study

looked at the activities of an additional 33 U.S.multinational corporations

with average sales of U.S.$11 billion.

Twelve core principles for managing foreign exchange exposure were

used by a majority of firms. The core principles include fundamental

principles, trading-volume-related principles, and principles related to

risk-appetite.

Although they specifically reflect foreign exchange exposure man-

agement, the principles may also be helpful in the management of other

financial risks.

Fundamental Principles

1. Document foreign exchange policy. Document a foreign exchange
policy approved by senior management or the board of
directors. Critical policy elements include hedging objectives,
hedgeable exposures, hedging time horizon, authorized for-
eign exchange derivatives, the extent to which positions can
be managed upon views of future foreign exchange rates,
compensation for foreign exchange trader performance, and
hedging performance measures.

2. Hire well-qualified, experienced personnel. Have a sufficient num-
ber of qualified, experienced personnel to properly execute
the company’s foreign exchange policy.

3. Centralize foreign exchange trading and risk management.
Centralize the foreign exchange trading and risk management
with the parent treasury, which may be assisted by foreign
hedging centers reporting to parent treasury.
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4. Adopt uniform foreign exchange accounting procedures. Require
uniform foreign exchange accounting procedures, uniform
exchange rates for book purposes, and multicurrency general
ledgers for all foreign exchange transactions. Monthly, rec-
oncile the parent treasury’s foreign exchange hedging results
to the group’s consolidated generally accepted accounting
principles (GAAP) foreign exchange results.

5. Manage foreign exchange forecast error. If anticipated foreign
exchange exposures are being hedged, manage the forecast
error and take steps to minimize it to the greatest extent pos-
sible.

6. Measure hedging performance. Use several performance meas-
ures to fully evaluate historic hedging effectiveness. Evaluate
current hedging performance by frequently marking to 
market both the outstanding hedges and the underlying
exposures.

Trading-Volume-Related Principles

7. Segregate the back office function. Segregate back office operations
such as confirmations and settlements from trading. If trading
volume is sufficient, use nostro accounts and net settle.

8. Manage counterparty risk. Have credit rating standards and eval-
uate counterparty risk at least quarterly. Measure credit expo-
sure using market valuations, not notional amounts, against
assigned counterparty credit limits. Use ISDA or other kinds
of master agreements with at least major counterparties.

9. Buy derivatives competitively. Execute the foreign exchange
policy by competitively buying foreign exchange derivatives
with appropriate trading controls.
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Risk-Appetite-Related Principles

10.Use pricing models and systems. Have in-house pricing models
for all derivatives used. Use automated systems to track, man-
age, and value the derivatives traded and the underlying busi-
ness exposures being hedged.

11.Measure foreign exchange risk. Understand the full nature of
the foreign exchange risks being managed with a combina-
tion of risk measures such as value-at-risk, sensitivity analy-
sis, and stress testing.

12.Oversee treasury’s risk management. Independently oversee trea-
sury’s risk management with a risk committee to review and
approve treasury’s risk-taking activities and strategies, expo-
sure and counterparty credit limits, and exceptions to cor-
porate foreign exchange policy. Depending on the level of
foreign exchange risks being managed, have either a part-
time or a dedicated function to review treasury’s compliance
with approved risk management policies and procedures.

Group of 30 Recommendations ii

A seminal report by the Group of 30 more than a decade ago addressed

how both dealers and end-user organizations could better control the

risks associated with the use of derivatives. It remains a classic set of

fundamental risk management principles and may be useful to decision

makers involved in risk management.The relevant recommendations of

the Group of 30 are:

1. The role of senior management. Dealers and end users should use
derivatives in a manner consistent with the overall risk manage-
ment and capital policies approved by their boards of directors.
These policies should be reviewed as business and market circum-
stances change. Policies governing derivatives use should be clearly
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defined, including the purposes for which these transactions are to
be undertaken. Senior management should approve procedures
and controls to implement these policies, and management at all
levels should enforce them.

2. Marking to market. Dealers should mark their derivatives positions
to market, on at least a daily basis, for risk management purposes.

3. Market valuation methods. Derivatives portfolios of dealers should
be valued based on mid-market levels less specific adjustments, or
on appropriate bid or offer levels. Mid-market valuation adjust-
ments should allow for expected future costs such as unearned
credit spread, close-out costs, investing and funding costs, and
administrative costs.

4. Identifying revenue sources. Dealers should measure the components
of revenue regularly and in sufficient detail to understand the
sources of risk.

5. Measuring market risk. Dealers should use a consistent measure to
calculate daily the market risk of their derivatives positions and
compare it to market risk limits.

• Market risk is best measured as value at risk using probabili-
ty analysis based on a common confidence interval (e.g.,
two standard deviations) and time horizon (e.g., a one-day
exposure).

• Components of market risk that should be considered
across the term structure include absolute price or rate
change (delta); convexity (gamma); volatility (vega); time
decay (theta); basis or correlation; and discount rate (rho).

6. Stress simulations. Dealers should regularly perform simulations to
determine how their portfolios would perform under stress con-
ditions.
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7. Investing and funding forecasts. Dealers should periodically forecast
the cash investing and funding requirements arising from their
derivatives portfolios.

8. Independent market risk management. Dealers should have a market
risk management function, with clear independence and authority,
to ensure that the following responsibilities are carried out:

• Development of risk limit policies and monitoring of
transactions and positions for adherence to these policies
(See recommendation 5.)

• Design of stress scenarios to measure the impact of market
conditions, however improbable, that might cause market
gaps, volatility swings, or disruptions of major relationships,
or might reduce liquidity in the face of unfavorable market
linkages, concentrated market making, or credit exhaustion
(See recommendation 6.)

• Design of revenue reports quantifying the contribution 
of various risk components, and of market risk measures
such as the value at risk (See recommendations 4 and 5.)

• Monitoring of variance between the actual volatility 
of portfolio value and that predicted by the measure of
market risk

• Review and approval of pricing models and valuation 
systems used by front- and back-office personnel, and the
development of reconciliation procedures if different 
systems are used

9. Practices by end users. As appropriate to the nature, size, and com-
plexity of their derivatives activities, end users should adopt the same
valuation and market risk management practices that are recom-
mended for dealers. Specifically, they should consider regularly
marking to market their derivatives transactions for risk manage-
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ment purposes; periodically forecasting the cash investing and
funding requirements arising from their derivatives transactions;
and establishing a clearly independent and authoritative function
to design and assure adherence to prudent risk limits.

10.Measuring credit exposure. Dealers and end users should measure
credit exposure on derivatives in two ways:

• Current exposure is the replacement cost of derivatives trans-
actions—that is, their market value.

• Potential exposure is an estimate of the future replacement
cost of derivatives transactions. It should be calculated
using probability analysis based on broad confidence inter-
vals (e.g., two standard deviations) over the remaining terms
of the transactions.

11.Aggregating credit exposures. Credit exposures on derivatives, and all
other credit exposures to a counterparty, should be aggregated
taking into consideration enforceable netting arrangements.
Credit exposures should be calculated regularly and compared to
credit limits.

12. Independent credit risk management. Dealers and end users should
have a credit risk management function with clear independence
and authority, and with analytical capabilities in derivatives,
responsible for the following:

• Approving credit exposure measurement standards

• Setting credit limits and monitoring their use

• Reviewing credits and concentrations of credit risk

• Reviewing and monitoring risk reduction arrangements

13.Master agreements. Dealers and end users are encouraged to use one
master agreement as widely as possible with each counterparty to
document existing and future derivatives transactions, including
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foreign exchange forwards and options. Master agreements should
provide for payments netting and closes out netting, using a full
two-way payments approach.

14.Credit enhancement. Dealers and end users should assess both the
benefits and costs of credit enhancement and related risk-reduction
arrangements.Where it is proposed that credit downgrades would
trigger early termination or collateral requirements, participants
should carefully consider their own capacity and that of their
counterparties to meet the potentially substantial funding needs
that might result.

15.Promoting enforceability. Dealers and end users should work together
on a continuing basis to identify and recommend solutions for
issues of legal enforceability, both within and across jurisdictions,
as activities evolve and new types of transactions are developed.

16.Professional expertise. Dealers and end users must ensure that their
derivatives activities are undertaken by professionals in sufficient
number and with the appropriate experience, skill levels, and
degrees of specialization. These professionals include specialists
who transact and manage the risks involved, their supervisors, and
those responsible for processing, reporting, controlling, and audit-
ing the activities.

17.Systems. Dealers and end users must ensure that adequate systems
for data capture, processing, settlement, and management reporting
are in place so that derivatives transactions are conducted in an
orderly and efficient manner in compliance with management
policies. Dealers should have risk management systems that measure
the risks incurred in their derivatives activities, including market
and credit risks. End users should have risk management systems
that measure the risks incurred in their derivatives activities based
on their nature, size, and complexity.
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18.Authority. Management of dealers and end users should designate
who is authorized to commit their institutions to derivatives
transactions.

19.Accounting practices. International harmonization of accounting
standards for derivatives is desirable. Pending the adoption of har-
monized standards, the following accounting policies are recom-
mended:

• Dealers should account for derivatives transactions by
marking them to market, taking changes in value to
income each period.

• End users should account for derivatives used to manage
risks so as to achieve a consistency of income recognition
treatment between those instruments and the risks being
managed. Thus, if the risk being managed is accounted for
at cost (or, in the case of an anticipatory hedge, not yet
recognized), changes in the value of a qualifying risk man-
agement instrument should be deferred until a gain or loss
is recognized on the risk being managed. Or, if the risk
being managed is marked to market with changes in value
being taken to income, a qualifying risk management
instrument should be treated in a comparable fashion.

• End users should account for derivatives not qualifying for
risk management treatment on a mark-to-market basis.

• Amounts due to and from counterparties should only be
offset when there is a legal right to set off or when
enforceable netting arrangements are in place.

Where local regulations prevent adoption of these practices,
disclosure along these lines is nevertheless recommended.
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20.Disclosures. Financial statements of dealers and end users should
contain sufficient information about their use of derivatives to
provide an understanding of the purposes for which transactions
are undertaken, the extent of the transactions, the degree of risk
involved, and how the transactions have been accounted for.
Pending the adoption of harmonized accounting standards, the
following disclosures are recommended:

• Information about management’s attitude to financial risks,
how instruments are used, and how risks are monitored and
controlled

• Accounting policies

• Analysis of positions at the balance sheet date

• Analysis of the credit risk inherent in those positions

• For dealers only, additional information about the extent of
their activities in financial instruments

Summary

• Operational risk arises from the possibility of error, fraud, or a
gap in procedures or systems. It is one of the most prevalent
risks that organizations face.

• Operational risks are exacerbated in situations where addi-
tional risks exist, such as during mergers or acquisitions, trading
environments, or geographically diverse organizations.

• Management of people, processes such as reporting and 
controls, and an assessment of the technological risks an
organization faces may be useful in identifying and managing
operational risk.
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Notes

i Group of 31: Core Principles for Managing Multinational Financial
Exchange Risk, The Group of 31/Greenwich Treasury
Advisors LLC. Copyright 1999 by Greenwich Treasury
Advisors LLC. Reproduced with permission.

ii Group of 30 Global Derivatives Study Group; Derivatives: Practices
and Principles, Washington, DC, July 1993. Copyright protected.
Reproduced with permission.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Comment on the importance of financial risk management
policy

• Develop an organizational profile to support risk manage-
ment policy

• Evaluate opportunities to develop or refine a risk manage-
ment policy

F
inancial risk management addresses factors that concern many organ-

izations. In addition to general business risks, other factors include

exposure to market prices, tolerance for risk, an organization’s his-

tory, and its stakeholders. Assessing these issues for risk management

purposes may facilitate useful discussion among decision makers that

provides benefits in other areas.

The risk management policy is a framework that allows an organi-

zation to grow by building decision-making processes instead of treating

each decision independently. The policy is a tool for communicating

what constitutes an acceptable level of risk to individuals throughout an

organization. The procedures that arise from the development of a policy

may support performance indicators, incentives for management, and

efficiency. Finally, a risk management policy supports the organization’s

CHAPTER 8

Risk Management
Framework: Policy and
Hedging
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market views and risk appetite. Over time, it can incorporate changes

based on growth or recent events.

The risk management policy supports financial risk management

and its questions:

• How are we at risk?

• What is an acceptable level of risk?

• How much will it cost to manage risk?

• What are our risk management policies?

• How do we manage risk within our policies? 

• How do we communicate information in a timely and 
accurate manner?

Although publicly traded companies in many countries have

increased requirements to establish policies and procedures to manage

risk, all organizations should develop risk management policies to iden-

tify and manage risks that reflect their business and industry. The alter-

native, to do nothing, is to accept all risks by default.

Risk Profile of an Organization

The development of a risk management policy requires an understand-

ing of the organization’s risk profile. The risk profile depends, in turn,

on attributes such as risk tolerance, financial position within the indus-

try, management culture, stakeholders, and the competitive landscape in

which it operates. The risk profile of an organization is unique. The

combination of an organization’s business, products, and people makes

each organization’s exposure to risk slightly different.

These attributes will be explored in more detail, but they include:

• Specific exposures that impact an organization
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• Market in which an organization operates

• Risk tolerance of the organization 

• Management, stakeholders, and the board

Once risks and exposures have been identified, they can be assessed

and prioritized.

Evaluating Financial Exposures

The first step in managing financial risk is to identify the relevant expo-

sures. Since broad risks are often composed of a number of different risks,

such as price risk, liquidity risk, and volatility risk, all should be considered

for their potential impact on the business. For example, it is important

to be able to separate market risk from credit risk and liquidity risk.

Not all exposures are obvious.A business with foreign currency rev-

enues may have both transaction exposure and economic exposure. If

the foreign currency declines against the domestic currency, its revenues

(once converted to the domestic currency) will have declined.However,

foreign revenues may also decline, since the appreciation of the domestic

currency may make the organization’s products expensive and therefore

uncompetitive.

To Hedge or Not to Hedge

Whether to hedge or not to hedge is a strategic decision.Although most

larger organizations use an explicit hedging policy, some do not. The

determination of what and how much to hedge depends to a degree on

the business, reliability of forecasts, and management’s assessment of var-

ious exposures.

Without hedging, an organization may be exposed to unfavorable

as well as favorable market rate and price changes. Although providing
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Evaluating Risk 
in a New Currency

A company is considering selling to a new customer in an
emerging market. Evaluation of the potential foreign exchange
risk might include examining the qualitative features of the
currency itself, such as:

• Is it a major industrial or emerging market currency?

• Is it a freely traded currency with both purchases and
sales permitted?

• Does the currency exchange rate operate under a
pegged or target rate regime?

• Can funds be freely moved into or out of the country?

• Are forwards and options available for hedging purposes?

• Can the business alternatively be conducted in a major
currency such as U.S. dollars or euros?

• Can the company’s domestic financial institution handle
the payments and exchange? If not, what are their com-
ments about doing business in the country?

• What is the underlying legal system?

• Are any aspects of ordinary financial transactions limited,
or do the transactions otherwise require special permis-
sion, fees, or paperwork by the sovereign government?

• Is there any sign of civil, political, or social unrest that
could potentially result in financial crisis?

• Does market intelligence from operations or contacts in
the region, industry, or within the organization suggest a
cautionary approach?
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an opportunity to increase profits, it also provides opportunity for losses.

Hedging may make it easier to budget and allocate organizational

resources efficiently.

Tolerance for Risk

Risk management involves reducing the probability of loss. Determining

an acceptable level of risk and exposure then guides risk management

strategies. Decisions about how much loss can be tolerated are impor-

tant organizational guidelines.

Risk tolerance is the ability or willingness to withstand risk. It depends

on the culture of an organization, which in turn is shaped by its share-

holders or stakeholders, management’s relationship with them, and their

understanding of the risks.

The determination of an acceptable level of risk is important, since

business and risk are interconnected. Therefore, the risk tolerance deci-

sion involves determining a reasonable level of risk commensurate with

appropriate opportunity for profit or gain.

Management, shareholders, and employees of large and small com-

panies, privately held and publicly traded corporations, financial insti-

tutions, investment funds, domestic and international governments, and

not-for-profit organizations all have a stake in risk management.

The risk tolerance of an organization depends on fundamental cul-

tural issues, as well as the nature of the business and industry. In devel-

oping a hedging policy, it may be helpful to consider the following

issues:

• The structure of an organization may provide clues about its risk tol-
erance. In a closely held company, for example, a majority of
shareholders might be management and founders’ families.
With a small number of stakeholders, risk tolerance may be
higher because information flows more easily and provides
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stakeholders with more assurance. However, family companies
may also exhibit dynamics that adversely affect financial risk
tolerance, particularly if some family members have a greater
understanding of, or interest in, the subject, than others.

• The business of the organization may provide guidance in risk toler-
ance. Financial institutions, for example, are typically (though
not always) more conversant with financial risks. Major market
risks such as interest rate risk and credit risk are key compo-
nents of the business of a financial institution. Companies
with a trading history may also have a higher tolerance for 
risk than other organizations.

• The origins of the business may impact organizational culture for
decades. For example, some commodities trading houses have
been in the trading business longer than some countries have
been in existence. If the founders took great risks in achieving
success, or if they have a background in speculation, risk 
tolerance may be strongly impacted (positively or negatively)
as a result.

• The characteristics of the stakeholders should be considered. In pub-
licly traded companies, the stakeholders—including employees
and shareholders—can walk away if they do not like the risks

Risk Tolerance

It is inappropriate to categorize an organization’s risk toler-
ance on simplistic measures such as annual revenues or
number of employees. Instead, the risk tolerance of an organ-
ization is better assessed by an understanding of the organi-
zation’s culture.
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the company is taking on. By contrast, stakeholders of govern-
ment, or even charitable, organizations do not generally have
the ability to opt out. In addition, they may have little or no
understanding of the financial risks of the organization and
little tolerance for paying a higher price for services (or receiv-
ing fewer services in the case of a charitable organization).
Risk tolerance may therefore be lower in such organizations.

Acceptable Risk Exposure

It is easy to focus on common risks, or on events that have occurred in

recent history, at the expense of events that occur infrequently but have

major impact. Significant risks are those that are material to an organi-

zation. Materiality varies by organization.

Consider these questions when assessing and quantifying acceptable

loss:

• What is a material individual loss? 

• What are the aggregate acceptable losses over a period of
time such as one year?

• What is the maximum amount that the organization can
afford to lose?

• Can the organization reduce the potential impact of a maxi-
mum loss scenario?

Risks are events and described as high or low probability. If an

event occurs, it has the potential for losses that range in size from small

to large. Often, one measure is high and the other is low—for example,

a high probability of a small loss. This type of loss might be represented

by routine exchange rate fluctuations.

The most dangerous risks are those with a low probability of occur-

ring but the potential for a large loss. Sometimes known as icebergs, these
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risks appear suddenly and can result in large losses. The failure of a

counterparty and the resultant loss could be an example of such a risk.

Once an acceptable level of exposure has been established, man-

agement can determine how to reduce the potential for loss to an

acceptable level.

Competitive Landscape

An important consideration in making hedging decisions is the expected

activity of competitors. If an organization hedges and its major com-

petitors do not, the organization may be at a disadvantage if market

rates or prices move favorably.The reverse is also true. If the organization

hedges and exchange rates move adversely, the organization may have

an advantage over its competitors.

Changes to an organization’s pricing structure, as a result of changing

costs,may cause customers to buy or consume more or less. Financial risk

can sometimes be passed on to customers or end users in the form of price

adjustments, reducing the impact to the organization.This is most often

possible when demand is inflexible or slow to react to price changes.

The activities of competitors and the market affect the competitive

landscape in the following ways:

• Propensity of customers to accept risk through rising prices

• Willingness of vendors to offer fixed-price contracts or dual-
currency pricing 

• How products are priced

• Where product inputs, including commodity components, are
sourced

• Alternative inputs to products and sources of inputs

• Commodity components
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Board and Management: Role, Requirements,

and Challenges

Management typically develops risk management policy, while the board

of directors has responsibility for its approval.As representatives of share-

holders, the board’s responsibilities include oversight of management.

Given the potential for substantial losses, boards are especially concerned

about financial risk management and its implications in these key areas:

• Policy

• Strategy

• Oversight

Management and the board play a vital role in the development of

an appropriate risk management policy. An organization can then

develop strategies that are acceptable and consistent with policy. The

policy is intended for use by management and staff in their duties. If

one does not exist, staff should insist on its development.

In order to make decisions and guide an organization, both the board

of directors and management have specific informational requirements

with differing needs for detail. Both groups require information that is:

• Reliable

• Timely 

• Accessible

• Accurate

• Consistent in format

• Suited to different users

With increasingly complex financial products, the board and senior

management must be capable of understanding implications of prospective
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changes to policy or strategy. Some challenges can be addressed through

appropriate education, reporting, and oversight. Members of manage-

ment and the board must understand the following:

• The financial risks being taken by the organization in the
course of business

• Planned financial instruments and strategies for managing
financial risks

• Risks of any unusual financial instruments or strategies

• Risk measurement methodologies and their relationship to
policy

• Understanding of financial risk reporting results

• Implications of acceptable exposure, risk, or loss limits

• Recognition that it might not be possible to quantify poten-
tial losses with certainty

Risk Management Policy

The risk management policy is a critical component of the risk man-

agement function. The policy provides and formalizes a framework for

making individual decisions and reflects the organization’s perspective

on risk. The risk management policy is predicated on setting organiza-

tional priorities, which are discussed in the first half of this chapter.

The risk management policy can be as broad as the risks facing an

organization and may include disaster planning, investment policy, and

insurance, the traditional arena of risk management.This discussion will

focus on the financial risk management policy, comprising market,

credit, and operational exposures.

Developed by management and approved by the board, the policy

should be reviewed and updated as often as necessary to maintain its
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validity as the risks and the organization evolve. Management should be

prepared to solicit internal feedback in its development as well as out-

side or professional help, if necessary.

There are three major reasons for a risk management policy:

• To provide a framework for decision making

• To mandate a policy for controlling risk 

• To facilitate measurement and reporting of risk 

Each component of the risk management policy is important to its

overall success in implementation. The policy should include a clear
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Risk Management Challenges

Although some of the challenges that arise in risk manage-
ment are internally preventable, others arise from the nature
of the business or the industry. These challenges include:

• Geographically dispersed reporting entities (e.g., branch

plants)

• Different time zones, language, reporting, regulatory

environments

• Level of knowledge, experience, interest, or understand-

ing of issues 

• Poor or inadequate information, reports, or communications

• Inappropriate delegation of tasks and duties

• Psychological constraints (e.g., “reports are too complex”)

• Lack of independence in board of directors
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Organizational Priorities 
for Discussion

Organizations spend significant time and energy producing
sales and cashflow forecasts, yet they sometimes fail to for-
mulate priorities and objectives for risk management. This
makes it difficult for financial managers who must make deci-
sions without a clear strategic mandate. 

The following list addresses issues that organizations may wish
to consider when assessing their priorities and the require-
ments of a financial risk management program:

• What are the major financial risks that threaten the
organization? Can those risks be isolated into compo-
nent parts, such as currency market risk or credit risk?
How will the exposures to these risks be measured?

• What is the organization’s risk tolerance? Risk tolerance
should be reviewed periodically. Financial managers
need policies to make appropriate organizational deci-
sions.

• Do senior management, the board of directors, and
major shareholders approve of the hedging program?
These individuals should be brought into the planning
process as early as possible, before strategies are
ready for implementation.

• How will major adverse movements beyond the accepted
risk tolerance level be managed? What products and
strategies are acceptable?

• What is the expected time requirement for financial risk
management? The time required by personnel for
assessing and determining the correct course of action
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is often underestimated in planning. Well-informed deci-
sions cannot be made without sufficient time to conduct
the necessary analysis. 

• What data and information sources are necessary to
monitor market activity and keep up to date with
changes that could adversely effect the organization?
Who is responsible for reporting this information?

• How do major competitors manage their financial risks?
An industry leader might maximize market-related oppor-
tunities if exchange rates provide an opportunity to
increase market share. 

• Do finance personnel have the appropriate levels of ana-
lytical expertise? Financial risk management involves val-
uation and modeling under various outcomes and differ-
ent scenarios. 

• What are the accounting and tax requirements for risk
management products employed? Is the required treat-
ment of gains and losses from hedging transactions in
the financial statements consistent with generally
accepted accounting principles or location regulations?

• How will the effectiveness of hedging strategies be
measured and monitored? 

• Does the organization have access to market prices, or
will prices come from the original market maker or trad-
er, which presents potential for conflicts?

• What processes and funds are available to ensure that
risk management and treasury staff keep their skills up
to date?

• Which financial risks can be managed, and which risks
will be accepted by default? 
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delineation of responsibility for various risk management tasks. Appro-

priate risk measurement methodologies and acceptable limits for risk

tolerance must be determined.

The flow of information from reporting is an integral part of the

risk management process, and this should also be addressed by the policy.

Management and the board need enough information to determine

whether the responsibilities are being handled appropriately, within

specified guidelines or parameters. The move toward a single measure

for financial risk, such as value-at-risk, is discussed in more detail in

Chapter 9.

Limits should be implemented for financial risks, particularly market

and credit risk. Activities and objectives of the organization need to be

considered in the formulation of limits.Transactional limits might include

maximum size of transactions, number of permitted transactions, and

counterparty limits. If the organization has an investment management

operation, the investment policy will include portfolio and concentra-

tion limits.

Risk Oversight

Typically, finance and treasury activities are overseen by senior manage-

ment, and ultimately, the board of directors with responsibility to the

stakeholders. Board members should have a good understanding of the

financial risks faced by the organization, provide leadership to ensure

the development of policies to measure and manage risks, and ensure

that management executes the plans effectively.

An independent risk management function typically reports to senior

management—for example, the chief executive officer. There should

also be reporting to the board of directors. Individual business depart-

ments provide reports to the risk management group.The intent of the
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risk management role is oversight of, and independence from, the

group responsible for executing strategies.

Board, management, and ultimately stakeholders inherit all risks

that arise from individual business units, projects, and markets. Resources

are needed to support the decisions that are made on their behalf by

management and the board.The existence of an independent risk over-

sight function gives management a level of comfort. It answers the

question,“Who is looking after risk management?”

Hedging Policy

A subset of a broad risk management policy deals with financial risks.

Known as a hedging policy, or financial risk management policy, it pro-

vides clear direction on the organization’s approach to managing finan-

cial risks. High-level decisions about what and how much to hedge are

policy decisions. They are strategic decisions and should involve senior

management and the board.

Developing a hedging policy requires knowledgeable input from

various groups that are responsible for sources of risk. Knowledgeable
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Percentage to Hedge

There are no specific rules that determine how much of an
organization’s exposure is typically hedged. Many organizations
hedge one-half to two-thirds of their exposure and some do
not hedge at all. The percentage to hedge often depends on
the risk culture of the organization, including its risk tolerance.
It may also be affected by what is standard in the industry. 
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input includes an understanding of the financial risks facing the organ-

ization and the organization’s risk tolerance. With the potential to

impact competitive position, the impact of hedging and its opportunity

costs should be considered, in addition to an assessment of the cost of

risk reduction or mitigation (sometimes referred to as the cost/payoff

profile).

Hedging strategies are not designed to anticipate the market. The

intent is to reduce or eliminate the risks associated with market fluctu-

ations. It is a fair bet that the future is unlikely to look like the past. As

many organizations have discovered, it’s easier, and often cheaper, to

preemptively hedge than to successfully forecast markets.

Hedging policy helps to avoid judgment by hindsight. Importantly,

it provides staff and management with a clear mandate for their daily

decisions.

Derivatives

A risk management policy should specify what derivative products are

acceptable, and whether an organization is permitted to use forwards,

futures, swaps, or options, or a combination of strategies. The policy

should specify whether products can be bought or sold, particularly

with respect to options and related derivatives.

In addition to the publicity surrounding losses as a result of deriv-

atives usage, lawsuits have resulted when the board of directors of an

organization failed to ensure that hedges against market risk were

undertaken. Therefore, avoidance of derivatives altogether may not

necessarily be an alternative. Where there are concerns about legal

responsibilities, it is critical to obtain the advice of professionals.
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Potential Components 
of Financial Risk Management Policy

The hedging policy should cover the who, what, when, where,
and how of financial risk. It should address market risk man-
agement, as well as credit risk and operational risk issues.
The policy will usually outline specific limitations with respect
to individuals involved in hedging, types of permitted transac-
tions, and other considerations.

Coverage of individuals concerned with hedging might include:

• Who is permitted to enter into trades

• Authority for trade approval

• Responsibility for receipt of trade confirmations

• What constitutes an appropriate division of duties

Coverage of types of transactions might include:

• Types of permitted transactions and strategies

• Dollar limit for individual hedge transactions 

• Dollar limit for hedge transactions in total

• Maximum time to maturity/expiry for individual transactions

• Whether both sale and purchase of derivatives are 
permitted

Coverage of other policy considerations might include:

• Under what conditions hedges can be unwound once
they are in place
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Hedging Strategy Selection

Hedging decisions always involve a trade-off between an appropriate

level of risk and opportunities for gain. Every strategy has a price,

whether it is the explicit cost of hedging products or the opportunity

cost arising from being hedged.

Hedging strategy should be in alignment with an organization’s

business objectives. Hedging products should be chosen for their effec-

tiveness in risk management from the universe of acceptable products

and strategies.The hedging decision should be based on business objec-

tives and tolerance for risk, rather than on market conditions.

The risk profiles of options and forwards (or futures) differ.

Forwards effectively offset price risk, although they do not eliminate

basis risk. If guaranteeing a particular rate is very important, or if indi-

vidual transactions are large, an organization may choose to reduce or

eliminate market risk with a forward contract.
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• Minimum credit quality of hedge counterparties and debt
issuers

• Action required when a counterparty’s credit quality 
deteriorates

• Dollar or percentage limit on transactions with one counter-
party

• Benchmark percentage to hedge

• Number of price quotes to obtain before undertaking
large transactions

• Restrictions on open orders (e.g., overnight) and positions

T IPS & TECHNIQUES CONTINUED
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Option buyers pay premium for insurance against adverse move-

ments and the ability to gain from favorable movements in interest rates.

Option premium depends on a number of factors, including volatility,

which greatly influences its price. As a result, options are most expen-

sive at the time that they are most desirable to hedgers.

Provided that it is acceptable policy, a purchased option is sometimes

used to enhance the payoff of a profitable forward by locking in a gain

on a forward contract to take advantage of subsequent favorable move-

ments.This is a move along the continuum away from pure hedging, since

it involves optimizing market opportunities (gains on an existing hedge).

The decision to hedge using forwards or options, or a combination

of the two, depends on a number of factors, including the skills and time

availability of the financial manager, organizational understanding and

acceptance of derivative products, funds available for hedging purposes,

the characteristics of the market being hedged, the type of exposure,

and the expectation of future market rates.
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Notable Quote

Not everyone is a fan of the increased volumes and types of
derivatives. Warren Buffett, chairman of Berkshire Hathaway
and one of history’s most successful investors, expressed an
alternative viewpoint:

“The derivatives genie is now well out of the bottle, and these
instruments will almost certainly multiply in variety and num-
ber until some event makes their toxicity clear.”

Source: Warren Buffett, writing in his in 2002 letter to Berkshire
Hathaway shareholders.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Where Does Hedging End 
and Speculation Begin?

Board Member: “With these major moves, I’m glad we set our
policy to hedge 65 percent of requirements. That turns out to
have been a good decision.”

Management: “Well, I know treasury took profits on many of the
hedges about a month ago before the last big move really
started. Our treasury manager is still on vacation and won’t be
back until next week. I don’t know how much we’re actually
hedged at the moment.”

This fictional conversation between a board member and man-
agement illustrates a potential hazard in the definition of
hedging, as well as operational failings. A textbook definition
of hedging is straightforward, but in reality, it is sometimes dif-
ficult to define where hedging ends and speculation begins. 

The hedging-speculation distinction is similar to a continuum,
with pure hedging at one end and pure speculation at the
other. Between the two are variants that might include opti-
mizing market conditions or taking profit on existing hedges.
Such activities can potentially leave an organization under-
hedged or overhedged. Therefore, permissible strategies
should be outlined clearly in policy and understood by man-
agement and the board, since they provide opportunities for
additional, and often unexpected, losses.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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A few considerations in hedging products and their uses follow:

• Forwards (including futures) may eliminate the price risk associated
with an exposure, presuming the underlying exposure and product are
identical and there is no basis risk. No explicit costs are typically
involved with forwards, although futures involve transaction
fees and margin requirements.

• The buyer of an option obtains protection against adverse changes but
retains the ability to gain from favorable changes. Option premium
is the cost to obtain this protection.

• The seller of an option earns option premium but accepts all obliga-
tions associated with the option. The strategy is more risky
because no hedge has been implemented.

• Swaps permit organizations to change the payment structure of an
asset or liability. As with forwards, exiting from an outstanding
swap requires exchanging or netting the net present value of
remaining obligations under the swap agreement.

• Daily price limits are imposed by some futures exchanges. These
limits may prevent the futures price from immediately reflecting
changes in the underlying market that is being hedged. See
Chapter 6 for more information on price limits.

• Objectives and expectations help determine strategies. Forwards typ-
ically offset price risk (though not basis risk) and potential gains.
Purchased options provide protection and participation in favor-
able moves. In a significant adverse move, forwards will track
the underlying closely, while an option may not, depending
on the relationship of its strike price to current market prices.

• Credit facilities are required for forwards transacted with a financial
institution, while futures require only margin. Purchased options
may or may not require credit facilities or margin (it varies,
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depending on the institution), but sold options require credit
facilities in the over-the-counter market or margin if sold
through an exchange.

• Purchased options can provide disaster insurance, or protection, when
a market rate moves significantly beyond a comfort level. Such a
hedge may provide a temporary respite from current market
rates. The purchased option will provide protection for the
notional amount of the contract, with a finite expiry.
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A Review of Risk 
Mitigation Approaches

Recall from Chapter 1 that there are three broad alternatives
in managing risk:

1. Do nothing and actively, or passively by default, accept

all risks. 

2. Hedge a portion of exposures by determining which

exposures can and should be hedged.

3. Hedge all exposures possible.

Once the alternatives have been assessed, there are two
major approaches to hedging, used separately or in combina-
tion. The first involves minimizing exposure through oppor-
tunistically rearranging business activities. Although this can
be time consuming, it may provide long-term benefits includ-
ing business diversification. The second approach involves
the use of derivatives such as forwards, futures, swaps, and
options to reduce risk by offsetting exposures where possible. 

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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Risk Measurement

If financial instruments are used to hedge exposures, there should be a

focus not on whether profit has been gained but on the extent of the

completeness and adequacy of the hedging. Periodic marking to market

of net exposures will provide the ability to measure net exposures (actual

exposure less any hedging undertaken to reduce exposure), which is

more relevant in corporate hedging with financial instruments.

Measurement is a key aspect of policy and risk management. Risk

measurement provides an estimation of potential losses. Unfortunately,

potential losses cannot be quantified with certainty—losses can only be

quantified with certainty once they are realized.

Many organizations use a value-at-risk or similar composite number

as a single, all-encompassing measure of risk.The intent of such a com-

posite is to provide management and the board with adequate infor-

mation and to improve decision making. However, there are weaknesses

with such an approach that should be understood by management, the

board, and decision makers. Some of these topics are discussed in more

detail in Chapter 9.

Reporting

Management reports should provide clear information to senior man-

agement and the board of directors. In addition, it should be ensured

that users understand the reports they receive.Where there is a lack of

understanding, it should be addressed and reports adjusted accordingly

to clarify, not simplify. Feedback and augmentation on reports, if nec-

essary, will ensure they address the users’ needs. In addition to marking

the exposures to market, reports should provide alternative risk meas-

ures that allow the readers to understand the potential risks to the

organization.
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Risk Management Topics for Discussion

The following topics may provide some direction for facilitating dis-

cussion about risk management:

• What technology is available for monitoring the effectiveness
of hedges and the exposures they manage? Can the organiza-
tion conduct scenario analysis based on combined exposures
and hedges? Can current market prices be determined for
exposures and hedges? 

• How frequently are cash-flow forecasts updated and reported?

• Are there written policies for individual duties and responsi-
bilities? Is there an appropriate segregation of duties? In
smaller organizations, senior management’s involvement may
help to fulfill division of duty requirements.

• What arrangements exist if staff are unavailable as a result of
emergency or unexpected events? 

• What reporting does senior management require about expo-
sures and hedging? Management and the board require frequent,
accurate reporting about activities and adherence to policy.
Can management quickly and easily ascertain the organization’s
overall position in the case of an unexpected event or crisis?

• For exchange-traded derivatives, who has responsibility for
reconciling both trade and margin statements to internal
records? Reconciliation should be done by someone with
access to trade data so errors are not overlooked. This person
should not be responsible for trades.

• For exchange-traded derivatives, who is responsible for the
margin account? Can a margin call be responded to if this
person is not available?
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• How are transaction limits and authority established for staff?
Position limits and authority for transactions should be clearly
stipulated. Appropriate authority should also exist in the event
that key personnel are unavailable.

• Who is responsible for keeping counterparties (e.g., financial
institutions) informed of trading and transaction limits at least
annually and on departure of transacting personnel? Notice
should be in writing.

• What schedule, if any, should be developed for positions and
hedges to be adjusted or refined? 

• How and against what benchmark will the performance of
hedging strategy be measured? 

• What contribution can other departments make to the risk
management process? Sales or purchasing departments may
have fixed-price contracts with customers or suppliers. They
may also be involved with pricing and therefore exchange
rates or commodity prices. These individuals often have com-
petitive insight into their markets that may be useful in finan-
cial decision making.

• Who is responsible for policies and oversight for market risk
management? What limits apply to market risk management?
How often will the policy be revisited?

• Who is responsible for policies and oversight for credit risk
management? What level of creditworthiness for a financial
institution is acceptable? What limits apply to credit risk man-
agement? How often will the policy be revisited?

• What is the policy for obtaining prices from financial institu-
tions when doing transactions? Many organizations use two or
more financial institutions to obtain competitive price quotes,
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dividing larger transactions between them and alternating
smaller transactions.

• How comfortable is senior management with policy and
prospective risk management strategies? Does management have
access to financial decision makers for questions or concerns?

• Are there opportunities for reducing risk by pooling activities
with other divisions or branches for netting or other risk-
reduction activities? Are these activities permitted by law and
regulation in jurisdictions where they are being considered?

• Are the organization’s current credit facilities adequate for its use
of over-the-counter risk management products and strategies? 

• Are dealer and financial institution relationships adequate to
provide adequate risk management products and services? Are
the organization’s financial institutions committed to it and its
industry or sector? Discussions with financial institutions may
uncover concerns or solutions.

Summary

• It is critical to consider an organization’s risk profile in the
development of a risk management policy, since risk profile
will affect its risk tolerance and appropriate strategies.

• An organization’s risk profile is derived from its unique attributes,
including its stakeholders, competitors and industry, organiza-
tional culture, and financial exposures.

• A hedging policy provides a framework and formalized strate-
gies for managing risk to facilitate day-to-day decision making.

• An independent risk oversight function gives management a
level of comfort and answers the question,“Who is looking
after risk management?”
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Differentiate between measures of exposure and measures
of risk

• Consider the strengths and weaknesses of risk measurement
methodologies

• Identify alternative strategies for estimating risks 

R
isk is the business of probabilities, and risk measurement is one

component of risk management. Risk management involves iden-

tifying and measuring risk, followed by decisions about how best

to manage it. Attempts to measure risk involve estimating the probability

of an adverse event occurring and its potential impact. Volatility esti-

mates are typically calculated using variance or standard deviation

around the mean.

Measures of Exposure

To reduce risk, it is necessary to manage exposure. Measures of risk and

exposure are one component of risk management and start with the

following central questions:

• What is the exposure?

CHAPTER 9

Measuring Risk
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• How sensitive is the exposure?

• How much can I lose?

Market risk is the risk of an adverse movement in the price or value

of a commodity, currency, or asset. Market risk measurement has pri-

marily been developed in the financial institution sector, but methods

have increasingly been adopted by other organizations. Quantifying risk

is a complex topic, and this chapter will highlight some key points.

There are two views of risk management. The first is from the day-

to-day or tactical standpoint. The second is a high-level or strategic

view. In order to manage risk, it is necessary to have the capability to

monitor risk from both standpoints in order to assess potential loss to

the organization.

How Much Can I Lose?

There are several ways to estimate potential loss. The concept of prob-

ability is the central tenet of risk, and the business of risk measurement

involves estimating the likely variability of returns. The term risk meas-

urement is a bit of a misnomer. Risk measurement is an attempt to

answer the question,“How much can I lose?” with reasonable certainty.

Quantitative techniques and rigorous processes can overshadow

more mundane sources of significant risk and the need for common

sense. Although attention must be paid to internal sources of risk, such

as operational controls, other risks arise from external events and may

be beyond the control of organizations that seek to manage them.

Risk management requires both quantitative and qualitative analysis.

Unfortunately, risk management cannot be reduced to a simple check-

list, process, or a single number. Trying to do so can create a mechanistic

approach to risk management when one of imagination is needed.
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Gap Analysis

Gap or mismatch analysis measures the sensitivity of an exposure, asset,

or portfolio to market rate or price changes by considering the mis-

match between assets and liabilities.When there is a mismatch between

assets and liabilities, or cash inflows and cash outflows, there is exposure

and an opportunity for loss.

Gap analysis is traditionally undertaken by financial institutions

managing the balance of assets to liabilities. A financial institution that

wants to minimize the gap between its assets (loans and mortgages made

to customers) and liabilities (deposits and accounts of customers) will

group the financial assets and liabilities into maturity buckets or pools
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Process of Estimating Risk 

The estimation of risk is a two-part process. The first part of
the process is estimating the likely gain, or—more importantly
in risk management—the likely loss, from changes in market
rates or prices. To calculate potential loss, it is necessary to
estimate the sensitivity of the instrument or exposure to mar-
ket changes. Measures such as duration (for interest rates)
are useful to estimate sensitivity to market changes. 

The second part of the process involves estimating the prob-
ability of the aforementioned market changes. Given a poten-
tial change in market rates and the size of the underlying posi-
tion, plus the probability of the change in market rates occur-
ring, the potential loss (or gain) can be estimated. Alter any of
the constituents of the assessment, and a different potential
loss may result.
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based on their frequency of repricing or rate resetting. Maturity pools

that have significantly more assets than liabilities (or vice versa) are

sources of exposure.

Gap analysis can also be used to determine currency exposure aris-

ing from foreign currency cash flows. For example, if an organization

has more euro inflows than outflows in a given period, but the mis-

match reverses the following period, then the euro cash flows offset one

another with only a timing difference. If over the course of a longer

period, such as a fiscal cycle, there are more euros coming in than going

out, the difference provides exposure to a falling euro.

Leverage and Direction

The use of leverage increases the potential for loss. Therefore, the

impact of any leverage or gearing strategy is important to consider

when calculating the amount that an organization could potentially

lose.The calculation of potential loss without considering the impact of

leverage underestimates potential losses.

Direction is the nature of an exposure or trading position, either

long or short. A long position will obviously benefit from a rise in

prices, while a short position benefits from a price decline. Both lever-

age and direction are factors in the potential size of a loss given an

adverse market move.

Instrument Sensitivity

Measures of instrument sensitivity can be a useful way to measure

potential for risk. Duration provides an estimate of the sensitivity of

fixed income securities’ prices to small changes in interest rates.

Duration is also used for assessing gaps between assets and liabilities,

since a timing mismatch is a source of interest rate risk. Duration has

some limitations, particularly that it works better for small changes in
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rates. Convexity, which measures the rate of change of duration, can be

used to further refine the sensitivity of a fixed income security or expo-

sure to interest rate changes.

Option delta is another measure of sensitivity. The option delta

measures the sensitivity of the option’s value given a change in the

price of the underlying. Options that have little likelihood of exercise

because their strike prices are far out-of-the-money have little sensitiv-

ity to changes in the price of the underlying asset. These options will

therefore have a small delta. Options that have a greater likelihood of

exercise will have a higher delta. The delta itself is subject to change,

and is measured using gamma, which is the rate of change of delta.

Scenario Analysis

Scenario analysis (what-if analysis) offers a useful way to assess poten-

tial loss by analyzing the value of an instrument or portfolio under dif-

ferent, arbitrarily determined scenarios. Correlations are dynamic, not

static, and therefore different correlation assumptions are used in differ-

ent scenarios. In scenario analysis, it is necessary to make some assump-

tions about correlation, but a range of assumptions should be used in

the different scenarios. In a crisis scenario, markets may become highly

correlated with one another, increasing potential for loss.

Scenario analysis is straightforward and involves using a set of pre-

determined changes in market prices or rates (scenarios) to test the per-

formance of the current portfolio or exposure. Most financial managers

already perform ad-hoc scenario analysis calculations when determin-

ing potential outcomes of various decisions, markets, or transactions.

Scenarios may be one-factor scenarios, for example, assessing the

results of a change in interest rates, or they may be multifactor, permitting

a range of interest rate scenarios combined with a change in foreign

exchange rates and a change in revenues. Specialized software permits
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several different scenarios to be run simultaneously, with the results provid-

ing information about the potential for loss (or gain) under different sce-

narios, although simple scenarios can be captured in more basic software.

Modern scenario analysis generally assumes some asset correlation

into future market movements, which is adequate when the scenarios

are those that might be anticipated in a relatively normal market.

Indeed, hedging itself is an attempt to protect the business activities of

an organization from market risk.

Scenario analysis can be used to determine how assets will perform

in relation to one another under relatively normal market conditions.

Most traders use scenario analysis to assess strategic and tactical expo-

sure. Scenario analysis is a useful methodology that can be used by all

financial managers.

Stress Situations

Scenario analysis is useful under ordinary circumstances
involving routine market changes. However, in crisis situations
financial markets may behave differently than they would be
expected to. In severe market conditions, there is a danger
that correlational relationships may break down. For example,
markets that are expected to have low correlation may
become highly correlated, at least in the short term. 

In extreme situations or in markets where liquidity is marginal
to begin with, liquidity may dry up completely for a short time.
Without knowing how these relationships may change under
duress, scenario analysis may not provide a complete picture
of the portfolio’s risk.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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Scenario analysis is a useful adjunct to value-at-risk for risk meas-

urement. Scenario analysis allows a risk manager to determine how a

portfolio would behave under a predetermined set of scenarios. For

example, using a set of arbitrary market scenarios to test the perform-

ance of a bond portfolio, a risk manager may determine the impact of

a 50-basis-point parallel shift (up or down) in the yield curve. Scenario

analysis is intuitively appealing because it answers the what-if part of the

risk measurement question.

Although scenario analysis is intuitively appealing, it has limitations.

For example, while a scenario of a 50-basis-point increase in interest

rates might be useful, in the real world, yield curves do not shift in par-

allel. In real life, yield curves steepen and flatten in unpredictable ways

across the maturity spectrum, and therefore not all models may fully

capture such moves. As a result, a portfolio’s changes should be evaluat-

ed under different yield curve scenarios, such as the following:

• Parallel shift with rising interest rates

• Parallel shift with declining interest rates

• Steepening of the yield curve, assuming a normal yield curve
(longer rates rise more than shorter rates)

• Flattening of the yield curve, assuming a normal yield curve
(longer rates rise less than shorter rates) 

From a management standpoint, scenario analysis may facilitate

management discussion and quantification of acceptable risk levels. A

formalized discussion of risk is usually beneficial from a risk manage-

ment perspective.

Stress Testing

Stress testing is similar to scenario analysis but is designed to assess per-

formance under less frequent, but more significant, market moves. Stress
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testing permits the risk manager to determine how a series of exposures

would perform under additional conditions. A stress test may involve

changing one or more variables or using major historical price changes

to assess the potential impact to a financial instrument or portfolio.

Large moves often take market participants by surprise, and markets

may move farther and faster than would otherwise be expected. These

large moves may be combined with a breakdown in the typical corre-

lational relationships that are present during normal market conditions.

Stress testing an organization’s exposure can be very useful. In the

event that the stress test shows unacceptable results in the form of

unmanageable potential losses, strategies can be formulated to deal with

the exposures and potential risks.

Financial Crises

Although financial crises occur with regularity, they are unfortunately not

predictable.As a result, organizations should consider the ramifications of

extraordinary market events, to the extent possible, in their risk manage-

ment planning. This means ensuring an adequate financial risk man-

agement framework is in place, understanding current exposures, and

avoiding overreliance on probability-based measures of risk.

Financial crises may be localized or global.Their attributes are similar:

• They occur relatively frequently.

• They are not predictable.

• Ordinary relationships, such as correlations between markets
and instruments, may break down entirely.

• Proper preparation is required, including a risk management
policy and an action plan.

• Systemic risk becomes the major concern to central banks
and regulators.
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The pressures leading to a crisis may be visible for some time prior to

the triggering event. In financial crisis situations, ordinary relationships

between markets may break down, exacerbating the effects of the crisis. It

may be difficult to obtain market prices or information, and it may be

costly to initiate or close out transactions. Liquidity and lines of credit

often become quite scarce, and volatilities and spreads widen dramatically.

Some experts believe that financial institution consolidation may

increase the risk of financial crisis. As consolidation reduces the num-

ber of market participants, it increases the likelihood that portfolios or

positions of remaining large participants will be similar. Fewer differ-

entiated participants may result in less portfolio and position diversity

and greater risk of a crisis.

Value-at-Risk

The most commonly used measure of market risk is value-at-risk.

Value-at-risk is a systematic methodology to quantify potential finan-

cial loss based on statistical estimates of probability. An estimate of the
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Notable Quote

“The key to truly effective risk management lies in the behav-
ior of markets during times of crisis, when investment value is
most at risk. Observing markets under stress teaches impor-
tant lessons about the role and dynamics of markets and the
implications for risk management.”

Source: Richard M. Bookstaber, “A Framework for Understanding
Market Crisis,” Risk Management, Principles, and Practices, AIMR
Conference Proceeding, no. 3, 1999. Copyright 1999, CFA Institute.
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probability of a loss being greater than (or less than) a particular dollar

amount as a result of market fluctuations, value-at-risk is commonly

used to measure risk in a portfolio of assets or exposures.

Value-at-risk attempts to answer the question,“How much money

might I lose?”based on probabilities and within parameters set by the risk

manager.Value-at-risk calculations are based on one of several methods.

Value-at-risk creates a distribution of potential outcomes at a spec-

ified confidence interval.The largest loss outcome using the confidence

level as the cut-off is the amount reported as value-at risk. Confidence

intervals are typically 95, 97.5, or 99 percent. For example, at a 95 per-

cent confidence interval, there is the probability of a loss being greater

than $10,000,000 on 5 days out of 100 days.

Though the idea of a single number to quantify risk is inherently

attractive, there are limitations in its use. Most important, it is possible

to lose more than the value-at-risk amount. Value-at-risk is only one

risk measurement tool, and it should be used in conjunction with a

range of other risk measurement tools. Scenario analysis is one useful

adjunct to value-at-risk.
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Notable Quote

“No amount of observations of white swans can allow the
inference that all swans are white, but the observation of a
single black swan is sufficient to refute that conclusion.”

Source: Dave Hume, “Treatise on Human Nature.” Quoted by Nassim
Nicholas Taleb, Fooled By Randomness—The Hidden Role of Chance in
the Markets and in Life (New York: Texere LLC, 2001), p. 100.
Copyright 2001 by Nassim Nicholas Taleb.
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Value-at-risk provides an estimate of the riskiness of a portfolio. In

estimating potential for losses, value-at-risk provides information about

portfolio weaknesses and exposures that can be subsequently addressed

by the risk management group.

Although value-at-risk is a useful measure because of its ability to

distill a great deal of information into a single number, there are

strengths and weaknesses associated with it. Clearly, one of the key

advantages of value-at-risk is its ability to focus both nonfinancial and

financial managers on the issue of measuring risk. Despite its short-

comings, it may encourage a more systematic and multidimensional

approach to financial risk.

Methods to Calculate Value-at-Risk

There are several ways to calculate value-at-risk. The methods vary in

their need for market data, the computing power required, and the ability
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Risk Measurement 
Model Challenges

There are risks involved with the reliance on risk measure-
ment models. Issues to consider include:

• Data accuracy and availability issues 

• Extreme price events that are infrequent but need analysis

• Ability to reflect optionality, including embedded options

• Overreliance on quantitative without understanding quali-

tative risk issues

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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A Short History 
of Value-at-Risk

The widespread use of value-at-risk for risk management pur-
poses is relatively new. The Group of 30’s seminal 1993
Practices and Principles report recommended measuring mar-
ket risk using value-at-risk with a standard time horizon and
confidence interval (recommendations are found in Chapter
7). A survey that same year found only 5 percent of firms dis-
closed value-at-risk estimates to shareholders. Four short
years later, the proportion had increased to 81 percent. The
market was onto something.

Financial institutions had been working with value-at-risk vari-
ations for some time. However, J.P. Morgan’s development of
RiskMetricsa methodology for calculating value-at-risk was a
major milestone in the evolution of risk measurement. Its intro-
duction in 1994 provided many firms with their first exposure
to value-at-risk. Originally known as the “4:15 report” because
of the time it was delivered each afternoon, RiskMetrics was
developed to give J.P. Morgan’s new chief executive officer,
Sir Dennis Weatherstone, a clear measure and view of the
risks being taken by the firm’s various activities. 

The methodology, which had been developed internally for the
firm’s own market risk measurement, enabled virtually any
firm to test-drive value-at-risk using the parametric approach.
In doing so, it promoted a new approach to market risk trans-
parency and provided a risk measurement benchmark. As a
result, it was beneficial to both clients and the broader mar-
ket. Value-at-risk has gained tremendous support from the
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to model different types of instruments.Value-at-risk calculations are

typically obtained using one of the following methods:

• Using historical data

• Using stochastic simulation, random or Monte Carlo scenario
generation. Monte Carlo simulation is based on randomly
generated market moves.Volatilities and correlations are calcu-
lated directly from underlying time-series data, assuming a
normal distribution.

• Value-at-risk using the variance/covariance (parametric)
approach.Volatilities and correlations are calculated directly from
the underlying time series, assuming a normal distribution.

Assumptions and Limitations

Value-at-risk calculations introduce some important assumptions and

limitations. These assumptions and limitations should be understood in

the context of their implications for measuring and managing risk.

Financial markets, and in particular, the returns of many assets, are

not normally distributed. Rather, there is a tendency to have larger out-

lying results (known as fat tails) than would be expected with a normal

distribution, and peaks around the mean. Large losses are more likely,

and typically more important to the risk manager, than gains of the

same magnitude.
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international financial community and regulators, and
progress in the refinement of methodologies and processes
continues today.

a. RiskMetrics® is a registered trademark of RiskMetrics Group.
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In addition, most value-at-risk models make the assumption that

returns each period—each day, for example—are independent of one

another, which market history shows is not always the case.The market’s

behavior yesterday has much more impact on today’s prices than events

last year.

Depending on the methodology used, the calculation of value-at-

risk can be quite demanding. For example, the computing power required

to analyze a portfolio of cash flows for thousands of instruments for a

large financial institution or trading house is not insignificant.

Although a single risk number is intuitively attractive, its simplicity

is also a limitation.Value-at-risk does not consider all risk factors, nor

does it perform well as a risk measure for nontraded exposures. It also

does not consider how market correlations might change or disinte-

grate under extreme conditions in a financial crisis. As a result, risk

measures are at best an estimate of potential loss.
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Senior Management 

Senior management and the board of directors must be cog-
nizant of value-at-risk’s meaning when presented regularly
with reports that appear to quantify maximum loss based on
risk measures such as value-at-risk. There may be a weak
understanding of the concept of value-at-risk. In particular, it
may be poorly understood that there is a small probability of
losses much greater than models predict. In addition, man-
agement may not fully comprehend the importance of non-
market risks, such as operational failures, that can also result
in significant losses.
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Risk measurement may convey a false sense of security among

management that financial risks have been measured and that they are

therefore being managed appropriately. Risk measurement is only one

component of risk management, and many organizations have been

good at measuring risk but poor at managing it. Markets are always

capable of unexpected results. As a result, best efforts at measuring risk

will never fully capture potential future outcomes, even if estimates are

good most of the time.The occasional poor estimate of risk may be the

proverbial iceberg.

Value-at-Risk Using Historical Simulation

One way to calculate value-at-risk is to use past returns to simulate

future returns as a guide to estimating potential loss. Under historical

simulation value-at-risk, the portfolio is repriced for a predetermined

number of historical periods (e.g., 200 days).

The resultant returns, ranked by magnitude from best to worst, pro-

vide a snapshot of the portfolio’s value under historical market data

with the worst results commonly at the 95 percent level (excluding the

worst 5 percent of returns) or the 99 percent level (excluding the worst

1 percent of returns). The worst returns are the ones that most interest

the risk manager. The result provides useful information about the 

risks associated with the current portfolio based on historical market

movements.

There are advantages to the simplicity of historical simulation for

the calculation of value-at-risk. The methodology is relatively intuitive

and easy to understand. It does not make assumptions about the future

shape of distributions of returns, volatility, or the correlations of returns

between assets other than those that are implied by past returns. As a

result, the historical simulation method is suitable for portfolios with

nonlinear instruments, such as options.
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However, historical data available may not be representative of the

market over the long term, and markets can change over time. In addi-

tion, the historical data may not contain an appropriate market event,

or it may be subject to an ongoing directional price trend. The histor-

ical period may not have exhibited any unusually large movements or

the kinds of moves that a financial manager might wish to observe in

the portfolio.

Value-at-Risk Using Monte Carlo Simulation 

Monte Carlo simulation involves computing value-at-risk using tools that

automatically generate large numbers of random price or rate changes.

These price changes are applied to the portfolio of assets or exposures and

the results are measured.The worst results of the resulting distribution are

considered the value-at-risk amount, using a specified confidence level.

One advantage of Monte Carlo simulation is that it allows a finan-

cial manager to use the results of hundreds or thousands of scenarios to

calculate value-at-risk.The resultant frequency distribution can be used

to determine value-at-risk with the desired confidence interval.

The risk manager can specify distributions and parameters, or use

historical or forecast volatility data, depending on the requirements.

Although it is an extremely useful tool, the analysis of large or complex

portfolios requires adequate technology to be effective, as computational

complexity may be high depending on the portfolio’s constituents.

To better understand computational requirements, consider a port-

folio of long-term interest rate swaps. Swap values depend on the present

value of the cash flows associated with them.Each swap may have dozens

of future cash flows. Repricing thousands of swaps in a value-at-risk

simulation with a thousand or more scenarios is not an insignificant task.

Monte Carlo simulations are typically accomplished using special-

ized software. Innovations in technology and simulation have made the
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calculations using Monte Carlo simulation for large, complex portfolios

more accessible and cost effective.

Value-at-Risk Using the Parametric Approach 

The parametric approach to calculating value-at-risk is also known as the

variance/covariance method, the correlation method, or the analytical

method. Of the parametric models available, the best known is probably

RiskMetrics.

The parametric approach to value-at-risk has origins in modern

portfolio theory, where the risk of a portfolio of assets is assumed to be

a function of the risk or variability of each instrument in the portfolio

and the correlations between instruments in the portfolio.

The parametric value-at-risk methodology is often combined with

another methodology for analyzing the behavior of nonlinear instru-

ments and exposures. The traditional parametric approach is not effec-

tive for all types of assets or instruments such as options.

Credit Risk Measurement

Credit risk is the probability of loss as a result of the failure or unwill-

ingness of a counterparty or borrower to fulfill a financial obligation.

Exposure to credit risk increases with the market value of outstanding

financial instruments with other counterparties, all else being equal.

Counterparty Ratings

Financial institutions have significant exposure to credit risk due to the

nature of their various activities and the number of transactions

involved. Due to their exposure, these financial institutions tend to be

at the forefront of credit risk measurement and management.

The traditional management of credit risk entailed monitoring

many aspects of a borrower’s affairs. One of the most fundamental
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aspects of credit risk management today is the careful selection of an

appropriate counterparty. In trading, the selection of counterparties is

very important. Counterparties with financial stability, acceptable rat-

ings, familiarity, political stability, satisfactory geographical location, and

appropriate legal form of organization are chosen.

The global financial community extensively uses ratings provided by

major rating agencies. These companies rate specific securities offerings,

typically debt, and are used by institutional investors such as mutual and

hedge fund managers, lenders, and individual investors. Ratings are used

to assess creditworthiness and thus the likelihood of a default by the

issuer. They are not a substitute for counterparty risk management.

Organizations monitoring credit risk may require that trading

counterparties, issuers, or potential creditors have a minimum accept-

able rating from at least one of the major ratings agencies.

Notional Exposure 

Notional, contractual, or nominal amounts outstanding are sometimes

cited as amounts at risk. Depending on the source of the exposure,

however, such an assessment may be too simplistic. In traditional cred-

itor roles, such as lending, trade receivables, or similar, the full notional

amount is at risk because the borrower or debtor may choose not to

pay amounts owed.The notional amount of the debt then becomes the

potential loss, less any residual collections that can be made.

With many derivatives transactions, such as interest rate swap where

net payments are made between counterparties, less than the notional

amount may be at risk. For other derivatives, such as currency swaps,

payments may be more significant, and the full amount may be at risk,

especially during settlement.

Notional amounts are important in the discussion of settlement

risk.When both counterparties to a trade settle in full by making pay-
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ments to one another, the failure of one counterparty to pay could

result in the loss of the entire notional amount to the other counter-

party. Settlement risk gives rise to the potential for a loss of the notional

amount, and therefore it should be managed carefully.

Aggregate Exposure

Given the importance of credit risk in both derivatives and nonderiva-

tives transactions, it is important to be able to determine total exposure
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NRSRO Rating Agencies

There are credit rating agencies in major countries around the
world. Agencies whose credit ratings are used under the U.S.
Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) regulations are
known as nationally recognized statistical rating organizations
(NRSROs):

• Dominion Bond Rating Service Limited (DBRS),
www.dbrs.com

• Fitch, Inc., www.fitchratings.com

• Moody’s Investors Service, Inc., www.moodys.com

• Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (S&P), 
www.standardandpoors.com

Debt offerings of many governments and corporations are
rated by one or more of these rating agencies, which may
change from time to time. Issuers pay to be rated by agencies.
Although the use of ratings published by independent rating
agencies provides some guidance, it is not infallible, and
there have been unexpected and spectacular failures of rated
organizations. More information can be obtained from the SEC.
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to a counterparty at any point in time and compare these aggregates to

established in-house counterparty limits.This is a key measure to mon-

itor an organization’s exposure.

Organizations should aggregate credit exposure to individual coun-

terparties.Aggregate totals can be netted in those situations where there

is a legally enforceable netting agreement in place between the coun-

terparties and for the transactions.

Replacement Cost

Both current and potential exposures that arise from derivatives con-

tracts can be assessed. Current exposure, or replacement cost, can be

determined by reviewing the market value of outstanding contracts.

The marked-to-market or current value can be considered a measure

of replacement cost and therefore a measure of risk. If the derivatives

counterparty defaulted on its obligations, replacement cost measures

the cost to replicate the position at current market prices, presuming no

settlement issues. Potential exposure can be calculated using probabili-

ty analysis.

Credit Risk Measures

Credit risk measures are based on probability estimates of loss resulting

from a default. They depend on the probability of the counterparty

defaulting, the organization’s exposure to the defaulting counterparty at

the time of default, and any amounts that can be recovered after default.

These individual determinants of credit risk can be summarized as:

• Probability of counterparty default, which is an assessment of
the likelihood of the counterparty defaulting

• Exposure at counterparty default, which takes into account an
organization’s exposure to a defaulting counterparty at the
time of default
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• Loss given counterparty default, which considers recovery of
amounts that reduces the loss otherwise resulting from a default

Default risk, or the probability that a default occurs or does not

occur, is modeled by many organizations, including rating agencies.

Although a default can be modeled as an independent event, losses from

defaults often depend on both the probability of an individual default

and the correlation between defaults of different counterparties or obli-

gations.

Credit value-at-risk provides a distribution of potential credit loss-

es over a specified time horizon and examines the credit value-at-risk

at a particular confidence interval. The risk manager can then review

those exposures that contribute significantly to an organization’s credit

risk and take remedial action, if necessary.

Credit derivatives markets reflect the assessment of risk by market

participants. Prices based on actual transactions between relatively

sophisticated participants may provide insight into the market’s assess-

ment of the riskiness of an organization.Therefore, prices such as those

of credit default swaps may be a useful adjunct to other credit risk

measures.

Future of Credit Risk Measurement 

Major steps are being taken in the development of various quantitative

methodologies to model and measure credit risk. In part, the revised

Basel II framework for capital requirements has led to the implementa-

tion of highly sophisticated credit risk management capabilities on a

global scale and the improvement of existing methodologies. These

credit risk measurement and management capabilities will inevitably

filter down from large financial institutions to smaller organizations.

Basel II is discussed in more detail in Chapter 10.
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Operational Risk Measurement

Operational risk, which is discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, results

from an organization’s exposure to people, processes, and systems.

Operational risk management exists to reduce the possibility of fraud

or error resulting in loss to the organization. Many of the large bank

trading losses that have been widely reported in the media have been

due to operational failures.

Some methods that have been used to measure or indicate potential

for operational risk in financial institutions and other organizations include:

• Number of deviations from policy or stated procedures

• Comments and notes from internal or external audits

• Volume of derivatives trades (gross, not netted)

• Levels of staff turnover

• Volatility of earnings

• Unusual complaints from customers or vendors

Increasingly, operational risk databases are used to model operational

risk for probability of occurrence and aid in risk reduction. The oper-

ational risk database is used to identify and assess potential risks and

track their occurrence. Resulting data can be used as an input to model

operational risk occurrence probabilities and potential losses. For oper-

ational risk events, the probability of an individual occurrence may be

small but have potential for a significant loss.

In related audit and fraud prevention areas, probability assessments

are also used. In addition, the insurance industry quantifies particular

operational risks in order to price various types of insurance coverage.

However, this expertise is relatively specialized and usually beyond the

scope of general financial risk management.
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Summary

• The concept of probability is the central tenet of risk, and 
the business of risk measurement involves estimating the
probability of loss.

• Scenario analysis involves using a set of predetermined
changes in market prices or scenarios to test the performance
of the current portfolio or exposure.

• The most commonly used measure of market risk is value-at-
risk, a systematic methodology based on statistical estimates.

• As the costs of computation decline and user sophistication
increases, the number and variety of risk management tools
has increased substantially. More rigorous measurements of
risk will likely become commonplace.
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After  read ing  th is  chapter  you wi l l  be  ab le  to

• Understand the challenges that exist in financial risk 
management

• Identify initiatives for reducing risk in key areas such as 
settlements, trading, and payments

• Appreciate the significance of accounting and regulatory
initiatives

• Evaluate how changes in capital adequacy can reduce 
systemic risk 

I
n a global marketplace, there are many opportunities for risk. Losses

may not be limited to one geographical or domestic market but could

potentially arise due to a failure in settlement, regional financial crisis,

or an unexpected geopolitical event almost anywhere. Efforts being

made today are intended to ensure that global financial markets can

cope with increased interconnectedness and the resultant risks in many

types of market conditions.

Challenges

Financial institutions, due to the nature of their business activities and

volume of transactions, have natural exposure to many financial risks.As

CHAPTER 10

Global Initiatives in
Financial Risk
Management
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a result, many risk management initiatives—such as credit risk, settle-

ment, and payment system initiatives—have been introduced by or for

financial institutions.

Financial risk management is made all the more challenging by the

fact that many organizations face global markets of significant size, com-

plexity of participants and transactions, different legal and regulatory

systems, and myriad unknown factors.

Several major international initiatives have been undertaken to

reduce financial risk and therefore systemic risk. International initiatives

by regulators, payments associations, central banks, and financial institu-

tions to reduce opportunities for risk include:

• Financial institution capital based on risk

• More secure settlement between counterparties

• Trading initiatives to reflect risk-reduction techniques

• Changes in the operation of international payment systems

International central banks and regulators have been motivated to

develop new standards and requirements because of the potential losses

associated with financial risk on a large, interconnected global scale. More

than volumes, it is the interconnectedness and prevalence of linkages

that makes many risk managers uneasy. The challenge is systemic risk.

Financial Institutions

Financial institutions participate in a variety of financial market activities

besides lending. Some significant activities include trading in currencies,

interest rates,equity and fixed income securities, and a variety of derivatives,

both on a proprietary interbank basis and on behalf of their customers.

In addition to market risk, trading exposes a financial institution to

significant operational and credit risk. A financial institution may have
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hundreds or thousands of trades per day. As a result, there is exposure to

the possibility of default or failure of other financial institutions, as well as

of nonfinancial institutions. These exposures have given rise to the need

for new techniques for managing risk, and, in particular, credit risk.

Derivatives Trading 

Derivatives trading volumes show no signs of slowing down. Even with

occasional slowing growth in a region or market, rapid growth in many

markets is ongoing. From a segmented market perspective, foreign

exchange volumes remain the largest in the world. However, in over-

the-counter derivatives, interest rate derivatives, particularly swaps, are

the most popular.
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Over-the-Counter 
Derivatives 

In the over-the-counter derivatives market where much of the
trading between financial institutions, corporations, and invest-
ment funds occurs, volumes are much larger than in the listed
market. 

According to the International Swaps and Derivatives Associa-
tion (ISDA), an international organization of more than 600
financial institutions that tracks such statistics, outstanding
over-the-counter interest rate derivatives were about U.S.$164
trillion in mid-2004. 

Other outstanding derivatives include credit derivatives at $5
trillion and equity derivatives at nearly $4 trillion (both amounts
in U.S. dollars). 
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Statistics such as trading volume and amounts outstanding do not

necessarily represent amounts at risk. In many cases, the amounts at risk

during settlement or as a result of default may be significantly smaller

than the amounts traded.

Many contracts call for netted payments between counterparties or

differential payments. For example, in an interest rate swap, the notion-

al amount of the contract is not exchanged between the counterparties,

significantly reducing settlement risk. In such cases, settlement risk is

much less of an issue, although other risks such as market risk and

replacement risk remain a concern.

Credit Risk 

Credit exposure exists within most organizations, but it is especially sig-

nificant in major financial institutions. As a result, financial institutions

and their regulators are the source of many credit risk management ini-

tiatives, in particular Basel II, which is leading to the implementation of

highly sophisticated credit risk management capabilities on a global scale.

Financial institutions and their customers are connected through

their business activities with one another to a greater magnitude today

than in the past. Credit risk is closely tied to systemic risk, where the

failure of one or more major counterparties could trigger other failures.

One of the most fundamental aspects of credit risk management is the

careful selection of a counterparty. In trading, the selection of counter-

parties is very important. Successful financial institutions screen and select

counterparties and borrowers based on financial stability, ratings, familiarity,

political stability, geographical location, and legal form of organization.

Enterprisewide Risk Management

The concept of enterprisewide risk management has been around 

for more than a decade. It involves organizations taking a broad and
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strategic view of all risks, including financial risks, business risks, and

other related risks.

The goal of enterprisewide risk management is certainly a worthy

one. The ability to measure an organization’s exposure to a wide vari-

ety of risks, report on them, and use the information to make decisions

throughout an organization is an excellent objective.

One of the challenges with enterprisewide risk management is the

need to measure and estimate probabilities of loss for which a strong

Counterparty Risk 
Management Policy Group

The 1999 report published by the Counterparty Risk Manage-
ment Policy Group in conjunction with the International Swaps
and Derivatives Association (ISDA) addressed ways to
improve counterparty risk management practices. Developed
with a dozen major international banks, it is intended to pro-
mote enhanced counterparty credit and market risk practices
among organizations involved in derivatives trading.

The report is aimed at financial institutions, investment man-
agers, insurance companies, and hedge funds and includes
specific recommendations for managing counterparty credit
risk. These recommendations include measures to improve
transparency and counterparty credit assessment, improve
risk measurement and management, enhance risk reporting,
and provide better market practices and conventions. In addi-
tion, the document outlines recommendations for improving
regulatory reporting. The document can be viewed on the
ISDA Web site at www.isda.org. 
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risk management framework does not exist. Risks associated with insur-

ance have been monitored and measured for decades by the industry.

Financial risks have an advantage in that many years of study and analy-

sis have been expended in order to better estimate them. Given that the

estimation of risk is good only at the best of times, other risks may

require similar time and experience to determine appropriate measures.

Settlement Initiatives

Continuous Linked Settlement

Trading in financial instruments and derivatives gives rise to settlement

risk because each counterparty to a transaction faces the possibility of

not being paid during settlement. Traditionally, large global trading vol-

umes resulted in large settlements between trading counterparties, pri-

marily large financial institutions.

Trading and settlement occurs between counterparties in interna-

tional financial centers and different time zones. Settlements are made

electronically, involving national payments systems and local banks for

final crediting or debiting of accounts.

Potential losses arising from failure to settle are exacerbated when

counterparties are located in different time zones and from settling cur-

rency transactions. Currency settlements often involve currencies in dif-

ferent global regions, such as Asia and North America, for example.This

means that most settlement occurs nonsimultaneously during the 24-

hour day, since it depends on local processing in the financial center

where payments are initiated.

A major initiative to reduce the settlement risk associated with pay-

ments arising from foreign exchange settlements is continuous linked

settlement (CLS), which began operations in 2002 and is supported by

several dozen of the world’s largest banks.
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CLS Bank International is a special-purpose bank, central to the

system and based in New York. The system operates a multicurrency

settlement facility into which payments between financial institutions

are made. CLS Bank connects to the real-time gross settlement systems

operated by the central banks in each currency’s home country.Within

CLS Bank is an account for each currency.

With CLS, since trading and settlement occur in different time

zones, it is necessary to find a short window of the 24-hour day when

all regions can connect simultaneously. CLS uses a five-hour overlap

time and links to country’s local real-time gross settlement systems to

settle for a particular date as though both parties were in the same time

zone. CLS Bank works simultaneously with the various national pay-

ment systems during the time window when all the participating

national payment systems are operational.

The pay-in period sees CLS member banks make payments to CLS

Bank in currencies they owe to other counterparties.At the start of the

payment period, each member bank receives a schedule detailing the

net positions in each currency. Payments are made on a net basis. Simul-

taneous settlement, also known as a payment-versus-payment basis, is

accomplished as funds are credited to CLS member banks that are

expecting payment.
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Foreign Exchange Trading

Foreign exchange trading volumes eclipse other types of trading.
The 2004 triennial survey by central banks and the Bank for
International Settlements (BIS) shows daily volumes of about
U.S.$1.9 trillion. A significant proportion of this foreign exchange
volume is interbank trading.
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The system provides a simultaneous settlement to both parties, pro-

viding assurance that parties to a transaction will receive value for their

payment. Like the payments made by the national payment systems,

CLS payments are made with finality and are irrevocable.

By the end of 2004,CLS had settled more than $3.6 trillion on a single

record day, with $1.9 trillion representative of an average day. This rep-

resents a significant proportion of daily foreign exchange and derivatives

settlement volume.With this volume comes a reduction in nonsimulta-

neous settlement risk, and an increase in control over liquidity because

banks can see exactly when settlements will occur.
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Continuous 
Linked Settlement

Continuous linked settlement is supported by several dozen
of the world’s leading financial institutions. It permits simul-
taneous settlement of foreign exchange transactions between
counterparties, significantly reducing risk. Although additional
currencies are planned for implementation, 15 currencies are
currently eligible for CLS settlement as of 2005: 
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1. Australian dollar

2. British pound 

3. Canadian dollar

4. Danish krone

5. Euro 

6. Hong Kong dollar

7. Japanese yen

8. Korean won

9. New Zealand dollar

10. Norwegian krone

11. South African rand

12. Singapore dollar

13. Swedish krona

14. Swiss franc

15. U.S. dollar
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Users of CLS include major banks and investment custodial firms

operating on behalf of fund managers. Nonfinancial institutions typi-

cally participate through a financial institution.

Trading Initiatives

Derivatives are contractual agreements, and the integrity of each counter-

party and the likelihood of it performing its obligations under prede-

termined terms of the contract are paramount.

Users of exchange-traded derivatives have relied for many years on

specific risk management processes. Exchanges employ various mecha-

nisms to manage risk, among them clearinghouses for settling exchange

trades.The clearinghouse acts as the guarantor to every trade, including

a defaulted trade, as a mechanism to ensure that counterparties fulfill

their obligations.

Exchanges also use daily market value of all outstanding positions,

margin, and, in most cases, daily maximum price fluctuations.The com-

bination of market value, margin, and price limits provides a theoretical

worst-case one-day scenario for the exchange and its clearinghouse.

As derivatives trading volumes have increased, specific efforts have

been made to reduce the risks inherent in the trading and settlement of

derivatives. The model from exchange-traded derivatives minimizes

counterparty risk through straightforward but effective methods.

In the over-the-counter derivatives markets, netting agreements

and initiatives such as CLS are similar attempts to reduce counterparty risk.

In addition, margin-like collateral and repricing of agreements is taking

place more often.

Collateral Usage

Among financial institutions and dealers trading in derivatives, there is an

increased use of collateral.Collateral,most commonly cash or government
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securities, reduces the exposure associated with the potential for default

by a counterparty.The use of collateral also permits financial institutions

to free up trading credit facilities that might otherwise be unavailable.

A 2004 ISDA surveyi of collateral use in privately negotiated deriv-

atives transactions and related margined activities found a significant

increase in collateral usage. The survey also found that 50 percent of all

derivatives transactions, measured either by volume or by exposure,

were covered by collateral at the survey date.

The majority of organizations that were surveyed by ISDA are

banks. When surveyed about their reasons for the use of collateral in

agreements, the most common answer was a reduction of economic

capital or credit risk.

New Products

Trading in new products reflects the new realities of business and finan-

cial markets. For example, the venerable London Metals Exchange has

developed trading products in polypropylene and linear low-density

polyethylene plastics. These contracts provide a new way for manufac-

turers and consumers to manage the financial risk associated with price

fluctuations. Like metals contracts, these reflect the economic realities

of industry today.

In other markets, inflation derivatives, such as inflation futures and

swaps, provide a means for hedging and trading inflation risk separately

from market risk and credit risk.The Chicago Mercantile Exchange lists

futures contracts on the U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) and prod-

ucts also trade in the over-the-counter market.

Weather derivatives usage has increased significantly, both in the

over-the-counter and the exchange-traded market. Cooling degree

days (CDD) and heating degree days (HDD) allow hedgers and traders

to manage temperatures, in addition to regional contracts that cover
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averages or indices. In the over-the-counter market, customized prod-

ucts can be structured to meet the particular need of a hedger.

Other new trading products include environmental derivatives.

Environmental derivatives are the current new frontier, and significant

growth is likely to occur in this area in the future. Carbon and sulfur

emission allowances are now trading at the Chicago Climate Exchange.

More growth is likely in this area.

Payment Initiatives

On any given day, millions of payments make their way through various

international payments systems. Improvements to payment systems have
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Weather in Chicago

The Chicago Mercantile Exchange offers a number of weather-
related products for hedgers. Futures contracts, and options
on futures, are available in three global regions. Among the
weather-hedging products are the following: 

• CME Seasonal Cooling Degree Days Index

• CME Seasonal Heating Degree Days Index

• European Monthly CAT Index

• European Monthly Heating Degree Day

• European Seasonal CAT Index

• European Seasonal Heating Degree Day

• Japanese Monthly Average Temperature

• Japanese Seasonal Average Temperature

T IPS & TECHNIQUES
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been made with the intention that the default of even a major finan-

cial institution would not adversely affect the rest of the system.

As a result of the exposure that exists within the business of global

financial institutions, international initiatives are being undertaken to

reduce the possibility of such an occurrence. The players include regu-

lators, payments associations, financial institutions, and central banks.

Changes in the way payments occur is one such initiative.

International payments systems are adapting to better manage the risks

that arise from an interconnected global financial community. Many elec-

tronic systems for large-value payments have migrated to a real-time (or

quasi-real-time) environment. This intentional shift may reduce the sys-

temic risk arising from credit and settlement risk in financial transactions,

as the risk of a default occurring between bilateral settlements is reduced.

Payment systems in major countries reduce risk through the finality

component of the payment. One of the risks associated with older pay-

ment systems was that receipt of funds was sometimes uncertain.

Payments received could subsequently be reversed at a later date, thus

providing little comfort to financial institutions, or their clients, con-

cerned about payment default.As a result, new high-value payment sys-

tems offer finality of payment.

Capital Adequacy Initiatives

The impact of fewer, consolidated financial institutions has changed the

financial landscape in many countries significantly. One of the particular

concerns with respect to consolidation is that risk among financial

institutions is now more concentrated, making systemic risk a greater

potential issue.

The Basel Accord is an agreement between the central banks of

major countries to develop consistent minimum capital standards for

financial institutions in those countries. The introduction of capital
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Payments Systems

In the United States, two systems facilitate high-value pay-

ments. The FedWire system, operated by the U.S. Federal

Reserve, processes electronic large-value items with same-

day value and finality of settlement.

The Clearing House Interbank Payments System (CHIPS) is

operated by The Clearing House in New York, which is owned

by a group of international banks. It processes more than

U.S.$1.3 trillion in about 260,000 transactions on an average

day, the majority resulting from settlement of foreign exchange

and Eurodollar trades. The CHIPS system is unique in high-

value systems because it can transmit large amounts of remit-

tance information along with payments.

In Canada, high-value payments use the Large Value Transfer

System (LVTS), operated by the Canadian Payments

Association. The LVTS system provides payments that are

final and irrevocable. 

The Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement

Express Transfer (TARGET) system for high-value euro pay-

ments is an interlinking system that connects the domestic

real-time gross settlement systems of 16 European countries.

These payment systems include those of the 12 euro countries,

plus Denmark, Sweden, and the United Kingdom. TARGET is

operated by the individual country central banks and the

European Central Bank.

IN THE REAL WORLD
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adequacy requirements beginning more than a decade ago was a major

milestone in financial risk management.“Managing risk at the source,”

as some called it, represented an international convergence of capital

measurement and standards.

Capital requirements are the mandated minimum capital that a

financial institution must maintain in relationship to its banking activi-

ties. One of the core principles of capital adequacy is that more risky

activities should have more capital allocated to them.

Capital adequacy requirements were foremost intended to strengthen

the stability of the international financial system, particularly against credit

risk (a major risk faced by every financial institution), but also against

market risk and operational risk.

Although the Basel Accord is largely unseen, its impact has been felt

by financial institutions worldwide. Within the banking system, com-

pliance has meant significant explicit and opportunity costs, with addi-
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Notable Quote

“An excessively prescriptive approach is an invitation for reg-
ulatory arbitrage and for practices that respect the letter of
the standards but violate their spirit. Hence, the major efforts
by regulators to develop standards in close cooperation and
consultation with the regulated communities in the private
sector, to stress the adequacy of risk management processes
and to strengthen disclosures. These are all welcome trends
that should be encouraged further.”

Source: Malcolm Knight, General Manager of the BIS, “Markets and
Institutions: Managing the Evolving Risk,” speech at the 25th SUERF
Colloquium in Madrid, October 14, 2004.
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tional costs for amendments to the accord. The increased cost of capital

is initially borne by the financial institution, its customers, and its stake-

holders, but all market participants benefit from a more secure financial

system and ultimately pay for its costs.

Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, the Bank for International

Settlements (BIS) is a central bankers’ bank.The Basel Accord is facilitated

by the BIS and the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision. The

committee consists of senior representatives from banking authorities

and central banks from Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan,

Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United

Kingdom, and the United States.

Revised Framework

Amendments to the Basel Accord present opportunities to revise the

existing system. An amended accord, known as Basel II, was approved

in 2004 and involves more risk-sensitive capital requirements.

The new accord permits the additional use of risk assessments by a

bank’s own internal systems for capital calculations.The accord will not

specify risk management policies or practices. Rather, Basel II provides

options for banks and banking supervisors to calculate capital require-

ments for credit risk and operational risk.

Basel II is designed to further increase international banking stabil-

ity by improving capital adequacy requirements. The new document

will require substantially increased sensitivity of the capital require-

ments to risk. Basel II aligns capital requirements with risk management

practices and includes three key areas (called pillars):

1. Minimum capital requirements (pillar 1)

2. Supervisory review and processes (pillar 2)

3. Market discipline (pillar 3)
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Financial institutions will determine the risk sensitivity of the var-

ious transactions on their books, including an assessment of the type of

counterparty or borrower. Capital requirements will be based on appli-

cation of a set of predetermined formulas to the risk data provided by

the financial institutions. This includes metrics such as the probability

of default (PD), the amount of loss given a default (LGD), the exposure

at default (EAD), and maturity assumptions of the various exposures.

Banks can use three approaches for calculating credit risk capital:

1. Standardized approach (regulator provides risk measurement data
for probability of default, loss given default, and exposure at default)

2. Foundation Internal Ratings-Based approach (bank provides its
own estimate of probability of default, while regulator provides
loss given default and exposure at default data)

3. Advanced Internal Ratings-Based approach (bank provides its own
probability of default, loss given default, and exposure at default )

Minimum levels of capital will continue to be mandated under Basel

II.This means the total amount of regulatory capital will not change but

some banks may require less capital and others more, depending on the

risk profile of their portfolio. One key issue is that banks will be required

to set aside regulatory capital for operational risk under Basel II.

Although minimum capital requirements for financial institutions

will not change under Basel II, risk measurement will change.

Important changes in the treatment of credit risk will include the

recognition that collateral, guarantees, and credit derivatives can be used

for credit risk mitigation. In addition, given the importance of retail

lending activities for many financial institutions, the accord makes some

changes to the risk weightings associated with retail lending, including

the risk weighting on mortgages.
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Accounting and Regulatory Initiatives

International accounting standards for derivatives continue to evolve

toward marking to market and fair value. Regulatory initiatives are

attempting to reduce fraudulent activities and reporting, particularly

those introduced with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act in the United States and

the additional requirements of other countries following Sarbanes-Oxley.
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Risk Weightings

Basel II necessitates that capital be based on the underlying
risk associated with an activity. Consider the following example
of risk weightings for claims on sovereigns and central banks
in the following table under the standardized approach. These
risk weightings use ratings published by Standard & Poor’s for
illustrative purposes:a

Credit AAA to A+ to BBB+ to BB+ to Below 
Assessment AA– A– BBB– B– B– Unrated

Risk Weight 0% 20% 50% 100% 150% 100%

Basel II is expected to be appropriate for countries and finan-
cial institutions beyond the G10 and expected to take effect at
the end of 2007. More information on the New Basel Capital
Accord, including the original Basel Accord and current docu-
mentation, can be found on the BIS web site (www.bis.org).

a “Part 2, First Pillar, Minimum Capital Requirements, II Credit Risk—
The Standardized Approach, A (Regulatory Capital), #53,” Basel II:
International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital
Standards: A Revised Framework. Standard & Poor’s is a registered
trademark of its owners.
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Many organizations have incurred costs in the shift in the account-

ing treatment of derivatives. However, the changes have also meant a

significant increase in transparency for investors and lenders.

FASB 138

In the United States, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB)

introduced Statement No. 133, Accounting for Derivative Instruments

and Hedging Activities (FASB 133) in 1998, since updated by FASB

Statement No. 138. Currently, under U.S. generally accepted account-

ing principles (GAAP), recognition of gains and losses can be delayed

if specific hedge requirements are met, as modifications were made to

make it easier to conform for hedging purposes.

IAS 39

The International Accounting Standards Committee Foundation is an

oversight body for the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB).

IAS Standard 39, which deals with financial instruments, is also a fair

value model.

Sarbanes-Oxley Act 2002

The Public Company Accounting and Investor Protection Act of 2002,ii

also known as Sarbanes-Oxley, has resulted in perhaps the most sweeping

reforms in the U.S. securities arena in decades, leading to significant

changes in the way that U.S.publicly traded companies undertake business.

The changes and obligations required by Sarbanes-Oxley have

resulted in significant implicit and explicit costs for corporations to

comply. This is particularly so since the changes went into effect rela-

tively quickly. Since 2002, a number of similar initiatives, though often

smaller in scale and less widespread, have been proposed or implemented

in other (non-U.S.) jurisdictions.
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The Sarbanes-Oxley regulations cover a number of key areas,

including the creation of the Public Company Accounting Oversight

Board, auditor independence, corporate responsibility, enhanced finan-

cial disclosures, analyst conflicts of interest, corporate and criminal fraud

accountability, white-collar crime penalty, corporate tax returns, and

corporate fraud and accountability.

One area that may be of interest to corporations is the section that

deals with enhanced financial disclosures (Title IV of the original doc-

ument), with the following sections:

401 Disclosures in periodic reports

402 Enhanced conflict-of-interest provisions

403 Disclosures of transactions involving management and
principal stockholders

404 Management assessment of internal controls

405 Exemption

406 Code of ethics for senior financial officers

407 Disclosure of audit committee financial expert

408 Enhanced review of periodic disclosures by issuers

409 Real-time issuer disclosures

In addition to the U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act, other countries have

adopted, or are in the process of adopting, rules and regulations similar

to specific aspects of the Act within their own markets and regulatory

environments. It is too soon to determine how extensive these actions

will be.
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Summary

• Management of financial risk is vital for the existence of
the international financial system. A number of initiatives are
underway to better manage these risks.

• The risk of a failure of one or more counterparties is being
addressed with new initiatives in settlement systems to reduce
the potential for harm. The intention is that even a major
default would not necessarily result in a systemic reaction
between market participants.

• International central banks and regulators are building on an
important framework for the stability of the international
financial system. Enhanced capital adequacy standards, such as
the Basel II Accord, are designed to provide additional protec-
tion against a major financial event, thus improving financial
risk management globally.

Notes

i ISDA Margin Survey 2004.

ii The Act can be viewed at the Securities and Exchange
Commission Web site at www.sec.gov.
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T
he following is a brief selection of resources and additional infor-

mation that may be useful to readers, including associations,

accounting and regulatory bodies, payment and settlement systems,

central banks, and exchanges.

Associations 

Global Association of Risk Professionals www.garp.com

Professional Risk Managers International 
Association www.prmia.org

International Swaps and Derivatives Association www.isda.org

Bank for International Settlements www.bis.org

Treasury Management Association of Canada www.tmac.ca

Association of Financial Professionals www.afponline.org

Association of Corporate Treasurers www.treasurers.org

Futures Industry Association www.faifii.org

British Bankers Association www.bba.org.uk

Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial 
Telecommunication www.swift.com

Accounting and Regulatory Bodies

Public Company Accounting Oversight Board www.pcaobus.org

Financial Accounting Standards Board www.fasb.org

International Accounting Standards Board www.iasb.org

Accounting Standards Board Canada www.acsbcanada.org

American Institute of Certified Public 
Accountants www.aicpa.org

Appendix 
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Commodity Futures Trading Commission www.cftc.gov

U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission www.sec.gov

Payment and Settlement Systems

Clearing House Interbank Payment System www.chips.org

Continuous Linked Settlement www.cls-group.com

Central Banks

U.S. Federal Reserve www.federalreserve.gov

European Central Bank www.ecb.int

Bank of Canada www.bankofcanada.ca

Bank of England www.bankofengland.co.uk

Exchanges 

Chicago Mercantile Exchange www.cme.com

Chicago Board of Trade www.cbot.com

New York Board of Trade www.nybot.com

New York Mercantile Exchange www.nymex.com

Winnipeg Commodity Exchange www.wce.com

London Metals Exchange www.lme.com

The International Petroleum Exchange www.theipe.com

Euronext.Liffe www.liffe.com

EUREX www.eurexchange.com

Chicago Climate Exchange www.chicagoclimateexchange.com

Credit Rating Agencies

Dominion Bond Rating Service Limited (DBRS) www.dbrs.com

Fitch, Inc. www.fitchratings.com

Moody’s Investors Service, Inc. www.moodys.com

Standard & Poor’s Ratings Services (S&P) www.standardandpoors.com
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Absolute risk, 25, 26
Accounting, 169, 175, 176, 245–246
Aggregate exposure, 223–224
Agricultural commodities, 129–132
American-style options, 90, 142–143
Asset approach, 13
Asset-liability management, 50
Automatic exercise, options, 71

B
Back office, 169 
Backwardation, 36–38, 134
Balance of payments approach 13
Bank for International Settlements (BIS),

235, 242, 243, 245
Barrier options, 98–100
Basel II, 225, 240–245,

revised framework, 243–245
risk weightings, 245

Basis:
commodity, 134
interest rate, 51
risk, 24, 25, 28–29, 51, 57, 65
swaps, 62

Beijing Commodity Exchange, 133
BIS (Bank for International Settlements),

235, 242, 243, 245
Board of directors, oversight, 161

role, requirements, and challenges,
187–189

Bond futures, 55–57
Buffett,Warren, 197

C
Capital adequacy, 240–245 

revised framework, 243–245
risk weightings, 245

Caps and floors, 66–68
Cash forecasts, 160–161, 202
Chicago Board of Trade, 16, 17, 54, 126
Chicago Mercantile Exchange (CME), 54,

55, 131
CHIPS, 241
CLS (Continuous linked settlement),

106–107, 234–237
Collars:

commodity, 146–147
foreign exchange, 97
interest rate, 68–69
zero-cost, 68, 97

Collateral, 110, 112–113, 237–238
Commodities, 129–133

agricultural, 129–132
energy, 128, 132–133
metals, 129 
weather, 238–239

Commodity forwards and futures, 133–142
basis, 139
closing out, 140–141
delivery, 136–137
futures, 135–136
margin, 137
mark-to-market, 137
price limits, 138
pricing, 134–135
spreads, 140
swaps, 141
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Commodity Futures Trading
Commission, 18, 134 

Commodity options, 142–148,
buying and selling, 145–146
closing out, 147–148 
collar, 146–147
futures contracts, 143
pricing, 143–145

Commodity risk management:
exposures, markets, 129–133
fixed rate contracts, 127
history, 126
price factors, 14
types of participants, 127–128

Commodity risks, 34–39
Basis, 38–39
contango and backwardation, 36–38
price, 35–36
quantity, 36

Compensation and bonuses, personnel, 157
Concentration risk, 41–42, 108–109
Conflicts of interest, 158
Contango, 36
Continuous linked settlement, (CLS),

106–107, 234–237 
Convexity, 25, 208–209
Correlation, 6, 25
Counterparty ratings, 221–222, 223
Counterparty risk, 105–107, 169, 173
Country risk, see Sovereign risk
Credit derivatives, 118–123, 225

advantages, 118–119
challenges, 122–123
credit default swaps, 119–120
credit spread, 120–121
credit-linked notes, 122
ISDA documentation, 123
spreadlocks, 121
total return swaps, 121–122

Credit enhancement, 117, 174
Credit exposure:

aggregating, 173
collateral, 112–113 

contingent actions, 116–117
diversification, 111
function, 110
limits, 115–116, 173
management, 109–117
marking-to-market, 114–115
netting agreements, 113–114
rationing, 112 

Credit facilities, 199
Credit limits, 115–116, 173
Credit risk measurement, 221–225

aggregate credit exposure, 223–224
notional amounts, 222–223
rating agencies, 223
replacement cost, 224

Credit risk, 23, 39–42, 103–109, 176, 232
concentration, 41–42, 108–109
pre-settlement, 40–41, 105–107 
settlement, 41, 106
default, 104–105
default, 40
Herstatt, 106
legal, 107 
legal, 42, 174
sources, 103–104
sovereign (country), 41, 107–108
types, 39–42

Crop insurance, 126
Currency futures, 87–89

closing out, 88–89
exchanges, 87
margin, 88
mark-to-market, 88

Currency swaps, 85–86
closing out, 86
uses, 86

Currency, assessing, 182

D
Daiwa Bank, 20, 150
Daylight limits, 107, 116
Debt covenants, 117
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Default risk, 40, 225
Delta hedging, 91
Derivatives:

buying, 169
definition, 3–4
losses, 20, 166
trading, 231–232

Diversification, 111
lack of, 108–109 
risk, 5–6

Dojima, 15–16, 126
Duration, 50, 208–209

E
Embedded options, 44, 49
Enterprise-wide risk management,

232–234
Equity price risk, 43
Euro currency, 20, 65, 236, 241
Eurodollar futures, 55
European-style options, 90, 142–143
Exchange rate risk:

commodity-based, 79
project bids, 78 
transferring, 78–80

Exchange rates, pegged, 98
Expectations theory, 11
Exposure:

at default, 224
commodity and currency, 79
current and potential, 105
measuring, 205–206
strategic, 34
versus risk, 1–2

F
FASB138, 246
Fat tails, 217
FedWire, 241
Financial crises, 108, 212–213
Financial institutions:

credit risk, 230–231

G-30 recommendations for dealers,
170–177

Financial risk management:
process, 5, 6–7
sources, 2–3
what is, 1

Fixed rate contracts, 127
Flexible forward, 82–83
Forecasts, 74, 160–161, 172
Foreign currency debt, 76–77
Foreign exchange options, 89–101

average rate, 97–98
barrier, 98–100
buying and selling, 93–97
closing out, 101
collar, 96–97
compound, 100–101
delta hedging, 91
fundamentals, 90–93
intrinsic and time value, 93
knock-in, 98–100
knock-out, 98–100
premiums, 92,

Foreign exchange rates, 82, 83
exposure reduction, 74
factors that affect, 11–13
key drivers, 12–13
pegged, 98
theories of determination, 13

Foreign exchange risk:
principles, G-31, 167–170 
strategic, 33
transaction, 29
translation, 30–32
types, 29–34

Foreign exchange swap, 84–85
closing out, 86
currency swap, 85–86

Foreign exchange:
exposure, 29–34
forwards, 80–84
futures, 87–89
points, 83
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swaps, 84–86
Forward contracts:

commodity, 133–142
foreign exchange, 80–84
history, 15
interest rate, 50–54

Forward rate agreements (FRAs), 50–54
and Eurodollars, 55
closing out, 52–54
example, 53
settlement amount, 53
terminology, 52

Futures:
bond, 55–57
commodity, 135–136
currency, 87–89
hedge ratios, 58–59
history, 15–18
interest rate, 54–59
margin, 88
reporting limits, 87
strips, 57

FX forwards, 80–84
closing out, 83–84
flexible, 82–83
non-deliverable, 83
points, 83
pricing, 82
rates, 82

G
Gap analysis and management, 50, 207–208
Group of 30, Recommendations, 170–176
Group of 31, Core Principles, 167–170

H
Hedging, 198

decisions, policy, 193–196
strategies, 196–200 

Herstatt, Bankhaus, 106
Historical simulation, 219–220

History:
Dojima, 15–16,
early markets, 15
Louvre Accord, 19
North American, 16–17
October 1987, 18
Plaza Accord, 19
Winnipeg Commodity Exchange, 17

Human error and fraud, 42–43

I
IAS 39, 246
Inflation derivatives, 238
Intercompany lending, 48–49
Interest rate futures, 54–59

bond, 55–57
closing out, 57–59
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